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Letter from the Minister

A citizen of Fon Good
Hope was quoted in
Learning, Tmdition and
Change in the N011hwest
Tel7itories and in Our
Students, Our Future, as
saying "There is a
tremendous amount of
knowledge about the Dene
view of the world that is
learned on the land. 111is
knowledge is our

philosophy. To prevent it from being lost, it must
become an integral part of our school program" It
is my pleasure to introduce a major step by my
c1epal1ment in this direction.

The Dene Kede curriculum was developed over a
three year period and involved elders and teachers
selected to represent each of the five Dene
Regions. It was understood from the beginning
that, to be consistent with the philosophy of
community-based curriculum, it was essenlial that
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as many communities as possible and especially
the elders must be involved in every stage of its
development. Many elders pal1icipated, each
contributing in their area of expel1ise, and I offer a
special thanks to all of them.

The Dene Kede curriculum encompasses culture,
language and the Dene perspective on education.
It enables children to understand their identity as
individuals and as members of a conununity. At a
time when the environment is under considerable
stress, it teaches our children the interdependence
of nanrre and their responSibility to conserve and
protect it. In this way, Dene Kede wiU help to
ensure that our children become equal, respectful
and contributing members of society.

fZr
Richard Nerysoo
Minister ofEducation, Culture and Employment
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George Blondin

Ge01'ge Blondin was born on Horton Lake in May
1922, and spent his first twenty years in the Honah
Lake area near Great Bear Lake, In 1942, he
moved to Norman Wells and worked as a guide
for [he surveyors on the Canol Pipeline project,

He returned to the area around Fort Franklin in
1944, and for the next ten years worked and
travelled between there and Port Radium, Later he
moved to Yellowknife where he worked for Giant
Mines from 1956 to 1975,

Upon retiring from the mine, Mr, Blondin took up
trapping again around McGill Bay, From 1982 to
1984, he served as the Chief of Fort Franklin, and
later, from 1987 to 1989, he was the Northern Vice
President of the Dene Nation,

Since 1989, Mr. Blondin has been the elected
chairperson of the Denendeh Elders' Council.
Besides these responsibilities, he works part-time
with the Dene Cultural Institute and also finds time
to write articles and columns for local newspapers.

Mary Firth Sr.

Mary Filtb was born Maty Wilson on April 3, 1916
in the Yukon, the child of Andrew and Lillian
Wilson. Her mother died when Mary was 12 years
old, leaving her to raise her brother and sister.
While her father trapped, she taught herself how
to tan moosehides, to sew, and to do bead and
quill work. In 1933, when she was 16, Mary
married William Firth and moved with him to Fort
McPherson, where they raised 14 children - four
girls and ten boys. Her husband died in July 1979,

Although Mary never anended school, she gained
invaluable experience while attending meetings at
the conununity, territorial and national levels. Her
eldest son, Wally, a member of Parliament, taught
her to read and write. For many years in Fort
McPherson, Mary worked on many projects and
charities for the Women's Auxiliary and for the
church.

Mary Firth's kindness brought her many friends,
and her wisdom and wit and great love for the
outdoors were an inspiration to all. She passed
away while working on this project.
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Judith Catholic was born into a strong, traditional
family on September 9, 1933. She spent her
childhood around FOil Reliance and Alliliery Lake
(Da Cho). The family moved to Lutsel K'e after the
deaths of her father Pierre Drybone and brother
Gabriel. There she man'ied Pierre Catholic, a well

. known craftsman, who still lives in the traditional
way on the land. Together they raised six children.

Judith has been involved with the Lutsel K'e Dene
school, as both a cultural instructor and as a
member of the Community Education Committee.
She and Pierre teach snldents all aspects of living
out on the land. They learn how to make camp, to
hunt caribou, to trap and to make dtymeat.

Considered one of the best tanners in Lutsel K'e,
Judith has turned this traditional skill into a viable
business practice. She staIted her own tannelY,
and fIXes hides as her mother taught her by using
wood and animal palts. Her knowledge of
traditional ways makes her a valuable member of
the community. Judith Catholic is one of the few
women in Lut.sel K'e still expeIt in crafts. and
continues to pass on her wisdom today_
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Joe Boucher

Joe Boucher(Gha Cha) was born in Deninoo (Fall
Resolution) on January 1st, 1911, and was adopted
by Tse! Kes and Juli Cho after his parents died.
Gha Cha spent his youth around Deninoo Kue'
and Thebacha (FaIt Smith) before settling in LUlsel
K'e (Snowdrift). He married Husdi, who passed
away some years ago, and raised four children, all
still living today.

Gha Cha's persistence and detennination made
him a good hunter and provider. He travelled
many miles by dog team, canoe and on foot. In
this way, he became velY fanliliar with the best
areas for hunting, trapping and camping. Of those
hard times, he would say: " People didn't have
much, but they were happy."

Gha eha is an elder who travels to many places
now, sometimes for conferences and meetings and
sometimes just for fun. His home in Luts'e! K'e is a
drop in centre where visitors C0111e for tea, and to
tell stories and play cards. He keeps busy with
cmfts. and by passing on his knowledge about life
in the good old days.
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had five brothers and five sisters. Bella was eight years
old when she went to school in Hay River. During her
three years there, she lost her language and had to
re-learn it upon her return.

In 1941, Bella rnanied George Ross and moved with
him to AkIavik where she raised her family and
worked at different jobs. She taught her children
Gwich'in as they were growing up, and moved to Fort
McPherson when they attended school.

Over d1e years, Bella has worked hard to encourage
Gwich'in language and culture, including translation
and repolting for d1e Gwich'in plugram on CBC radio
in Inuvik. She a/.so serves on the FOlt McPhelson
Elders' Committee which was set up in 1993.

In 1977. Bella and MalY Kendi flDm AkIavik were
sponsored by the Women's Institute to attend a United
Nations conference on deceltification in NaiIDbi. She
has received letters of commendation from the
Depaltment ofJustice and flum the Gwich'in
Language Centre. Bella is known as a very nice and
friendly pelson.
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Elizabeth Mackenzie

Elizabeth Mackenzie was born on October 30,
1917, one of the seven children ofJeremy and Liza
Chocolate. She went to school in Fon Resolution
for four years. Elizabeth's mother died when she
was foulteen, so she was raised by her older sister
Maria who taught her many sUlvival skills for life
on the land.

Elizabed1 married Louis Mackenzie at the age of
25. and spent the next 40 years with him
travelljng, trapping and hunting in the bush. When
her seven children began school, she settled in
Rae where she worked at the hospital.

Elizabeth has always had a great interest in the
education of Dogrib youth, and played a central
role in the Rae-Edzo School Society for twenty
years. She was briefly a Justice of Peace for the
Dogrib region, and was active in the Native
Women's Association and in her local church.
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Joseph Jerome Bonnetrouge was born in Fort Good
Hope on October 8, 1925. At the age of two, his
family moved to Fort Providence while his father
worked on the boat called the Distributor. He is
married with eight children and nine granchildren.

Joseph has a long work history with the federal,
territorial and communiry govemments. He has
rough necked for an exploration company, trained
as a surveyor for the building of the Yellowknife
Highway, and also served as an Alcohol and Drug
Counsellor for the Dene Band. Since he retired
from Government in 1985, he has devoted his time
to his grandchildren and to hunting and trapping.

In Joseph's word's: "I am thankful for having lived
this long and for the Creator allOWing me to
participate in such an inlportant task as this
curriculum. The children, our future, must have an
education or their furure will be rocky."

Marie Cadieux

Marie Cadieux was bom at Jiewatue on Great
Bear Lake in 1920. In her early years she travelled
Widely on the land with her family, trapping,
hunting and gathering food for the winter. Marie
married at 20, and has 9 surviving children and
many grandchildren. Because of her fan1.ily, she
didn't venture far from home, except to work as a
cook's helper.

Marie has travelled throughout her life and lived in
many communities. She is wellknown and
respected both for her kindness and for her artistly
as a seamstress. She also finds work as a
consultant due (0 her knowledge of traditional
Dene ways.
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Adele Hardisty was born at Pedezh K~ (Old Fort
Wrigley) on April 15, 1925, and has spent most of
her life in Wrigley. She spent two years at the
mission school in Fort Providence, but family
responsibilities required her to return home. The
experience of u-apping with her father and of
growing up in the traditional way has had a lasting
impact upon Adele's life.

Adele is very knowledgeable in the ways of the
land, and continues to practice the laws of nanlre
as she was taught. She still trears various illnesses
hy harvesting her own remedies in the bush. Over
the years, she has developed many skills especially
in preparing hides and in making rabbitskin
clothing, and is also known for her fine beadwork.

Adele has been very active in education, raising
her own children and extended family in the Dene
ways, teaching culnrral programs· in the the school,
and serving on the Community Education Council.
Always she stresses the importance of young
people learning to live according to the [[,dditional
Dene spirirual values. 111is is how they will
develop respect, strength of character and the
ability to make sound moral decisions.
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Alphonse Eronchi

Alphonse Eronchi was horn in Rae in 1919 and
spent his first nine years there. In 1928, he was sent to
school in Fort Providence where he stayed fat three
ye-drs. By d1e time he rerumed home, Alphonse could
not mmmunicate wid1 his own people. It took him a
year to re-Ie-dm his own language and uaditional bush
skills.

\1Vhen he was 19, Alphonse moved to Yellowknife
where he did various odd jobs - dynamiting,
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at Can Mine and wod<ed U1ere for four years.
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he was manied. He held several jobs, working as a
Community Heald1 Worker for seven years, and at d1e
school for another nine year.;. He was injured on d1e
job, and on his doaor's advice has nor worked since.

Alphonse'S bes1 friend for many yealo was Joe Tobie.
He says; "111e best time of my life was going for
muskmt hunting In d1e spring time - cooking muskrat
over an open fue, muskrat fat dripping, ii,tening to all
kinds of birds chiJping and singing. All d1e wild
animals retuming to U1e nord1 made us very happy."
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Foreword
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/n the Beginning

lltis Dene Keele Cuniculum represents for ule Dene a
velY important step in the evolution of Dene culture
and language use in the classrooms of the N.W.T.
Many attempts have been made in the past to
incorporate our OJlture and language into schools. We
Dene teachers have participated in amvities such as
t.1king students onto the land for a few days each year,
teaclling Dene language classes, and making bannock
in schools. Over the past fifteen years, there has been
an unspoken unease on our Pllit with what has been
plDjected to our children and the wodd as "us"
ollDugh olese isolated amvities. Was this to be the
sum toral of our culture and identity'

Political movements have pressured the Govemment
for SOme time to make Dene education more
meaningful. 11,e Department of Education, Culture
and Employment has responded in large p'dlt by
putting energy into teacher education. 111i., response
has been based upon the belief that traineel and
qualifIed Dene te-dchers would know how and whal
to te'dch of our culture. UnfoltUnately, the teacher
n,lining plDgrams did not have us ask Olese questions
of ourselves, nor did they plDvide us with ule time or
the resources to search for the answers. For many of
us, day-to-clay survival in Ole classroom submerged the
politicdl will and Ole neecl to look for ule aru;wers
once we bec'J.me te'dchers.

\Vhar became apparent in time, however, was that

xiii

WiOl each passing ye-dr, our elders were dying. We
were.moving away from our communities and we
saw our cultures passing before our eyes. [t was this
awareness perhaps which created the sense of
urgency uut moved us as Dene educators to begin
work WiUl ule elders to create this OJniOJlum.

The time Iud come to identify and in some instances,
to disclose for all to see, what we Dene know and feel
aboul ourselves and our land. We had to
acknowledge olat we were not simply teachels. As
Dene, we were also leaders. As leaders we would
have to take a IDle in shaping our future. [n the past,
our eldels were our te'dchers and leadels. But ule
cirOJmstances of toclay require us to be messengers, to
become a link between the elders and Ole Dene
c11.ildren, a link between our pa<;[ and our n.lture.

The Challenge

Dene educators and elders flDm e-dcl, of Ule five Dene
regions were blDughl together to develop a Dene
OJrriculum. After yeals of experience with the teml
"Dene Education" we had a sense uut some oitical
component was n1i.ssing. It had to be mOle uun
simply our language or what we loosely tenlleel
OJllural skills.

We asked ourselv this question: is there such a U1ing
as a Dene perspeaive on life and if thele is, what is it?
It becdme immediately clear Olat the answer could not
be e-asily identified.



Foreword

The Process

As Dene we had to commit ourselves to two
principles of process: involvement of our elders and
COffilTIunities, and consensus.

The initial meetings tested our patience, our tnlst in
each other and the principles of process. We were
foltunate to have the elders with us to guide us on this
journey. They had come out of a commitment to see
the development of a Dene cuniculum, but they did
nor commit themselves to the working group
immediately. As elders tend to do, tiley let us struggle
through the confliets which arose as we worked with
the question, "what is a Dene perspective".

TI,eir commitment to the group carne only after ti,ere
was evidence that we teachers could agree upon the
!aSk at hand and were serious about our own
commitment to it. Once agreement was obtained, the
elders became fully committed to gUiding us in the
complete development of the Dene Kede Cuniculum.

For two years, we worked together in conmlllnities
such as Rae Edzo, Folt Sin1pson, Deline and FOlt
McPherson. We also worked separately in our own
regions and COnm1unities, gathering clata for our
cuniculum. In each conmlllnity, elders and otiler
interested people came to listen, to corrunent and to
give their silppolt.

As the regions sent in their data, other regions would
validate the infol111ation and a consensus would be
reached as to what was equally applicable or
in1poltant to all. After examining the contents of fIfty
thematic units from each of the fIve regions, general
and generic expectations as to what should be taught
were identifIed. These became the backbone of ti,e
Dene Kede Cuniculurn. 10 a very basic way, ti,ese
expectations fonn the core of what we identifIed as
the Dene perspective.

The Contents ofIJene Kede

10 times past, culture was understood to be Simply ti,e
traditional knowledge and skills of ti,e Dene people. It
encompassed such skills as hunting caribou, tanning
hides, and sewing slippers. 10 tilis cuniculum such
land skills are considered in1poltant to learn because
they enable the student to become capable on the
land while learning to enjoy, understand, respect and
appreciate the land. Having such a relationship with
the land ensures tilat the student will understand ti,at it
is life-giVing and must tilerefore be PIDlOOed and
preserved. This is why we teach land skills, and this is
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the place of "culture" in ti,e Dene Kede Cuniculum

As we reviewed all that ti,e elders were saying, it
became dear that culture is larger than this. Culture is
more than land skills. Culture is the Dene community.
Culture is the spintual world of the Dene. And culture
is the way of perceiving oneself.

The elders presented us with the knowledge, skills
and attitudes that Dene should strive toward in order
to become "capable". TI,e kind of Dene that we were
being asked to help create with this cuniculum were
capable people, ones who had integrity in their
relationships with the spiritual world, ti,e land, other
people, and themselves.

The Purpose ofDene Kede

10 the fInal analysis, our elders were telling us tim as
inclividuals, as a people, and as a species, we must
become "capable" in order to survive. 111is can be
nanowly understood to mean survival of a person on
ti,e land, but it also means survival of all humankind
on this planet.

TI,e Dene Kede Cuniculum works for survival tilfough
our children. TI,e children are viewed as our pathway
into the future. It is hoped ti,at if our children are given
Dene perspectives to guide them in establishing good
relationships with the land, the spiritual wodd, other
people, and tilemselves, nor only will our identity be
maintained, but we will all be doser to survival.

Integrity in Implementation

TI,e Dene Kede Cumculum in this, its fIrst fOlm, has
been a major accomplishment. It is recognized
however tilat the cuniculum must be inlplemented in
a fashion which lS consistent witil the desire of the
Dene elders and educators for a comprehensive
applDach to Dene education. To ensure this, as much
effolt and resources are being put into ti,e orientation
of ti,e COI1m1unities, teachers and ac!Jninistratols as
went intO the development of ti,e curriC11lurn. It is not
in ti,e interests of ti,e Dene or of people in general to
allow inacC11rate interpletation of the cuniC11lum, be it
through lack of training, resources or good will. It is
owed to the elders who trusted the developels to
ensure that ti,e cumculum is implemented witil
integrity.

Fibbie Tatti
CUl1iculum Development Coordinator
Yellowknife, N.W.T.
August, 1993



The Dene Kede Mission Statement

The Creation Story

It is said that when the worldfirst began, all things on
earth werepeople. But the originalpeoplefelt that they
should know what their different roles andpurposes

were to be. A meeting was called and everyone
attended. They set out to determine theirfuture

existence on earth. They began by creating a few
essentials which they tied up into bundles. And they

decided that everyone should abide by certain
universal laws. Finally they decided that each person
should choose thefamily to which they would belong.

Those people who wanted to be a part ofthe birdfamily
declared their intentions. Those who did not want to be
a part ofthe birdfamily made their intentions clear. ..

And so the Dene story of creation goes...

The creation story provides the basic philosophic principle for rhis curriculum. The creation story tells us
that because we were created last of all beings, our continued survival requires us to be in respectful

relationship with the land and all of its animals, the spiritual world, other people and ourselves.

This is the Dene perspective. The purpose of rhis curriculum is to give lhis perspective back to our
children. There is a need to root ourselves in tradition not for the sake of the past but for the sake of the

future. Our children, with the gift of their culture, can work towards ensuring our future sUlvival as well as
the survival of humankind.
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The Dene Kcde Mi"sion Statement

The Child

Among the Dene, it is said the child is born with a Drum in its hand..

The child is born with integrity.

The child has worth.

It is the birthright of the Dene child to be acknowledged and respected for this.

The child who is not respected C"JnnOI become whal it is meant to he.

xvi



The Dene Kede Mission Statement

The Drum

It is said that the drum is the Dene culture.

The drum represents unity of self, others, the spiritual world and land.

The Dene must grasp the drum and be in respectful relationship with themselves,
with others and with Mother Eanh.

To grasp the drum is to maintain integrity and to live life to its fullest.

The drum is the Dene culture.

The drum is the voice and the language of the elders speaking to the Dene.

Two strings, side by side and yet apan, work together like the Dene, to amplify the voice of the elders.

xvii



The Dene Kede Mission Statement

The Drum Da1lce

When a Dene dances with rhe drum, ir is a rime of reflection and self-evaluation.

To dance the drum dance is ro know oneself

When the Dene dance the drum dance, they are ar c11eir closest to the Creator.

When the Dene dance with the drum, they dance separately but rogether in harmony.

To dance as one requires respectful relationships.

Yet they dance separately respecting the spirit of one another.

There is no desire to control or to have power over another.

The power comes from the voice of the drum.

They dance in a circle, like the drum and like the earth.

To dance as one means survival as a people.
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The Dene Kede Mission Statement

TheTipi

It is said that the tipi is like the education thal is given to Our children.

The poles represent the basic Dene perspectives lived around the children.

Each of the poles is fimlly grounded in the land which nurtures life.

The poles hold the child close to family until the child is ready to fly.

The poles must guide the education of the Dene children.

The mowa is the passage into life as a capable adult.

The child that is respected will eventually come to the mowa.

When all of the perspectives come together in one place and become alive in the child,
the child can fly off to be on its own.
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The Dene Kede Mission Statement

Survival

The elders have said that the Dene must live in a respectful relationship with the land,

the spiritual world, other people and oneself. This is necessary in order to survive as a people.

This Dene Kede Curriculum aims not only at the survival of the Dene but also the

survival of all humankind. Humankind is beginning to understand that such a commitment is

necessary in order to ensure the survival of all people on earth.

xx



TIle Dene Kede Mission Statement

Dene Education

Dene education means the teaching of the language and culture of the Dene based. upon the

foundation of Dene perspectives or world view. This is what the elders speak of when

they refer to traditional education.

In the Dene cUITiculum which follows, an attempt is made to bring this perspective back into the

education of young Dene children. Dene language and culture taught without this perspective lacks

purpose. The purpose of this curriculum is not simply the sUlvival of Dene culture or language,

but the survival of its people into the future - sUlvival based upon integrity borne of

respectful relationships with self, others, the spirit world and the land.





Dene Kede Concepts

Dene Perspective

All the world has laws. There are many
thousands ofdifferent animals on this
earth and they all have their own laws.
When we walk in the bush we think
about all ofthem. This is how we learn
the way ofall life and the things we
don't know. (Jimmy B. Rabesca in Rae
Edzo, Nov. 1990)

A little bit ofsuffering had to be taught.
(Joe Boucher in Ft. Franklin, jan.
1991)

!There are} things unseen, the sounds of
animals, the wolfs cry, echoes wailing
around us. We hear these things
unseen. These were believed. Now we
only believe what we see, not what we
don't see. That is why things have been
destroyed. The spinlual world is
unseen. This comes to usfrom our
ancestors. The spiritual world has to be
made clear to our children. We have to
make our children believers again.
They have to learn to interpret the
unseen. (Elizabeth Mackenzie in
Yellowknife, june 1991)

God didn't create the world so that only
man can teach us. (Jimmy Rabesca in
Rae-Edzo, Nov. 1990)

How are we going to improve our lives
ifwe are always poking our heads
above the crowd, selfish and not
respecting otherpeople's opiniOns, but
wanting to be our own boss? (Jimmy B.
Rabesca in Rae-Edzo, Nov. 1990)

Every culture has a world view whether it is stated or not. It
gives people a characteristic perspective of things which runs
through every aspect of their lives. This perspective tells the
people what is important and why. It tells the people how
they must behave in life. Perspective explains life for a people
and gives it meaning.

The Creation Story

The Creation story is fundamental for the Dene, for in it, the
order of our universe is laid out. The order enables us to see
ourselves as a people in relationship to the world. This is our
world view - our perspective, the perspective from which we
see life and all things around us.

In the Creation story, people are the last to be made. The land
and the animals made before us c;lid not really need people
and therefore people had no reason to exist. When Dene
were created, they were the only people that relied upon
everyone else for their survival. They were the weakest of all
creatures: hence, the Dene perspective is that survival would
be difficult and people, in their relationship to the land, would
have to be humble and respectful.

As each of the animal people was being defined, a speCial
spiritual relationship between these animal people and all
others was defmed. For example, as the spider was given its
special identity, it was decided that this creature would be the
most powerful of people. It would have powers dut
transcended the earth. Its webs would create beautiful
rainbows and be able to capture rain in the heavens enabling
the Dene to survive: hence, the Dene perspective that the
small, the unseen and the seemingly most insignificant all
possess power and thus deserve respect.

As each of the animal people was being defined, a decision
also had to be made as to the role it would play in life. Each
animal person had to ensure its own survival without being in
conflict with the survival of others, including the Dene.
Although each was perfect in its own way, disagreements
would arise among them about how they were to relate to
each other. There were some that were greedy. Some wanted
more power than odlers.

In order to survive they had to learn to cooperate and to think
about the welfare of dle group. It was agreed that dley would
use consensus to settle conflicts, and if consensus could not
be reached, a contest would be held. It was also agreed that
whatever decision was reached, it would not be final. Laws
coldd be changed if they were not workable. These together
became the basis for the Dene perspective on how to settle
conflict'; and make decisions.
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Dene Kede Concepts

Survival

How do generations ajlergenerations
replace one another?. Jt ispossible only
through =hing each other.
(Jimmy B. Rahesm in Rf1e-Edzo,
Nov. 1990)

We have to listen to the elders, even
though the elder is not ourfather or our
mother. We have to respect thosepeople
by word and attitude. We haven'tyet
beniifittedfrom our own experiences. If
we keep their words well, we will save
ourselves through them. They relate to
us their experiences ofhow they lived
and worked. (Jimmy B. Rabesca, in
Rae-Edzo, Nov. 1990)

Aboriginalpeople, when the world
started, had their own law given from
the Creator.... Dene Laws don't mean
the justice ofthe White Man's laws.
They have different consequences: good
words and good life versus jail. How do
we choose which laws to teach our
children, with what kind of
enforcement? . . There are a lot ofDene
Laws which conflict with modern times.

The creation of the Raven is an important part of the Creation
story. The Raven was created the leader among leaders. It was
the most powerful and clever of persons and its knowledge
and experience were sought by one and all. But it was also
vain and selfish. When the birds were being painted, it insisted
that it should be painted better than all the other birds. Its
reward was of course to be painted black. The Raven's
weakness was that it did not see itself in relationship with
others around it. It saw itself as complete and finished. From
the Raven story we derive the Dene perspective that we must
continually push ourselves to grow rather than remain
complacent and smug in what we are or have become.

Before the Coming qfthe Non-Dene

For generations and generations, before rl1e coming of me non
Dene, me Dene were able to survive on this land. They were able
to survive in the harshest of climates because of the accumulated
experience, knowledge and wisdom of me Dene combined wim
meir self-discipline. It was a matter of life or deam for each
individual to leam as much as possible from the elders and omers
around mem.

Survival Today

In the recent past, the young Dene have sometimes
questioned the value of the traditional knowledge and skills of
our people. They see technology from the south as having
replaced most of the traditional skills and knowledge. In many
many ways it has seemed as though, in today's world, our
survival no longer depends upon Dene knowledge and skills.

What many have fmally come to understand, however, is mat me
Dene teachings have very much to do wirl1 survival. What we look
to now is rl1e very core of what it is to be Dene - our perspective,
our world view. We are just beginning to understand rl1at our
survival as a people depends very much upon a cl1ange in our
way of relating wim me land, me spiIitual world, wim omers and
with ourselves.

Swvivalofall Humanity

We are beginning to understand rl1at mese perspeaives, which
have been at the root of all Dene teachings since titne inllnen10Iial,
have a timeless quality which can be applied to any situation, any
place, any people. We understand mat we cannot simply talk
about Dene sUlvivai. In order for us to survive as a people, we
recognize me need for me survival of aU people and for rl1e
SLlIvival of me e'alth.

Indeed, in today's world, rl1e Dene perspective is sorely in need.
Changes and crises have forced many who are not Dene to
recognize me need for a new way of looking at life. People are
losing touch wim e'dch omer and rl1eiI' communities and, in rl1e
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Dene Kede Concepts

.. What is thepwpose? Suroival ofthe
group. Without rules, there is no group.
Everyone is suroiving individually. The
laws enable group suroival and we
want to get back to that. (George
Blondin in Yellowknife,june 1991)

The Child

Ifa child is hom, he is human, just in
being hom one minute. .. Everyone
hom is a miracle. .. beautiful mind,
gentle heart. . . The child has
everything, and he will have everything
ifhe is respected and respects.
(Elizabeth Mackenzie in Fort Franklin,
jan. 1991)

process, gradually losing touch with whom they are as individuals,
as a people and as human beings. As people move away from the
heart of the land and as they become deaf to the spiritual sounds
around them, they are destroying that which gives life.

Dene Pel~pectiue

The four fundamental Dene perspectives that are given us in
the Creation story have to do with our relationships.

o In our relationship with the land we should strive for
respect and a sense of humility.

o Our relationship with the spiritual world is based upon
acceptance of things that can neither be seen nor touched.

o Our relationship with other people is based upon
cooperation and consensus and the welfare of the group.

o And finally, our relationship with ourselves is one which
requires continual self-evaluation and growth while
accepting our inherent self-worth.

Dene life has been guided since tin1e in1memorial by these
basic perspectives. And it is these perspectives which we must
pass on to the succeeding generations.

The Child is Our Future

Dene elders have said that the child is born grasping the
Drum. The child is holding in the palm of its hands the .
accumulated knowledge, skills and perspectives of the Dene.
This drum ensures the continuation of the Dene as a people.
The child becomes the community and the community is the
future of the people. The child is therefore the future.

The Child is Born with Integrity

In the spring, nature inevitably comes to life, providing that
the nurturing winds and rains are tl1ere. The things of nature
have in their smallest seeds, the fonns that they will become.
Elders say that a child is like a seed, born with all that it is
meant to be, born with integrity. Recognizing this integrity in
a child enables the child to remain true to itself as it grows.

Each Child is Unique

Each child is unique in talents and abilities. The task of those
around the growing child is to provide experiences which will
enable the child to become what it is meant to be. The right
way is shown and explained to the child, and in some cases,
decisions must be made for the child to ensure survival. But,
in tl1e end, it will be up to each child to choose what is right
for itself. If the appropriate experiences are given the child,
tl1e child will develop the basic skills required for survival, as
well as those special gifts that make him or her unique. It
must be remembered that the gifts come in many fOlTI1s. For
some it may be the gift of special skllls on the land, and for
another it may be the gift of laughter.
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Dene Kede Concepts

Affirm thatyou are Dene. As a Dene,
you search for yourself. You seek those
who are skilled andpattern yourself
after them. Learn the skills they have.
You will become the Dene envisioned.
The Real Person, The Dene. (Elizabeth
Mackenzie in Yellowknlfe, April 1990)

Education

What do the young people know? What
do the oldpeople know? We teachers
must go between them with this
curriculum. We are the link between
the children and the elders and the
future. We need to hold onto each
other. We talk about the kinds,
principles, etc. We are talking about the
future. (Fibbie Tatti in Fort Franklin,
Jan. 1991)

Once we [elders! speak in the presence
ofthe children, it will be their
respansibility. When we have talked to
them clearly and they have been taught
both Dene and non-Dene cultures
completely, it will be up to themselves. It
will be theirfault ifthey becomepoor
for not acting on our words. (Johnny
Eyakjivo in Rae-Edzo, Nov. 1990)

Trust in the Child

Because there was a belief in the inherent integrity of the
child, from the time it could walk the child was given the
respect of being its own person. This respect took the form of
trust in the child's natural curiosity to learn and the child's
need to learn. The Dene child responded to this trust by
constantly challenging and motivating itself to new levels of
accomplishment. In any experience, the child could be trusted
to learn what it was ready for. Rather than focusing on what
the child had not yet learned or mastered, attention was given
to what the child had accomplished. Because of the constant
focus upon survival, there were few children who did not rise
to the challenge of becoming fully who they were meant to
become.

Education for Survival

There is a Dene way of understanding education. Education
consists of providing the skills, knowledge and perspectives ill'lt
will enable survival. The educational content llaS come down to us
from generation to generation through our elders in the oral
tradition. Our elders are the prinl'lry source for any real Dene
based education.

Learning through Experience

Traditionally, education was not schooling. Learning for
sUlvival happened during all the waking hours, each and
every day, and all life long. Learning occun·ed through life
experience - not in abstraction or set apart from on-going life
activities.

Cyclical Learning

Also, learning occurred in a cyclical fashion. Through repeated
exposure to experiences, children began to learn at their own
rate of readiness. Reality was not hidden from children
because it was thought they were not ready for it. Children
were constantly learning as they lived life.

Self-Motivation

[n this kind of education, the children were always velY aware
of why they were learning something. This was fundamental
to their self-motivation. VelY f'dfely was motivation to learn
based on simple interest or pleasure. Most often it was based
on an acute sense of the importance of learning anyone
thing.

The task for those around the growing child was and is to
provide experiences which will enable the child to become
what it is meant to be. Behaviour and skills are modelled and
explained. In some cases, decisions are made for the child to
ensure survival. In the end, however, it is left up to the child
to choose what is right for itself.
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Introduction to Dene Kede

The Place ofDene Learning Resources in
DeneKede

For years now, Dene teachers have been actively
creating Dene language and culture learning
resources for schools and classrooms in the N.W.T.
Each of these resources is valuable for the skills
and knowledge it imparts, and for the efforr and
time it represents on the parr of the developers.
The Dene Kede Curriculum, with its broad Dene
goals and perspectives, gives a place to each of
these resources. All resource materials that have
been produced to date have an imporrant role to
play in the successful implementation of Dene
Kede. As the various regions and schools develop
teaching units using the Dene Kede curriculum, it
is hoped that they will incorporate the many
existing resources as well as develop new ones. A
preliminary attempt has been made by the
developers of Dene Kede to mention relevant
resource materials in each of the thematic units
contained in this cUITiculum.

The Place ofAcademic Subjects in Dene Kede

At one time in the formal school system, the
academic subjects were very much tied to
purpose. Numbers and math had to be learned to
enable students to engage in money transactions
or for parricular kinds of jobs. Literacy was
important for reading the Bible or for reading
instructions. Today, some subjects have become so
abstract that often our students lose Sight of why
they must learn them.

Dene Kede attempts to give some perspective as
to why these subjects are inlporrant. Science and
geographiC knowledge are imporrant in giving us
a greater understanding of the land. Knowledge
about our phYSical bodies and well-being (health)
is an imporrant parr of our being capable on the
land and surviving. TI,e study of other tribes and
people with respect to their similarities and
differences (social studies) is an imporrant aspect
of establishing good relationships with other
people. Knowledge and skills such as these, taken
together, are vital for our survival.
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Scope and Sequence

The scope and sequence of learning expectations
in past curricula have been based upon a learning
model which is linear and comparative. Learning
was outlined in steps and stages. Students were
expected to follow through these stages together,
and at the end were compared in tenns of how
well they mastered the content. For example,
reading was divided into mastery of phoniCS, then
reading of a word, then a sentence, then a
paragraph.

In keeping with a Dene perspective on education,
thiS curriculum subscribes to a cycliC and
individualized learning model which more closely
parallels the traditional model for learning.
Children were exposed repeatedly to a holistic and
authentic experience from the culture (experiences
such as spring camping or making dry meat). A
child and an adult would have the same
experience but through years of experience, the
adult would be more proficient in the experien'ce
than the child. Each person would get from any
experience that for which he or she was ready. For
example, young girls were exposed to sewing or
beading and allowed to try a Simple project rather
than being kept at parts of the project.

The scope of the expectations for the children is
proVided in four categories: in their relationships
with the spiritual world, other people, the land
and themselves. The expectations are sequenced
with culturally accepted levels of "proficiency" or
awareness (e.g. "seeking opportunities to learn
from respected individuals in the community"
grades 4-6).



General Learner Expectations

neue Kede Erihtl'e: Dene Language a71d
Culture, General Expectations

In order [0 sUlvive and to live life [0 the fullest, Dene
students must develop respectful relationships with the
Land, the Spiritual World, Other People and

The Land

In their relationship
with the Land, students are

expected to, with the aid
of the Dene Language:

o Enjoy the Land.
o Become capable on the Land.

o Understand the Land.
o Appreciate and respect the Land.
o Be familiar with the Dene history

of the Land.

ThePeop1e

In their relationship with Other People,
students are expected to,

with the aid of the Dene Language:

o Learn from and respect their Elders.
o Be generous to others.

o Work with others putting group
needs before personal needs

o Accept and enjoy others.
o Know the traditional relationships

and changes in these over time.
o Recognize sintilarities and

differences between
Dene and others.

Themselves. These relationships are best developed
with the aid of the Dene Elders and their voice which
is the Dene Language.

The Self

In their relationship with
Themselves, students are
expected to, with the aid
of the Dene Language:

o Work to maintain integrity in their
relationships.

o Know and respect themselves.
o Maintain humility.
o Be aware of how one's behaviour affects

others.

The Spiritual World

In their relationship with the Spiritual World,
students are expected to,
with the aid of the Dene Language:

o Recognize powers greater
than themselves.

o Recognize what is spiritual in the world
around them.

o Appreciate and respect the
spiritual forces.

o Recognize and develop their
personal spirituality.





SpecifIC
Cultural Expectations
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The Spiritual World

Students are expected to:

Recognizepowers greater than themselves.

Recognize what is spiritual in the world around them.

Appreciate and respect the spiritualforces.

Recognize and develop theirpersonal spirituality.

(K-6)

(K-6)

(K-6)

(K-6)

(K-6)
(K-6)
(5-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)

1. Be familiar with the following Dene
spiritual concepts:
• Medicine power: the strength and the

danger.'
• Living forces in the land and water: the

strength, the danger, the beauty, the
lifegiving. \;)'1..

• "The One Who Circled the Earth" b.1'
(Yamoreya, Yamodezhaa, etc.)

• Dene Laws recognize and respect the
spiritual forces as they exist all around us.
They govern the way that Dene are to
relate to people and things in the
environment:

• People relationships.
• Relationships with animals.
• Hunting rules.
• The creation story:
• People depend on the land and its

creatures in order to survive.
• People must therefore maintain an

attitude of humility towards all things in
nature.

• All creatures and things have spirinlal
qualities and characteristics as told in:

• Legends
• Water and ice
• Animals
• Northern lights
• Heavenly bodies
• The drum.

(K-6)

(2-3)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)

(5-6)
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2. Be able to show respect to the spiritual
world around them using:
• Prayer
• Prayer songs sung by elders
• The drum
• Appropriate behaviours

3. Understand and participate in spiritual
ceremonies:
• First successful hunt.
• Birth ceremonies.
• Weddings.
• Death ceremonies.
• Community hunting ceremonies.

4. Recognize and develop their personal
spirituality.
• Use Dene spirituality to help form

personal ideas.
• Practise self-discipline in developing

spirinrality.



lheLand

Student, are expected to:

Enjoy the land.

Become capable on tbe land.

Understand the land.

Appreciate and respect tbe land.

Befamiliar with the Dene bistolY ofthe land.

(K-6) ~. Show increased self-confidence on the
land as a result of new land skills being
learned or mastered.

(K-6) ). Be healthful.
o Bodily fitness, strength, endurdnce, skill.
o Cleanliness.
o Healthful diet.

(K-6) 1. Enjoy the Land.
o Be aware of the sights, sounds, smell and

feel of the lanel.
o Appreciate the challenge of land

experiences.
o Recall personal land experiences.
o Enjoy and retell others' stories about the

land.

(K-6)

(4-6) 9. Be familiar with traditional ways of being
on the land.

(5-6) 7. Know history of the land and be able to
identify significant locations and learn
Dene names of locations.

8. Demonstrate increasing skills in land
survival:

o Trapping and fishing.
o Hunting.
o Familiarity with layout of land.
o Finding direction.
o Making camp.
o Camp etiquette.
o Bush safety.
• Navigation routes and water travel.
o Overland travel in all seasons.
o Trapping, fishing, hunting trails and

areas.
o Travel greater distances, longer periods.
o Familiarity with the land in all seasons.
• Familiarity with all weather conditions.
o Observing habitats and habits of plants

and animals.
o Familiarity with how Dene use plants and

aninlals.
o Observing nature and its ways.
o Working with hides and sewing.
o Working with food.
o Using and understanding Dene

technology.

(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)
(5-6)
(5-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)
(6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(5-6)
(5-6)
(4-6)

~. Understand the importance of the land for
survival.
o Know how the land has enabled slllvival,

past and present
o Be familiar with the concept of aboriginal

nghts to land and to hunting.
o Explore ways in which Jand can be

protected and conserved.
• Practise conselvation and land etiquette.
o Explore ways in which to use the land for

economic possibilities without hUl1ing the
lanel.

o Research with elders as to why land
claims are impoltant.

(4-6)

(5-6)

(5-6)

(5-6)

(3-6)
(6)

(K-6) 5. Appreciate land-based food and Dene
technology.

(K-6) 5. Appreciate land-based aI1 and craft of
Dene.

o Understand design concepL' of Dene.
o Enjoy and create land-based ,"1 and craft.
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The People

Students are e.xpected to:

Leamfrom and resjJeCttheirelders.

Be generous to others.

Work with others, putting group /leeds beforepersonal needs.

Accept and e/ljoy othe,s.

Know tbe traditional relationships and changes over time.

4. Understand traditional relationships
between the tribes:

(5-6) • Alliances
(5-6) • Trade

7. Understand changes in traditional culture
due to the coming of the whiteman.

(3-6) • First and early contaa slories.
• Issues regarding land use.
• Issues regarding relationships among

Dene.

5. Recognize similarities and differences
between the Dene and people of other
cultures.

6. Enjoy others:
(K-6) • While working and travelling.
(K-6) • During group celebrations.
(K-6) • During recreation.
(K-6) • Using humour.
(K-6) • By story telling.
(K-6) • By accepting others for what and who

they are.

(K-6)
(3-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)
CK-6)

(K-3)
(4-5)
(6)
(4-6)

(K-6)

(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)

(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)

(K-6)
(K-6)

(K-6)
(K-6)

1. Learn from and respect elders.
• Listen actively to stories and advice.
• Go to elders for information and advice.
• Use advice or knowledge given by

elders.
• Offer assistance to elders.
• Offer food to elders.

2. Understand the importance of group
identity and group cooperation for
survival:
• With others in the extended family,

community and tribe and
Dene Nation.

• With others on the land, in the school,
and at home.

• Work within a group with assigned
responsibilities:

• Be aware of the workload generally.
• Show responsibility for personal tasks.
• Volunteer to take on more tasks if

possible.
• Help others, guide others or teach

others.
• Take instruction accurately.
• Anticipate when others need help.
• Help elders, the needy and the confined.
• Share, be generous.
• Acknowledge the strengths and special

talents of others and recognize superior
ability for sake of the group.

• Make decisions based on group needs
rather than individual needs.

• Protect one another.
• Strive to earn leadership roles within a

group:
• Be aware of Dene leaders and heroes.
• Recognize qualities of leadership.

(4-6)
(4-6)

(K-6)

3. Understand ways in which family and
tribal camps traditionally worked together:
• Leadership and elders.
• Men and women's roles and special skills

and abilities.
• Training of children.
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The Self

Students are expected to:

Work to maintain integrity in their relationships.

Know and respect themselves.

Maintain humility.

Be aware ofhow their own behaviour affects others.

1. Take control of maintaining their own
integrity by being responsible and
respectful in their relationships with
people, the land, and the spiritual world.
They will show that they appreciate the
need to be responsible by:

(K-6) • Self-monitoring or self-evaluating.
(K-6) • Setting personal goals and standards.
(K-6) • Seeking challenges.
(4-6) • Seeking opportunities to learn from

respected individuals in the conununity.
(K-6) • Completion of projects or tasks.

2. Know the things that get in the way of
(4-6) maintaining integrity:

• Bad medicine
• Money
• Drugs
• Alcohol

3. Strive for self-knowledge and self-respect.
(K-6). Enjoy being alone to work or to relax.
(K-6) • Seek to discover Or develop personal
(K-6) strengths or talenls.
(3-6) • Explore Dene identity and what it means

regarding personal decisions.
(K-6). Find personal satisfaction in having

learned new Dene skills or having had
new Dene experiences.

4. Maintain sense of humility in all
relationships.

(K-6) • Pray in recognition of powers greater than
you.

(K-6). Resisting aggressive behaviour toward
others and things in nature.

(K-6) 5. Become increasingly aware of how others
are affected by one's own behaviour.
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SpecifIC
Language Expedations

Dene as a First Language
Dene as a Second Language
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Dene as First Language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Language Function: To Get Things Done: listening, speaking, reading, writing

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the studenL~ will
demonstrate the ability to:

• give and get directions
• take instructions
• give and get assistance
• understand and give warnings

Language Fum:tion: To Give and Get Information- listening, speaking, reading, writing

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the students will
demonstrate the ability to:

• accurately understand information (who, what, where, when, why);
• report, describe, and/or explain information (who, what, where, when, why);
• use knowledge of vocabulary or grammar to accurately understand or convey cultural concepts

arising from the key experience;
• use the context of language and situation in order to increase accurate understanding.

f<- .,2.-3 -{ "
• convey short • convey longer • convey the • convey the

messages messages important important
infonnation from a information from a
long message long message

• research with family • research with family • research with • research with
member or elder in member or elder in community elder conununity elder or
class class identified by teacher conununity resource

people identified by
teacher

• translate simple • translate simple • translate simple • translate information
messages from and messages from and messages from and for elder to English
into English for into English for into English for elder and from English on
grandparent someone in family in COnl1TIunity topics familiar to

students

• approach elders for • approach elders for
information and information and
advice advice

• ask questions to • ask questions to
clarify clarify

• rework ideas or • rework ideas or
infolmation to clarify information to clarify
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Dene as First Language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Lallguage FutlCtioll: To Socialize: listening, speaking

In the context of key experiences, the student will demonstrate an ability to:

• introduce self

• invite participation

• in infonnal
interaction

ask about others
- be humble

• introduce self,
elaborating on
kinship

• invite palticipation

• in infomla I
interaction

enjoy humour
ask about others
be humble

• introduce self,
elaborating on
kinship

• invite participation

• in infonnal
interaction

ask about others
be humble
use humour
engage in story
telling

• introduce self,
elaborating on
kinship

• invite participation

• in infomlal
interaction

ask about others
be humble
use humour
engage in story
telling
confide in another
or give advice

Lallguage FUtlCti071: To Spiritualize: listening, speaking

In the conte",! of key experiences, the student will demonstrate an ability to:

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• say a short personal
prayer at the
beginning of the
school day

• understand prayers
of adults prior to
school events

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• say a short personal
pr'dyer at the
beginning of the
school day

• understand prayers
of adults prior to
school events

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• say a personal
prayer at the
beginning of the
school day

• understand pmyers
of adults prior to

school events

• say a personal
prayer on land

• say a personal
pmyer at the
beginning of the
school day

• understand prayers
said by adults and
elders during
conuuuniry events

Language FutlCtiotl: To Express alld U"derstatld Attitudes and Feelings: listening, speaking,
reading, writing

In the conte",! of key experiences, the students will demonstrate an ability to express the follOWing
feelings and attitudes:

• love

• un/happiness
• admiration

• praise

• regret
• anger

• dis/agreement
• un/certainry

• dis/like
• surprise

• hope
• disappointment

xlii

• fear or wony

• preference or desire

• gratitude



Dene as First Language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Function' To Engage in the Oral Tradition: listening, speaking

In the context of key experiences, the student will demonstrate an ability to:

• understand and
appreciate stories
told by elders of up
to 5 min.

• react during a stOIY
telling

• visualize parts of
StOIY

• reca II stOIY

• produce 2 minute
StOIY

• sequence action

• identify main idea

• use facial expression

• use emotion in voice

• use gestures
• appreciate humour as

exaggeration of rrud1

• lise humour

• incorporate songs

• develop characters
as well as actions

• use fantasy
• use real experience

• tell funny stories

• tell scalY stories

• tell adventure stories

• understand and
appreciate stories
told by elders of up
to 10 min.

• react during a stoty
telling

• visualize parts of
StOIY

• recall story

• produce 3 minute
story

• sequence action

• identify main idea

• use facial expression

• use emotion in voice

• use gestures

• appreciate humour as
exaggeration of rrum

• use humour

• incorporate songs

• develop characters
as well as actions

• use fantasy
• use real experience

• tell funny stories

• tell scary stories

• tell adventure stories

• summarize stories

• become aware of
other dialects

• understand and
appreciate stories
told by elders of up
to 20 min.

• react during a story
telling

• visualize pans of
story

• retell StOIY

• produce 5 minute
story

• sequence action

• identify main idea

• use facial expression

• use emotion in voice

• use gestures

• appreciate humour as
exaggeration of Dum

• use hUiTIOUr

• incorporate songs

• develop characters
as well as actions

• use fantasy
• use real experience

• tell funny stories

• tell scalY stories

• tell adventure stories

• sUI111narize stories

• apply pans of StOIY
to real life

• precision and
economy of words

• attain vividness

• connect ide'dS and
pans of StOIY for now

• know how to
involve audience

• recognize other
dialects

xliii

• understand and
appreciate stories
told by elders of up
to 30 min.

• react during a story
telling

• visualize parts of
story

• retell story

• produce 5 minute
story

• sequence action

• identify main idea

• use facial expression

• lise elnotion in voice

• lise gestures

• appreciate humour as
exaggeration of rrum

• use humour

• incorporate songs

• develop characters
as well as actions

• use fantasy
• lise real experience

• tell funny stories

• tell scary stories

• tell adventure stories

• .summarize

• apply parts of story
to real life

• precision and
economy of words

• attain vividness

• connea ideas and
parrs of stOIY for flow

• involve audience

• translate elder's story

• understand patterns
to other dialects



Dene as First Language Expectation"

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Literacy SkiUs: reading, writing

The student will demonstrate the following literacy skills:

Readiness
• distinguish and fonn

shapes and patterns

• fornl lines and
circles

• read books, left to
right

• front to back

Recognize sight words
• personal names
• words from key

experiences

Befamiliar with
alphabetfocLlSing on:
• monograph

consonants

• vowels
• digraph, u'igraphs,

quadrigraphs and
consonants

• glottals
• dipthongs
• nasals

Syllahles
• read and write

syllables
- v

cv
vh
cvh

• hear differences
between syllables
with high or low
tone

Increasing skill with
alphabetfocusing on:
• digraphs, trigraphs

and quaclrigraphs

• glottals
• dipthongs and long

vowels

• nasals

Syllables
• read and write

syllables
- v

cv
vh
cvh

• read and write
syllables including
where tone contrasts
are obviolls

MastelY ofalphabet
focusing on:
• trigraphs and

quadrigraphs

• vowel length
• nasalization

Syllables
• read and write

syllables
- v

cv
vh
cvh

• read and write
syllables including
where tone comrasts
are obvious

For more infonn;ltion, .see /l Syllabusfor T('(lchillj.!. Delle' U"I&,//(l~(' Lilertl(l', L:.l1lgua~t.' BUfe:m, OcpartmlO'nt or EdllGuion. Cuhurt' and
Employment of the G.N.W.T. 1991. Thi.-. syllabus b b:l.~t'd on the work of Phil Howard. ;In Athar:l.~kan 1in~lli...t.
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Dene as First Language Expectations

K-J 2-3 4-5 6

Write words and short Write words and short Write sen.tences and Write sentences and
sentences sentences pamgraphs pamgraphs
• personal names • words containing • sentences and • sentences and

• common and short long vowels, paragraphs relating paragraphs relating

sight words digraphs, trigraphs, to key experiences to key experiences

• words of 2-3 syllables and quadrographs and language and language

containing monograph
and gloltals functions functions

consonants. • verbs with 2-3 • with increasing • with increasing

• common particles prefIxes speed and accuracy speed and accuracy

• simple compound• common post and complexposition words
sentences

• words and
with increasingsententences relating •

to key experiences speed and accuracy

and language • words and sentences
functions relating to key

experiences and
language functions

Befamiliar with the Befamiliar with the Identify and use word Identify and use word
existence ofwcrd existence of wc,-d patterns to help in patterns to help in
patterns as an aid to patterns and spelling spelling spelling
reading and spelling consistencies • noun afftxes • noun affixes
• look for noun and • noun afftxes • verb affIxes • verb affIxes

verb stems • verb affIxes • number • number
• stems • number •• person person
• identify some verb • person

affIxes • tense • tense
• tense • adverbs • adverbs

• object markers • object markers

Read Read Read Read
• break words into • break words into • break words into

syllables to read stems and preftxes stems and prefIxes
to read to read

• look at pictures for • look at pictures for • look at sentence and • look at sentence and
clues clues paragraph context paragraph context to

• look at sentence • look at sentence for clues to meaning get meaning of

context for clues to context for clues to of word word

meaning of word meaning of word

• can read and • can read and • can read and • can read and
understand a series understand a series understand a series understand a series
of 1-2 shalt simple of paragraphs of paragraphs of paragraphs
sentemces consisting of 4-5 consisting of 5-8 consisting of 8-12

Simple sentences simple and complex simple and complex
sentences sentences

xlv



Dene as Second Language Expectations

K-l 2-3 6

General Communicative Skills

In the context of age-appropriate key experiences in the second language, the students will
demonstrate the ability to:

Through listening and Through listening and Through listening, Through listening,
speaking: speaking with reading speaking, reading and speaking, reading and

and writing in grade 3: writing: writing:
• understand • understand • understand • understand

key words key words CQllU110n words words and
key phrases key phrases COIlUTIOn phrases phrases which
conunon COITIITIOn common convey concepts
expressions expressions expressions imponant to the
COOlmon Simple sentences siInple sentences expeIience
sentences complex complex

sentences sentences

• in order to interact • in order to interact • in order to interact • in order to interact
meaningfully, will meaningfully, will meaningfully, will meaningfully, will
spontaneously spontaneously spontaneously spontaneously
produce: produce: produce: produce:

key words key words common words words and phrases
key phrases key phrases conunon phrases which convey
COOUTIon common conUTIon concepts important
expressions expressions expressions to the experience
1-2 simple and 2-3 Simple and 2-4 Simple and 4-5 simple and
coounon comnlon complex complex
sentences at a sentences at a sentences at a sentences at a
thne time tiole time

• with enough • with enough • with enough • with enough
granunatical gralnmatical grammatical gramn13tical
accuracy to get accuracy to get accuracy to get accuracy to get
meaning across to a meaning across to a n1eaning across to a meaning across to
sympathetic listener sympathetic listener less familiar listener an objective listener

• with advanced • with advanced • with advanced
preparation, preparation, preparation,
produce a series of produce a series of produce a series of
3-4 simple and 5-6 simple and 7-8 Simple and
C0I111non sentences c0l11plex sentences complex sentences
with relative on a topic with on a topic with
grammatical relative grammatical relative grammatical
accuracy accuracy and accuracy and

fluency of ideas fluency of ideas

• can ask questions or • can ask questions or • can ask questions or • can ask questions or
ll1ake staten1ents to make statements to Illake statements to make statements to
indicate lack of indicate lack of indicate lack of indicate lack of
understanding or understanding or understanding or understanding or
needing clarification needing clarification needing clarification needing clarification
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Dene as Second language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Language Function: To Get Thitlgs Ixme

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the students will
demonstrate the ability to:

• take instructions

• get and give
assistance

• give and get
suggestions

• understand warnings

• get directions

• take instructions

• give and get
assistance

• give and get
suggestions

• understand warnings

• give and get
directions

• take and give
instructions

• give and get
assistance

• give and get
suggestions

• understand and give
warnings

• give and get
directions

• take and give
instIllctions

• give and get
assistance

• give and get
suggestions

• understand and give
w31nings

Latlguage Futlctio1l: To Give atld Get ltlformatiotl

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the students will
demonstrate the ability to:

• understand
messages containing
who, what, when,
where 01- why
information

• convey messages
containing who,
what, when, where
orwhy infol1llation

• research with family
member or other
teachers in school or
other students

• understand messages
containing a
combination of any
tux) kinds of the
follOWing information:
who, what, when,
where, why

• convey messages
containing a
combination of any
Iwo kinds of the
following infom13tion:
who, what, when,
where, why

• research with family
member or other
teachers in school or
other snldents

• understand
messages containing
a combination of
any of the follOWing
information: who,
what, when, where,
why

• convey messages
containing a
combination ofany
of the follOWing
infomlation: who,
what, when, where,
why

• research with family
elder

• translate Simple
messages from and
into English for
someone in family

• edit and re-work
ideas or infoll11ation
to clarify in repoI1

xlvii

• understand
messages containing
any or all of the
follOWing
information: who,
what, when, where,
why

• convey messages
containing any or all
of the following
infomlation: who,
what, when, where,
why

• research with elder
in class

• obtain advice from
family elder

• b<lnslate Simple
messages from and
into English for
someone in family

• edit and re-work ide'ds
or information to
clarify in rejX>rt



Dene as Second Language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Language Fum:tio,~,To Socialize

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the students will
demonstrate the ability to:

• introduce self

• in infonnal
interaction

ask about others
- be humble

• introduce self

• in infonnal
interaction

ask about others
- be humble

• introduce self

• invite participation

• in infolTIlal
interaction

- ask about others
- be humble

• introduce self,
elaborating on
kinship ties

• invite participation

• in infomul
interaction

ask about others
be h'umble
use humour
confiding in
another, or give
advice

Language Function' To Spiritualize

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the studenl', the sn,dents will
demonstrate the ability to:

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• say a standard
prayer at school
events

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• say a standard
prayer at school
events

• say a short personal
prayer at the
beginning of the
school day

xlviii

• say a standard
prayer on land

• say a standard
prayer prior to
eating

• understanding
personal prayers of
adults prior to

school events

• say a short personal
prayer at the
beginning of the
school day



Dene as Second Language Expectations

K-l I 2-3 4-5 6

Language Function: To Express and Understand Attitudes and Feelings

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the students will
demonstrate the ability to express the following feelings and attitudes:

• love • love • love • love

• un/happiness • un/happiness • un/happiness • un/happiness

• admiration • admiration • admiration

• praise • praise • praise • praise

• regret

• anger • anger • anger • anger

• dis/agreement • dis/agreement

• un/certainty • unlcertainty • un/certainty • un/certainty

• dis/like • dis/like • disllike • dis/like
• surprise • surprise • surprise • surprise

• hope • hope • hope • hope

• disappointment • disappoinW1ent • disappointment • disappointment

• fear or worry • fear or worry • fear or wony • fear or wony

• preference or desire • preference or desire • preference or desire • preference or desire

• gratirude • gratirude • gratitude • gratitude

Language Function' To Engage in the Oral Tradition

In the context of key experiences appropriate for the age of the students, the sUldents will
demonstrate the ability to express the following feelings and arrirudes:

• understand and
appreciate short and
simple stories
adapted from elders

• recall story

• produce sholt stOIY
with series of simple
and common
sentences

• understand and
appreciate simple
stories adapted from
elders

• recall stOIY

• produce sholt story
with series of simple
sentences

• understand and
appreciate simple
stories told by elders

• react during a stOIY
telling

• visualize parts of
stOIY

• retell stOIY

• produce story wid1
series of 5-8 simple
and complex
sentences

x·lix

• understand and
appreciate simple
stories told by elders

• react during a story
telling

• visualize pam of
story

• retell story

• produce story with
series of 8-12 simple
and complex
sentences



Dene as Second Language Expectations

K-l

• sequence action

• provide tide to a story
• use facial expression

• use emotion in voice

• use gestures

• appreciate and use
simple humour

• learn songs to
accompany stories

• identify characters
and actions

• use fantasy
• LIse real experience

• tell funny stories
• tell scary stories
• tell adventure stories

2-3

• sequence action

• identify main idea
• use facial expression

• use emotion in voice

• use gestures
• appreciate and use

simple humour

• incorporate songs
during story telling

• develop characters
as well as actions in
a story

• use fantasy
• use real experience

• tell funny stories
• tell scary stories
• tell adventure stolies
• sun11uarize

4-5

• sequence action

• identify main idea

• use facial expression
• use emotion in voice

• use gestures
• appreciate and use

sinlple humour

• incorporate songs

• develop characters
as well as actions

• use fantasy
• use real experience

• tell funny stories
• tell scary stories
• tell adventure slories
• sumtnarize

• know how to
involve audience

• become awa re of
other dialects

6

• sequence action

• identify main idea
• use facial expression
• LIse emotion in voice

• LIse gestures

• appreciate humour
as exaggeration of
truth

• use humour

• incorporate songs

• develop characters
as well as actions

• use fantasy
• use real experience
• tell funny stories
• tell scary stories
• tell adventure stories
• summarize

• apply parts of story
to real life

• work for precision
and economy of
words

• work for vividness
• connect ideas and

parts of story for
flow

• involve audience

• translate elder's story

• identify other
dialects when heard



Dene as Second language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Language PaUertlS

Students will Students will Students will Students will
demonstrate a demonstrateJCtnzilicm:ty demonstrate increasing demonstrate increasing
familiarity with and an with and attempt to use accuracy in the use of accuracy in the use CJ!
attempt to use the thefollowing Dene thefollowing Dene thefollowing Dene
following Dene language patterns: language patterns: language patterns:
language pattenzs:
• syntax for simple • syntax for simple • syntax for simple • syntax for simple

sentences sentences, and sentences, and sentences, and
simple compound simple compound Simple compound
sentences and complex and complex

sentences s~ntences

• sound system • sound system • sound system • sound system
• prefixes on nouns to • prefixes on nouns to • other noun prefixes • other noun prefIXes

indicate possession indicate possession

• consistent prefixes • prefixes on verbs to • prefIXes on verbs to
on verbs to indicate indicate subject, indicate subject,
adverbs and objects number, tense, number, tense,

object and adverbs object and adverbs

• panicles (to join • panicles (to join • panicles (to join
pans of sentences) pans of sentences) pans of sentences)

• post positions to • post positions to • post positions to
indicate location indicate location indicate location

Literacy SkiUs

The students will demonstrate the following literacy skills:

Reading and writing
skills to take place in
English.
Kinderganen through
Grade 2 of 2nd
language teaching
should be primarily
oral.

Recognize Sight words
• personal names
• some key words

from cultur'dl
experiences

Recognize sight wo,-d,
• names

• Sight words

Befarniliar with parts
ofthe alphabet
• initial consonants

which occur in
English

• vowels

• digra ph consonants

• glottals
• c1ipthongs
• nasals

Increasing accuracy
with spelling through
knowledge CJ!the
alphabet focusing on:
• digr'dphs, trigraphs

and quaclrigraphs

• glottals
• dipthongs and long

vowels

• nasals

Increasing accuracy
with the alphabet
focusing on:
• trigraphs and

quaclrigra phs

• vowel length
• nasalization

for more infonn:ltion. scc: A Sylltlhl/sjur Tel/ching !Jelle LaI/jJ.II11ge Lilemcy, Language BUft.":IU, Dep:tnmenl of EdlK-atinn, Culture and
Employment of thl.:' G.N.W,T. 1991 This ~)'Ilabu:- is ha:-cd un [ht: work of phil Howard, an Alh:lra.~kan lingul:-l.
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Dene as Second Language Expectations

K-l 2-3 4-5 6

Literacy Skills

Syllables Syllables Syllables
• read and write • read and write • read and write

syllables syllables syllables

v v vh
- cv cv - cvh

vh
cvh

• hear differences in • hear differences in • hear differences in
tone of syllables, high tone of syllables, tone of syllables,
or low tone high or low tone high or low tone

Read and write words Read and write words Read and wn'fe words
and simple sentences and simple sen.fences and simple sen fences
• personaI names
• common sholt Sight

words

• words of 2-3 syllables • words of up to 5 • words of any length
containing monograph syllables
consonants

• key words relating to • key words relating to • key words relating to
culrural experiences cultural experiences cultural experiences

• simple sentences • simple sentences • simple compound
which relate to which relate to and complex
culrural experience culrural experience sentences which
and which srudents and which srudents relate to culrural
have learned orally have learned orally experience and whicr
first first students have learned

orally first

• te"'t consisting of 1-2 • text consisting of 3-4 • text consisting of 6-8
simple sentences simple sentences Simple compound

and complex
sentences

• use of familiar word
patterns to aid in
spelling and reading

noun, verb affixes
number
person
tense

Read Read Read
• break words intO • break words into • break words into

syllables to read syllables to read stems and prefixes

• look at picrures for • look at picrures for to read

clues clues • look at sentence
context for meaning
of a word

Iii



Thematic Units

Introduction

Each Thematic Unit ispresented in theform ofa chart.
Charts are organized around thefour basic Dene Kede
concepts - The Spiritual World; The Land; The People;

and, The Self

Every chart has three columns. The narrow column on
the lift lists the grade level at which students are

expected to learn the contents ofthe Unit. The middle
column describes particular knowledge and skills

which students are expected to acquire. Finally, the
right-hand column sets out some experiences to which
children should be exposed, to help them learn what is

expected in the Unit.

At the end ofeach chart are two more specialized
sections, entitled "Suggested Teaching Activities and

Resourcesfor Subject Integration" and "Special
Information for the Teacher. " These give special

information and suggestions to teachers to assist them
in teaching each Thematic Unit.





Spirituality





~
Spiritual Power

'7he dntmming and players which my brothergave us are very important. It is the one
by which we live. ifour children leam to play it would serve tbem well."

- Teny Simpson "Strong like two people". Nov. 1990

Primary Objective:
Srudents should understand that although Spirirual Powers were a gift for survival

from the Creator, they were given with Rules of Conduct. Srudents should be aware
of the rules of conduct and the implications of adhering or not adhering to those principles.

The Dene youth of today hunger for this kind of information and it is impoItant
that they be given the proper infonnation.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

4-6

Students wilt:

o Be familiar with the story of the origin of
Spiritual Powers;
o The CrealOr gave Spiritual Powers

because the Dene had no means of
survival in the beginning (long before
the coming of the white people). With
this gift the Dene could survive.

o The gift of Spirinlal Power was given
with Rules of Conduct which
explained the consequences of not
follOWing the rules.

o The Powers began to diminish as the
Dene began to disregard the rules.

Expe,iences:

o Hear elders speak about Dene pirinlal
Powers. (3-6)
o Spiritual Powers and Rules of

Conduct.
o Leaders who had powelful Spiritual

Powers.

o Have the student' read stories from
George Blondin'S book, "When the
Worlel was New". (5-6)

• Have available tapes of stories of
people with strong Spiritual Powers.
(4-6)



Gr. Students will:

Spiritual Power

Experiences:

4-6

K-4

4-6
K-6

4-6

4-6

4-6

4-6

• Know that the Rules of Conduct affect all
aspects of life:
• Rules governing women, marriages.
• Rules governing the use of the land

and hunting.
• Long life was promised to those who

adhered to the rules.
• See other themes under Spiritual World

for Rules of Conduct.
• See attached for examples of Rules of

Conduct.

• Know that everything has a spirit and
respect the power that lies in all things.

• Seek to hear the Medicine Revelations.

• Know there is good and bad Spiritual
Power.

• Know that Holy Spiritual Power was also
used to help people.

• Know that outward appearance does not
determine whether a person has Spiritual
Power.

• Know that if one does not have Spiritual
Power, the power of others cannot harm
you. Any power can be challenged
making the person with Spiritual Power
susceptible to the powers of others.

• Know about Dene prophets. They were
holy men who had the Spiritual Power to
see into the future in order to help the
Dene.

• Hear legends about Spiritual Powers:
(4-6)
• Legend of "Ehke Tsilure": a boy

who was covered with scabs but he
was so powerful that he saved his
people.

TbeLand

Gr.

4-6

5-6

Students will:

• Know that Spiritual Powers helped the
Dene with all animals. The skill has been
passed down for generations.

• Know that the Dene ancestors had
knowledge of the future as a part of their
Spiritual Powers. It was predicted there
would be less hunting and trapping in the
future.

6

Experiences:

• Have an elder come in to speak about
a historical person with strong powers
who was able to sUlvive on the land
and help others to sUlvive because of
his or her powers. (4-6)



Spiritual Power

The People

Cr. Students will: Experiences:

4-6

5-6

• Know that Spiritual Powers were placed
on earth to help people to be friends
with each other, to like each other and to
not argue with each other.

• Know who has Spiritual Powers
(medicine person) in the community and
learn how he or she obtained them.

5-6 • Respect those who have holy Spiritual
Power.

The Self

• Students with the help of the teacher
identify members of the community
they would like to have come to class
to talk about Spiritual Powers. (5-6)

• Hear stories of people who have been
considered to have holy Spiritual
Powers. (5-6)

Cr.

4-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

Students will:

• Be willing to hear stories and legends
about people with Spirin,al Powers.

• Be willing to learn from elders about
Spiritual Powers and Rules of Conduct.

• Be willing to choose Rules of Conduct
which they think are important to their
lives and try to follow them.

• Be willing to show respect for those who
have holy Spirin,al Power.

7

Experiences:

• Have a discussion circle ahout Spiritual
Powers and Rules of Conduct, and
allow students to ask their own
questions and express dleir concerns
before study begins and periodically
throughout unit. (5-6)

• Have the sn,dents keep a journal of
their interests and questions regarding
Spiritual Powers. Have them also make
entries regarding their personal
feelings and actions with respect to the
information they are given. (5-6)



Spiritual Power

Suggested Activities and Resourcesfor
Subject /lItegratiOlL"

• Have the students collect stories about
Spiritual Powers and make a book which
C"dn be left in the libraI)'.

Special biformatiollfor the Teacher:

Examples ojRules ojConduct
• Brothers and sisters who talk with

each other are forbidden Spirin,al
Powers.

• Rules governing women dUring
menstruation:
• food was brought in the side of the

tipi
• women had their own entrance
• women wore hoocVlong hats

because light-like beams came from
their eyes. Hoods discouraged the
light beams which could explode
and calise hunger to arrive

• never placed wood in the Are
• broken rules would result in illness

when they became old

• Eat for the right reasons - not out of
idleness.

• Do not sleep long.

• Rat root protects you from disaster.



Living Force
'1t is no good to be scared ofthe land. We are from the land. We com.efium. it.

Why am we scared ofourselves . .. We are the land. "- Elizabeth Mackenzie, April4, 1990

Primary Objective:
The students should experience the liVing Force in its concrete and powerful fonn

so that they can come to understand and accept the force. If the students are involved
in the rituals which acknowledge the Living Force, they will come to see the land, water and

air differently. They will become more connected to the land and have a stronger
conunitment to it. They will come to respect the Jand and to protect it from pollution.

The experiences for the Living Force unit should be integrated into the activities which take
place on the land in other thematic units.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-6

4-6

Students will:

• Know the significance of the Living Force
for the Dene: land and water generally
are living things and are powerful.

• Know how to approach the Force Or how
to behave in its presence.

• Know the histo,y and origin of the
presence: long ago, strong medicine was
all around and the Dene lived by

9

Experiences:

• Elders tell legends or stories of living
Forces.
• e.g. Young Boy Who Rescues his

People by Wearing Beaver Teeth.
• George Blondin's book, "When the

World was New".

• Elders teach words of giving thanks to
the Living Forces.



Cr. Students will:

living Force

Experiences:

K-6

medicine laws. Today, the medicine is
not as strong but it is evident in special
locations. Respect is shown to the
medicine forces by "paying" them.

o Show acceptable (according to local
custom) behavior in the presence of the
Force.

K-6 0 Show respect by "paying" the Force.
Know the kinds of things that can be
made from the land to offer as gifts (e.g.
decorated willows).

The Land

o Research with elders the history of the
places of the Living Forces and their
physical descriptions. (This should be
done at actual sites if possible.)

o Have students stan their school day by
haVing them pray for a good day.

Cr.

K-6

Students will:

o Know where the Living Force is evident:
e.g. Chipewyan know of an area in the
River; Dogrib know of a whirlpool; Sahtu
know their lake (Great Bear) as having a
Living Force.

Experiences:

o Sensitize children to the forces of
nature (smells, sounds, sights, tastes,
feelings) by taking them outside even
only a few minutes a day.

·0 Offer gifts from the land to the Living
Forces, e.g. decorated willow wreaths.

o See other thematic units penaining to
"The Land and the Sky".

The People

Cr.

5-6

Students will:

o Pass on knowledge of the Living Force to
others.

o Know that there are locations of Living
Forces in other regions.

10

Experiences:

o Ask parents to identify and describe
places of the Living Force, proper
behaviours.

o Have students exchange stories about
the Living Forces in their region with
srudent.s in other regions.



Living Force

The Self

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

2-6

K-6

5-6

• Be willing to independently show respect
to the Living Force, either in the land or
waters, or in special places near the
cornmuniry.

• Identify feelings they have when they
pray to or pay the Living Forces in the
land and waters about them.

• Explore or research, on their own with
elders they know, the spiritual Living
Forces all around them.

K-6 • Develop greater self-reliance as they learn
how to maintain a relationship with the
Living Force on their own (how and what
to pay the Living Force, how to make
requests). (K-6)

Suggested Teachitlg Activities and
Resourcesfor Subject Integration·

• Locate on maps the places of Living
Force of your region, then of other
regions.

II

• Develop self-expression by
encouraging children to make private
requests to the Living Force. Use self
expression envelopes or help students
to make their own gifts for the Living
Forces. (K-6)

• Exercise making own words of thanks.
(4-6) Use self-expression envelopes.

Special bifonnationfor the Teacher:



~-
One Who Circled the Earth

Yamozha - Dogrih
Yamodezhaa - South Slavey

Yamorrya - North Slavry
Ehtachohka'e - Gwich'in
Yabathrya - Chipewyan

.' ..... -J-, "'," , ,. -, I'll 1" q:"j'.'"

Pr1malY Objective:
The story of Yamozha ties the Dene to the land and to each other. Dene students

will develop a sense of unity through the universal story about "The One Who Circled the
Earth". The legend of "The One Who Circled the Earth" is common to all five Dene tribes.
Thus, it ties the tribes together into the Dene Nation. "The One Who Circled the Earth" not
only ties the Dene Nation together, it ties the Dene Nation to the whole world because this

greatest of medicine men circled the planet. Students must begin to recognize that their tribe is
a part of something bigger and greater. They must begin to recognize who they are a part of

and together with. Students will understand the nature of Dene laws and where they have
come from, ancl as a result come to respect the laws.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-4

Students will:

• Be familiar with the regional legend
abollt liThe One \X1110 Circled the Earthl' ,

f::KperieJ1Ces:

• Request elders for stories about TiThe
One Who Circled the Eanh". (4-6)



Cr. Stude/lis u'ill:

One Who Circled the Earth

EJ.periellces:

K-3

4-6

4-6

• Be familiar with the concept of medicine
power and that ''The One Who Circled
the Eanh' was the greatest of medicine
men.

• Be familiar with the different fom1S of
power told about in the story.

• Be familiar with and respect and obey the
spiritual laws he ("The One Who Circled
the Eallh") gave the Dene in the legend.

• Listen to elders' stories about 'The
One Who Circled the Eanh". (K-6)

• Research with elders the different
powers of each different form of
Yamoreya. (5-6)

• See "When the World was New" by
George Blondin for stories about
Yamoreya.

• Listlchall other significant characters
and their characteristics. (4-6)

• Discuss why Yamoreya took seemingly
cruel actions vs otheJ1; (in "Why the
Raven Ha~ Three Toes"). ()-6)

The Land

Cr. Stlldems will: EJ.periellces:

K-4

4-6 • Know the landmarks identified in the
stOIY·

• Know which animals arc significant in the
story.

4-6 • Know in what ways Yamoreya tics the
people to the land.

The People

• Recognize aneVor locate landmarks
referred to in the story. (4-6)

• TeU stories using the different names
for Yamoreya. (5-6)

Cr.

4-6

4-6

5-6

Stlldems l£'ill:

• Know that there are regional variations of the
legend. Each of the five groups that comprise
the Oene Nation have their own veP.-Jiol1s.

• Know similarities and differences between
the regional stories and their own.

• Know in what \vays Yamoreya ties people (0

each other: he came to cleanse d,e world of
giant animals who were killing the I)ene
when the land had been given to them.

I;

EJ.periellces:

• Recognize aneVor locate landmark~

referred to in the story. (4-6)

• Tell stories using the different names
for Yamoreya. (5-6)

• Retell stolies to other classmates. (K-6)

• Demonstrate respect for other tribes by
practising protocol in greeting visitors
from other comlllunities/regions,
demonstrating an acceptance of



Gr. Stl/dents wi/!:

One Who Circled the Earth

E>:peliences:

K-4

5-6 • Understand the implication of the story
regarding regions and tribes and travel
around the world: that the different tribes
are to be respected as equals and pan of
the whole Dene Nation, and that the
Dene ation is pan of the whole world
which Yamozha circled.

• Know Olat it " Ole responsibility of Ole elders
and teache" to pass on Ole story of 'The
One Who Circled the Eanh" to the children.

K-6 • Respect the story tellers.

The Self

relationship with each other. (4-6)
• shaking hands, offering tea, feast,

dance, handgames

• Exchange infonnation about each
other (unique designs from your
region, family ties, etc.) recognizing
them as gifts to each other. (K-6)

• Make family charts showing how each
are related by Yamozha's story. (4-6)

Gr.

5-6

3-6

2-6

Students u'i/!:

• Explore what the spirirual laws in the
legend mean to them per:,onally.

• Identify themselves as part of a larger
whole, a tribe, the Dene Nation and the
world.

• Enjoy and respect the SIOry and enjoy
retelling the story for the enjoyment of
others as weB as to promole unity and
Dene spirituality amongst people.

Suggested TeacIJing Activitiesfor
Subject Integration:

• Have students do a character sketch of
Ehtachohka'e.

• Retell stOIY with puppet plays. (K-3)

• Retell story through dramatization. (4-6)

• Make a story-map - what happened
where (e.g. beaver pelts on Bear Rock.
perpentally burning fire in eanh past
Fl. Nomlan).

• Compare stories abollt the giant animals
in "The One Who Circled the Earth"
story, to the stories about dinosaurs. (5-6)

£>:periences:

• Give a beginning of a story. finish in
your O\yn way. (K-6)

• Research with family who/how related
to other people. (4-6)

• In journal, write about personal
identification with the characters in
Yamozha stories. (4-6)

Special I1iformation for the Teacher:



Drum
'Jllst listening to the dnllns, even from long distances, liftsYOlir spirit and it makesyou feel good ...

your whole being listens to the d17l1ns." - Elizabeth Mackenzie, Apri/4, 1990

Primary Objective:
To give students the sacred gift of the drum which can be used for creating a

sense of unity wiLh other Dene, and LO help the students in their prayers and meditations
as well as for recreational enjoyment.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-6

5-6

K-6

Students u'i/I:

• Know the origin of the drum: a gift given
to the first people to help them sing for
medicine and prayer; spiritual activities
using the drum.

• Be willing to experience the spirimal uses
of the drum today: through prayer and in
ceremonies.

• Know that in the past, ule drum had its own
medicine but today, ule uloughts and
intentions of the people holding ule drum
are more important Ulan the 001111 itself.

• Be able to care for the drum as a sacred
object. which must always be put "way
or hung up.

15

Experiences:

• Hear an elder speak about the origins
of the drum. (K-6)

• Have resource people come to school
on special occasions to drum. (K-6)

• I-lave morning and quitting prayers
with drums. (K-6)'

• Que for any drum left in the school.
(K-6)



Dnlffi

The Land

Gr.

6

6

6

Students will:

• Know what materials are used in making
the drum.

• Know how to gather and prepare the
materials.

• Know generally how the dll.lm is made.

Experiences:

• Go out onto the land to identify the
right kind of wood. (6)

• Work with resource person to prepare
hide and strings. (6)

• Work with resource person to build
the dll.lm. (6)

The People

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

5-6

6

Students will:

• Be able to behave appropriately at
gatherings where drums are used
(recreation, prayer, celebration).

• Be willing to experience dancing to a
dll.lm with others and feel the sense of
unity that is created.

• Identify conununity people who are
recognized for having ability in
drumming and singing, in making dll.lms,
or in telling stories about the drum.
Access these people to learn from them.

• Recognize different rhythms that are used
for different purposes.

• Recognize differences in tribal rhythms
and songs.

• Work with others in learning to make a
drum.

16

Experiences:

• Discuss appropriate behavior before
and after taking class to a gathering
where the dll.lm is used. (K-6)

• Have dll.lm dancing at the school on
special occasions or prepare snldents
prior to community event so that they
can report on theirexperiences. (K-6)

• Have su,denLs identify and approach
community resource people with a
fonnal invitation. (4-6)

• Have students identify and talk about
people in the community they know to
be good at dll.lmming, singing, or
making drums 'md why. (K-6)

• Have a guest come to the classroom to
play different rhythms. (K-6)



Dnlffi

The Self

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

5-6

Students wilL:

• Be aware of new skills and knowledge.

• Be aware of the meaning or effect of the
drum one's self (oneness, peacefulness,
strength, ability).

• Be aware of the effect of one's behavior
on others at gatherings where the dOlm is
being used for spiritual or recreational
purposes.

• Pursue interesl in the drum on their own.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resourcesfor Subject ltltegration:

• Listen to tapes or see videos of dancing
and drumming to discern differences in
rhythms and to learn their purposes. (4-6)

17

Experiences:

• Prior to and after any event discuss
individually with teacher personal
feelings and ideas. (K-6)

• Keep a diary or journal about personal
feelings associated with drumming
experiences. 0-6)

• With help ofteacher, identify people whom
student' can visit on their own. (5-6)

* Special Infornlatiollfor the Teacher:

Some schools have had the students sit in
a circle and pray while the drum is
passed around. If girls will be handling
the dOlin, the elders of the community
should be consulted first to ask if this
would be permissible. Reference can be
made to Rae-Edzo (Elizabeth Mackenzie
School) where elders have given such
consent.



Fire
"For restoring its life, thefirst smoke that risesfrom thefire is the fire's gift tO)101I for good heal/h. "

- George Kodakil1, April 17, /99J

PrimalY Objective:
Fire is considered a living force which enables the Dene to survive. The students learn to

respect fire for its spiritual meaning as well as for the practical uses and for fire safety.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

3-6

tlldellts will:

• Know that fire is a gift from the CreaLor
that has enabled the survival of the Dene.
Fire did not come from the eanh. Fire has
great power because it comes from the
sun. It can only be controlled with great
power.

• Fire is a liVing force which has declared
that all men will live and survive with it
till the end of time. To show our respect
to the gift of life, we pay the fire.

• People with lightning or the sun
medicine can stan fires.

18

Expeliences:

• Hear and tell stories about origins of
fire. (K-6)
• "Lightning that Touched the Eanh".

• Hear and tell stories about fire. (K-6)
• "How Fire Melted the SnO\\'Illan"

(johnny Neyelle).
• How a man surrounded by fire who

prays and changes the direction of
wind causing rain to faiL

• How a man kept fires going for twO
weeks when out of /lint.



Cr. SIIlclelllS will:

Fire

Experiences:

2-4

2-6

K-6

2-6

o Fire can give the gift of health.

o Fire appreciates the person who restores
life to il. !l will prolong the life of the
person who lights it early in the morning
because it is a hungry person and likes to
be lit early. A fire can never be filled. It
has been fed since the beginning of time.

o The first smoke of a fire that is lit is the
strongesl. This is a gift from the fire and
should be put in your hair.

o Experience using fire to predict the
arrival of visitors by trying what was
done in the past: by placing a knotted
caribou shoe lace into the fire and seeing
the distance it shoots.

2-5 0 Be familiar with protocol respecting fire:
• Donlt stare into a fIre.
• During first menses, a woman should

touch wood with gloved hands only
when feeding fire; otherwise, as she
gets older, her hand will take on the
appearance of wood (bark).

The Land

o Listen to and appreciate the sound of
fire. (K-6)

o Feed fire. (K-6)

o Practice fire ceremonies and obey
rules. (K-6)

o Have students fan themselves with the
first smoke of a fire. (K-6)

o Use of fire to predict when people will
arrive. (3-4)

Cr.

2-6

2-6
K-3

2-4
2-5

5-6
5-6

5-6

wclents will:

o Know the importance of taking matches
and an axe or knife when going into the
bush.

o Be able to start a campfire and keep it
going.
o Know where to place a campfire.
o Identify good kindling for starting a

fire.
o Know where to light the fire.
o Identify and know where to find good

firewood.
• Maintain constant heat.
• In sumnler and in 'winter.

o Know how to heat a tipi safely.

19

Experiences:

o Make a campfire.
o Find a good location for a campfire.

(K-6)
o Gather proper kindling for starting a

fire. (K-3)
o Gather firewood for different

purposes. (K-5)
o Light fire and follow the steps to

keep it going. (2-6)
o Maintain constant heal. (5-6)
o Follow steps to clean up fire before

leaving camp. (K-6)

o Find materials to make fires for
different purposes. (4-6)



Fire

Cr I/ldents will: Experiences:

K-4

4-6

5-6

3-6

• Collect birch bark fungu,> and use it to
light a C'dmpfire. (;-{»)

• Research from elders where flint can
be found and practice lighting fires
without matches. (6)

• Use fires for heating and cooking. (K-Q)
• Make tea.
• Cookibannock.
• Cook meal.
• Heatistones.

• Clean up campfire before leaving
camp. (3-{»)

• Make fire on the harrenlancls. (;-{»)

• Clean stoves and stove pipes. (5-6)

• Use campfire ashes to:
• Clean metal. (4-6)
• Use charcoal as marker to write and

draw. (K-3)

• Know the different kinds of fire and fire
",()(XI for different purposes:
• warmth
• cooking
• smoking meat
• tanning hides
• sacred fire
• ceremonial fire (death)

• Know how to clean up campfire before
leaving camp.
• Disposing of animal bones.
• Buming all remains including hair and

nails.
• Making sure fire is out.

• Know how to make fire on the
barrenlands.
• Use bones for fuel.
• Bundle willows so they last longer.
• Pack wood.

• Know how to prevent unwanted fires.
• Know the danger of fire, and fire

prc\·ention.
• Know about forest fires.

4-6 • Know how Dene traditionally started a
fire without matches. Know how to start
a fire in the bush without matches.
• White stone and birch gum.
• Birch bark fungus and containers for

carrying.

5-6 • Know how to clean sto\'es and stove
pipes.

4-6 • Know the uses of campfire ashes.
• May be useful medicine: e.g... aling

cold sores.
• To clean metal.
• Charcoal to leave messages

20



Fire

The People

Gr

K-6

K-6

Students u'ill:

• Know that at a camp. everyone has
responsibilities. It is the responsibility of
the children to gather good firewood as
required for different purposes.

• Know that campsites are al-",ays left with
wood and kindling for the use of the
next traveller.

Experiellces:

• When lea\'ing a campsite, have
student' leave kindling and wood for
the next traveller. (K-6)

The Self

Gr.

2-6

Studellts will:

• Know lhe imponance for each individual
to be ,elf-reliant when it comes to
surviving in lhe bush:
• To plan ahead and lake \vhat i,

required 10 'tan a fire if neces",!)'.
• To bun the skill, for 'la'ling a fire.

SlIggested Teacbing Activities anti
Resoll rces:

11

l~xpeI1el1ces:

• ReflecI on the feel and sounds of a
campfire and how it make., you feel.
(K-61

• :'Iake personal commitment' to being
,elf-reliant and prepared when going
onto the land (2-6)

Special Inf0,.,nation for tbe Teacber:



Prayer
"Ifyou don't know who the Creator is, just go olltside. "

- joe Boucher, in Fort Franklin, jan. 1997

Primaty Objective:
The Dene have always prayed to the Creator to show respect and to give thanks for all life

around them. They prayed before the coming of Non-Dene and their prayers were important
to them. The prayers given by the missionaries and churches were a different language but

they serve a similar purpose. It is important for children to realize that prayers come in many
fonns, but all should be respected for they all are anempting to speak to the Creator.

The Spiritual World

Students will:

o Know that the Creator has always been
imponant to the Dene as a group ,md as
individuals,

o Understand the power of the Creator as
being something greater than oneself.
Understand that the purpose of pr'dyer is
to recognize that greatness, and to be
thankful for it and for the life it provides,

22

Experiences:

• As morning ritual, have students Sil in
a circle and pass a drum around while
they pray.

o Learn prayers said before and after a
meal,

• Learn ~1 mOlning prayer - one said
before the rising of the sun.

o Read and learn prayers from Chief Dan
George in his books "My Hean Soars"
and "My Spirit Weeps",



Prayer

SI/ldents I/'i//:

• Know who is being prayed to and what
the prayers are for They are not for
material things. but rather for giving
thanks and hope for orhers, for the land.
their own spiritual growth, etc.

• Understand the value of prayers said in
both Dene and English as opposed to
prayers in English only.

• Know that people should humble
thell1.'>elves before the Creator with their
behavior and clothing as much as their
words.

• Know that some prayers are sung.

The Land

I/Idellls 111//:

• Know that the Dene show respect to the
spiritual forces of the land with prayers.

The People

SI/ldenls will:

• KnO'\' that cenain kinds of people are
C:llled on to ,ay prayers hefore a group
Of audience

• Show respect for the prayers of all
people.

• KnO\\ that the Oene had ,dea, alxlut the
Creator ,lnd prayer long before the
coming of the \\hite people

• Kno\\ that ide-as about God and .iesus
\\ ere not totally foreign to tbe Oene. sO it
W:t ... ea...y for them (0 accept the words of
the minhter... and pril:st ....

l.i

Experiences:

• Put prayers on the wall.' of the
school for students to read and
consider.

• (See themes. "Spiritual Power" and
"The Dn,m")

• Be expo'>ed to and try the different
kinds of prayers:
• feeding the fire
• dnlmming songs
• individual prayers
• family prayers
• group prayers
• sung and spoken prayers
• silent prayers

Experie/lces:

• Integrate prayers as a pan of the
activities in other thematic units, such
as when hunting or being on the land.

Expel'iences:

• Ha\'e student' share the kinds of
prayers that are done in their homes.

• Ha\'e elders begin assemblies with a
prayer.

• Compare and contrast prayers saId
before the coming of Chri'tianity and
after



Prayer

The Self

StlldelllS I/'il/:

• Become comfortable with the act of
saying personal prayers (silently).

Suggested Teachillg Activities alld
Resollrcesfor SubjectllltegratiOlI:

Process/or fRamillg to Prc()' Illdividllal!)':
• Firsl, teacher prays while studcnl'

lislen
• in time, studenL"i may repeal pans of

the leacher's prayer
• leacher Ihen telb individual students

whal they mighl want to say in Iheir
own prayer

• Anally, teacher asks sludents to say
their own personal prayer

A Note q!Call1ioll:
The elders have emphasized Ihal Ihere is
valut: in I1lLxing native prayer with church
prayers. Nonetheless Ihere may be concern
with this in individual comIllunities or
families. The leacher should work closely
with Ihe CEC and parents SO that there is no
mis-c()Il1l11unicalion.

11

Experiellces:

• Expose students to adull' saying
personal prayers.

• Have students say silent personal
prayers.

Special bifonllatiollfor tbe Teacbe,':

Elders of the community should be
consulted about the possibility of girls
handling the drum in activities such as a
morning prayer described above.
Reference to Rae-Edzo school should be
made, where girls have been allowed 10

handle drums by the elders.

If a sludent appears to be uncomfortable
wilh praycr, the tcacher can take the
student aside to talk with him or her
aboul it. The teacher should express
concern about student's feelings. Discus.,
the feelings and make a mutual decision
about how 10 deal with the discomfort.
The slUdenr should lIot be forced 10

JXII1icipme in prayer activities.



The Land and the Sky





Geography and land Use
"Please open my tent)lap so I can see my land once more before 1 die. "

(from a slmy laid by George Blondill: DeI/l7eJall. ]991)

Primary Objective:
The Dene elders have said that the land, Mother Eatth, is life itself. If life is to continue,

the land must be cared for. Students will understand the importance and meaning
of their relationship to the land. The land has meant life and death to the people.

The story of Dene people is told in the names given to places on the land including
historically used places, and in the stories which come from there. Students will know that
there are places identified in legends that have a 'living force', places that are sacred. The

elders see that the children must become keepers of the land. Children must be given love of
the land. From love will come respect, care, a sense of responsibility, a pride of tribe and

homeland, and identification with the ideals connected to it.

The Spiritual World

Gr. Stlldellts will:

K-6 • Know thaI U1C land, MOU1er Eanh. is life
itself.
• Land provides life for the Dene.
• Land is a gift for the Dene given by the

Creator.
• Respect and love of land is shown in

various ways with various customs.

Experiences:

• Visit sacred places and show special
respect and love of land 3S pr3ctised in
the community. (4-6)

• Hear the Creation story Ih31 tell, aboul
the origin of the land. (K-6)



Geography and I..and Is .

Gr

K-6

Studellts lI'ill.-

• Dene lived in hannony with Ihe land:
they practised conservation

• TI,e land does not belong 10 people. It
GIIl'1 be boughl or sold.

• Be familiar with Ihe Creation story about
origin of land (tribal stories alX>ut
creation).

E\periellces:

• Map local sacred places and learn
slories about these places, (.,-6)

• Hear stories of people who h"'e been
considered 10 ha\'e holy splntual
powers (5-6)

1-6 • Know that there are places idemified in
legends that are sacred, places wilh a
'Iiving force'.
• Know the history and or stories

allached to places imponam to Ihe
Dene.

• Develop a sense of respect for the
land.

TbeLand

Gr

K-6

K-6

K-3

5-6
3-6
6
5-6

5-6

Studellis l/'ill:

• Sec Ihe land as full, rich and life giving.

• Know Ihal In,ditional land etiquene
protected the land in the same way as
environmcmal practices of loday imcnd
10 prolecl the land.

• Know Ih'll the Dene have always
anached much imponancc and mcaning
10 Ihe land. TI,e land has meam life and
dealh 10 the people. \Iost areas that \\'ere
nanll.~ were somehow .signif1cal1l to the
survi\al of the people. KnO\\ thc Dene
name~:

• Imponam landmark.s around Ihe
cOlllllluniry.

• Traditionally imponam hunllng areas,
• Places where people camp frequenlly
• IhSlorically used lI'1i1s.
• Places where significam Ihings

happened long ago.

• Understand the Dene perspective in
which land is something 10 bc respected
and adapted to, I:nher than conquered.

2H

• Visit, explore and "\Idy imponant
bndmarks around the community. (K-6)

• Mapping with elders. (5-6)

• Begin sUldem in\"oh"emcm in re~earch

for Deoe land use. (5-6)

• Spend quiet and reflecti\e time on the
land during changes in ",asons and 'or
in wcather ")() that ~nldent"i call "i<.-~.

lasle, fed. hear and smell the land and
its subtle changes, (K-6)

• Have smdems keep a record of all that
Ihey ",e which comes from thl' land
O\'er a period of tll1ll'. (K-~)

• Student" sit in their own space in the
bush very quielly for some time, and
Ihcn go back to class to repo., on
whatlhey "1\\, f<.'it. heard (K-6J

• Students, wilh the hdp of the teacher.
iclemify memlx.'rs of the community
they would like to ha\'(~ come to da~ ...
[0 lalk about Spiritual 1'0\\ l'rs of the
land, (5-6)



Cr. Students will:

Geography and Land Use

ExpeI1'enc€S:

6

K-6

o Be aware of economic factors relating to
demand for land and use of land.

o Be familiar with environmental practices.

o Research ways of using the land which
are in keeping with the Dene
perspective about the land (e.g.
resource and trapping outposts). (6)

o Write stories that describe use and
preservation of the land into the future.
(6)

o Describe what can be done to ;taract
tourist' to the local area. (6)

1bePeople

Cr.

5-6

5-6

3-6

5-6

Stlldellts will:

o Know that each region was occupied by
cenain tribes.
o Tribes were named after the region

they occupy.
o Collective history of Dene land use.

o Know that place names are evidence of a
history and a past with the land. It is the
most important piece of evidence the
Dene have to show thar they have used
the land since time immemorial. This is
what gives the Dene rights as users of the
land. and has been cRlcial in rhe land
claims negotiation process. Dene place
names are a fonn of recorded Dene
history.

o Be familiar with the concept of "user's
right": families tend to use their own
space for hunting and trapping over the
years.

o Know that the Dene have traditionally
named places by describing them rather
than after people. Naming after people
appears somewhat arrogant ro the Dene.
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E:xpel1'ences:

o Visit historic,lIy significant and
imponaI1l places and learn their story.
(S-6)

o Locate historically important places on
a map of the region. (S-6)

o Have students exposed to and interact
with artifact' from the land. These can
be obtained in the fonm of kits from
the Prince of Wales Museum in
Yellowknife. (3-6)

• Have members of sludent's family
come to class '0 mark family hunting
or trapping territory on a class map.
This can be done during parent
teacher meetings. (3-6)

o Compare the way d,at Dene
traditionally named land with the way
thar the non-Dene have named land.
(S-6)

o Share infonnation wid, others alnut
hi~wricalgeography and Il;lmes. (S-6)

• Compare Dene sittl3lion Wilh southern
Canadian native land situation. (6)
• reserve lando;;
o use of land



Geography and Land Use

The Self

Cr.

K-6

K-6

4-6

3-6

Students will:

• Develop a sense of respect for the land
and a sense of identity and pride in being
Dene.

• Be willing to know and express respect
for land in culturdlly appropriate ways.

• Know that knowledge of land enables
them to use the land more confidently for
hunting and enjoymenl.

• Identify with their tribe and with the
Dene Nation.

• Know that as one becomes more capable
on the land, one must mainrain a sense of
humility.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resourcesfor Subject ItltegratiolL'

ExpeJiences:

• I lave each person express their
feelings for the land in their own way
through music, dance, stoty and art.
(K-6)

Special bifonllatiollfor the Teacher:

Specific II1/ormatiol1.!mm the Cwich'il1
Regioll
The Gwich'in had occupied, named and
been familiar with evety feanlfe of their
territoty long before the anival of the
Non-Dene who established their trading
posts and proceeded to give their own
mmes to lakes and rivers and landmarks.

• Zheh ClI'ajat (Old Fort) and Chii Tsat
Dik (Fort McPherson) TI,e first trading
POSl. This site was abandoned in time
in favour of another location siJ(
kilometres down river to where Chii
Tsat Dik (Folt McPherson) is now
located. The site was left beGluse it
had become velY crowded. Also, the
ground was beginning to sink and
people wanted to move to higher
ground.

• Ni/ailltaii 02 km) This Glmp is H
miles (12 km) upriver from
McPherson. Most of the ciders stay
there year round as it i, good for
fishing and a few of them do wme
trapping. It is alw where the feny
crO:"ises.



Geogrdphy and land Use

• Shildii, Shildii Nju (Shilt'ee Rock and
Shilt'ee Island) Shildii is on Shildii Nju.
The island is where the people fish in
the summer and the rock is considered
a sacred place. There is a story behind
this rock.

• Chik Gwaazreii (Black Mountain)
People travel to the mountain to hunt
caribou. They get to the mountain hy
travelling up a creek which is about 80
km down river from McPherson.

• Nagwichooshik (Mouth of the Peel)
Nagwichooshik is the place where the
Mackenzie River and Peel River join. In
the early days of the traders, there was
a small Indian village at this location
where the steam boat would pass. The
people did a lot of fishing and it was
also good for moose hunting.
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Water and Rivers
"The walef!all began 10 speak 10 her . .. why are you afraid ofme?

We are hereforyou 10 hear our song. II is music 10 peoples ears so you shouldn 'I beaFaid."
- Elizabelh Mackenzie, April 4, 7990

'. :..",.--

Primary Objective:
Since time immemorial, the Dene have. had a velY deep respect for water and rivers
as a living force and spirit Lack of respect has meant death for individuals and the

threat of death for many more because of actions and anitudes which pollute or haml our
access to water. If the student~ can learn how important water is for life then perhaps
not only will the life of an individual be saved, but that of all mankind. In the North,

knowing the habits of water and rivers has been a maner of survival. avigational skills will
give students a greater sense of security on the land which in tum will make them feel more

at one with the land and it~ water.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-6

Sludenls wil/:

• Be familiar with stories about important
local bodies of water or rivers.

• Know that the Dene consider the waters
and livers to be a living force which is
very strong and powerful. It has the
ability to change it' form from liquid to
solid. Some rivers are hlessed by the
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Expefie/ICe5:

• Hear stories told hy elders ahout lakes
and rivers. (K-6)
• Legend of the man who lived with

the fish.
• How the Dehcho River was f0l111ed.

• I-lear stories of personal experiences
with water. (K-6J



Cr. SllIdel/ls will:

Water and Rivers

£'KfX!riel1ces:

3-6

Creator (LuL..e1 K"e: Parry Falls and Holy
Water). Water is a world of its own, a
level lower than the one people are
familiar with, and where water people
live.

• Know that traditionally, the Dene with the
most power were the ones with medicine
toward ,vater.

K-3 • Know that the Dene believe that if water
is not respeaed, it will take life (you
cannot breathe in the water).

K-3 • Know that blessed water can be used to
heal. Water for cleansing.

K-6 • Be familiar with local customs and beliefs
about water:
• Dispose of waste water with payment,

paying water with moss makes the
water lighter, place cloth under a cup
of drinking water to show respect, the
human body is based on water
(Lutsel K'e).

• A teenage girl should never be left
unanended on the water.

The Land

• Show respect for water as pan of the
land:
• Care for the water. (K-6)
• Thank the water with prayers. (K-6)
• Pay the water when travelling to ask

for calm waters. (K-6)

Cr.

3-5

3-5

5-6

5-6

SIIIdelllS /l'i11.

• L'nderstand that all liVing things need
water. The Dene traditionally al\\ aI's
made their camps beside Ixxlies of water
(for drinking, for cooking. for fishing,
hunting and travel).

• Know ways in which water can provide a
living for some people (ri\er boat piioLs.
fishennen, etc.).

• Know thm water changes from liquid to
solid and expands in the process.

• Hecognize different kincb of \\ ater:
muskeg water. ice water. ~pring water,
chemically-treated water.
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£ype,iel1ces:

• Hear elders' stories about per;onal
experiences with rivers or lakes. (K-6)

• Hesearch with elders to predict time of
breakup freeze-up and leam what
criteria are used. (5-6)

• On field trips, obsene effecLs of water
erosion on land and rocks, and
discover the power of water. (5-6)

• ~take travel afety posters with
admonitions alX>ut water and ice
conditions in different seasons. Pur up
in nun,ing ~Iation.s, ~tores. etc. (+6)



ater and Rivers

Cr. Students II'IIL £'x!Je,iences:

6

5-6

4-6

4-6

• I lave the studem~ imagine they are in
a boat - how to pack, where people
are to sit. (K-3)

o Repon on advantages and
disadvantages of dams built on ri,el'>.
(5-6)

o Travel on rivers and lakes near the
community to leam simple
navigational skills. (5-6)

o Research and map Dene names of
walerways and bodies. (4-6)

o Follow ance>tral ponage trails. (5-6)

o Locate burial grouncls along river
routes. (5-6)

o Research and locate dangerous water
areas on a map. (5-6)

o Ca"'e small paddles and obse"'e how
they were made traditionally in their
regular size. (5-6)

o Obsene the different life fomlS in
various depths and Icx:ations of a body
of water. (3-6)

o ~Iake postel'> on taking care of rivers
or lakes. (K-6)

o Enjoy a picnic with the children by the
water. (K-6)

• Observe fjJm~ on water conservation in
Califomia (information about scarcity
of fresh water). (6)

K-4

K-4

K-J

5-6

K-6

o Be able to recognize good drinking water.

o Under>land the concepts of floating and
sinking: what things float, what sink, and
implications for water safety.

o Know about basic water saferI':
o Do not play in water along shore

unless accompanied by adull.
o Do nor play with toy boaks in the

water unless accompanied by an adull.

o Know rules for safery when on rivers and
lake, e.g. dUring breakup. deadheads.
wind, boat launching. different ice
conditions. freeze-up.

o Know the strength of water mO\'ements
in lake.' ,'nd rivel'> based on S<.':Ison and
shape of shoreline.

o Become skillful with water craft:
o boat launching
o paddling and maneuvering
o paddling on fast rivers
o finding direction
o knowing where currents or large

wa\'e~ are
o knowing signs for depth of water

o Be able to recognize and Interpret water
conditions: for fishing. tr",·elling. changes
and dangel'>.

o Know the shape and names of local lakes
and nvers. Know the names for water
bodies (lakes, rivers, streams. etc.). Know
tbe cbaracteristic vegetation and other life
fom1s along the shores and identification
marks (falls. islands, banks, shoals,
peninsulas, etc.).

o Be aware of the lake, and rivers as being
the same ones that our ancestors Ira"elled
on. They have histories.

K-6 0 Know the characteristic.s of the ri"ers and
lakes In diITerent seasons. i.e. the animal
hunted and the condition of the ri'·er.
o Spring: water levels, breakup and ice

conditions, beaver, ducks, fish
spaw ning grounds



Gr. Stue/ellIS u'iII:

Water and Rivers

Expeliences·

• Winter: ice conditions, fish, which
rivers do not freeze over

• Fall: freeze-up and ice conditions,
ducks, geese. moose

• Summer: windy and Lahn, f",h

5-6 • Become familiar with ways of ri"er
trapping.

K-3 • Know that rivers and Iake~ can be so
polluted thar people and animals can no
longer use them.

4-6 • Identify possible ways that pollution of
conununity water can occur:
• rolling carcasses
• human garbage
• J..lW sewage
• industrial chemicals
• gasoline from barrels or vehicles
• pestiCides
• distant pulp mills

K-6 • Know ways in which studems can
prevent pollution,

5-6 • Know that fresh water is increasingly
becoming scarce in the \Vorld and that
our local waters must be proteaed.

5-6 • Know effect of dams on rivers.

The People

Gr.

K-4

5-6

K-6

Students ll'ill:

• Be aware of how the seasonal changes of
ri"ers or lakes near a community affect
the mood and aaivity in a community:
~ummer traffic and tr'avel, threat of
flo<xJing, etc.

• Know thar today's communities like
camps of past are always situated near ,I

waterway for rran~rol1ation rea"'Ons.

• Know and experience the fun of using
the lake or river for recreation: 'IJOns and
boating.

Experiences:

• Hear elders' stories aoout a lake or
ri"er near the community and how 11
affeaed the people. (K-6)

• Enjoy the ri"er or lake with a group of
studenLs, picnicking by the water, or
~wimming. or boating. (K-6)

• H3\'e studenLs engage in seawm,l ri"er
or lake activity thar people in the
community tend to do such as net or
ice fishing, tn" elling, etc. (K-6)



Water and Rivers

The Self

Gr.

5-6

K-6

4-6

Students will:

• Make a connection between their own
lives and those of their ancestors by
experiencing the same river and portage
trails.

• Be willing to practise care on or around
water.

• Know when water is dangerous to
themselves and practise a method to
distract the water.

Experiellces:

• In a joumal, or through talks with the
teacher and other students, indiVidually
make commitments and plans about
one's relationship with water. (K-6)

• In a joumal or through talks with the
teacher reflect on what water has
come to mean to dle student after
leaming about it. (1-6)

K-6 • Show humility by being respectful to
water.

5-6 • Show personal talents or sU'engths in
water travel or understanding of the
water.

1-6 • Determine personal ways of making sure
that pollution of community water source
does not accu r.

Suggested Teaching Activities mId
Resourcesfor Subject Integ"aliotl:

• Resources:
• John T'sellie three part series, Johnny

Klondike's spl1Jce bark canoe (1'100)
• Rene Fumoleau photos
• Press Independent
• Beaver magazines
• Tape: "How the Mackenzie River Was

Fonned"

• Do experiments with water to show the
force and strength of freezing water.
(Science activities)

• Have the students drink different waters,
ice water, snow water, river/spring water,
muskeg water, rain water. chumed water.
(Science activities)

• Make a picnlfe map with lakes and rivers
and land shOWing people, plants and
anilnals all using water in various ways.
(1-3)

• Have the students study past, present
and future of water use.

• Research water transportation and
compare past and present with a
mural, in the form of a booklet, or
with models.

• I lave the students make models of
different kinds of boats and identify
their uses.

• Paint murals of community and the
imponant river or lake near it in
different seasons: what people are
doing, conditions of weather and of
the lake or river, expressions on
people's faces.

• Compare river damnling with beaver
dams.



Trees
"It is believed that the trees are very happy when it is windy. The movement ofthe tree, caused by

the wind, enables the sap to run thmugh the tree and rejuvenate it, therefore bringing it much joy
Wind has its purpose." - Francis Tat/i, Apri/1991

Primary Objective:
To enable students to use and protect trees. Trees have been important to the survival of the

Dene as well as of many animals upon which the Dene rely for food and for a livelihood.
Also, trees are a vital part of what the Dene consider their home. It is hoped that if the

students are given familiarity wid1 trees and working with wood, they will see the need to
conserve and protect the trees.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

4-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

o Be familiar with local beliefs regarding
how trees should be treated.

o Know that trees symbolize the
continuation of life. The destruction of
frees indicates" lack of respect for
poSSibility of life in the future.

o Know that trees are living things from the
Creator which must be protected.

o Experience the soothing and calming
effect of the sound of trees.

Experiences:

o Hear elders speak about masks and
their significance. Make masks from
birch bark. (4-6)

o Decorate willow sticks to pay water
and land.

o Hear elders' stories about trees. (1<.-6)

o Hear why trees should not be
reclclessly destroyed when sfudenL, are
spending time in the bush. (K-6)



Cr. SIudents will:

Trees

Experiences:

K-6 • Be familiar with the kind, of spiritual
tools made with parts of trees. e.g.
decorated wilJow for paying warer,
drums, and masks.

K-4 • Know that the birch with its many uses is
respected and considered a sacred tree.
TI,e poplar on the other hand is not used
as much and is considered to bring bad
luck.

4-6 • Know that trees hit by lightning make
important medicine.

4-6 • Know that the wind rejuvenates the trees.

K-6 • Be familiar with the Dene belief that
spruce trees have memories and
therefore they should not he cut down
unless they are needed.

1beLand

Cr.

K-6

K-3

4-6

5-6

K-6

K-6

5-6

4-6

Sludenls will:

• Know about trees and forests.
• Know kinds of trees in local area.

• Know the parts of a tree.

• Know growing cycle of the tree.

• Know about the process of natural
reforestation.

• Know how to protect trees, and conserve
and manage forests.

• Know how trees enable animals to
survive.

• Recognize various land characteristics
based on the kind of trees growing in
places (e.g. Jack pine grows in sandy soil,
cranbeITies can be found where sp'llce
trees grow, etc).

• Dene beliefs about plants, including
trees, led [0 conservation practices.
• Because trees breaLhe, we breathe.
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Experiences:

• Identify trees while out in the bush.
(K-6)

• Recognize animal homes in trees. (K-6)

• Look for and identify bear markings on
trees that indicate the presence of bear
dens. (4-6)

• Look for and identify other animal
markings on trees. (4-6)

• Grow seedlings to pbnt. (K-6)

• Plant trees to reforest. (K-6)

• Identify Dene belief., that led to
conservation practices. (4-6)

• Collect kindling and stall a fire. (K-3)

• Colleer spruce boughs and weave a
floor. (K-4)

• Make willow whistles. (K-3)



Cr. Students will:

Trees

Experiellces:

K-4

4-6

K-3

• Because spruce trees have memories,
we cannot cut clown morc than we
need.

• When we take something from the
land, the land must be paid.

• Know how the Dene use trees.

• Know the qualities and uses of ditTerent
kinds of trees (see auached infonnation).

• Know when and how to harvest
depending on purpose of the wood:
etTect of season on condition of the
wood. (e.g. In the spring, wood tends to
be waterlogged. In the spring, when the
sap begins to run, d1e wood tends to be
pliable. After a tree loses all of its needles
and falls over, it becomes good
firewood).

• Know that the birch is considered the
most useful of trees: snowshoe frames,
baskets, syrup, firewood, stems for
scraping hides. etc.

4-6 • Be aware of and appreciate d1e traditional
technology of the Dene which involved
use of trees.

K-6 • Be able to work with parts of trees to
make simple objects, both lraditional and
contemporary.

K-6 • Be able 10 work with parts of trees to
create crafts or art.

The People

• Identify and collect samples of wood
for fires, smoking, cooking, making
snowshoes, etc. (3-6)

• Do birchbark chewing an. (4-6)

• Make tools with wood, or baskets.
(4-6)

• Draw sap, gather spruce gum and use
them as the Dene traditionally used
them (e.g. gum rolling). (K-6)

• Gather roots and make a fishing net.
(5-6)

• Identify parts used for medicinal
purposes. (5-6)

• Identify trees used to provide
lempora,y shelter and tipis. (4-6)

• Make a beading loom with a willow
branch. (3-6)

Cr.

K-6

K-6

Students 1/'i//:

• Be able to identify the people in the
community ,vho work with \'\'o<x.I.
e'lx:cially local wood, and appreciate
their skills.

• Be able 10 identify people in Ihe
cOIlU11uniry who uo crarl and an wjlh
wood or bark.
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• Students identify people they know
who work with w(xxl. both tmditional
and contempomlY skil"-

• illake a display of things made with
local w()(xl by lex'al people. Students
can add 10 the dispJ.lY by bringing
things from home. (K-.;J



Cr.

K-6

Trees

Siudents will:

• Know about games people enjoyed
playing using trees or objects made from
trees.

EXjJeliences:

• e.g. toys, tools, picture frames, hide
frames, baby swings, photos of
homes, snowshoes, willows for
traCing.

TbeSelf

Cr.

K-6

Siudents will:

• Appreciate the importance of trees and
make personal decisions about how
students will re pect them in the future.

Experiences:

• Ask children to grow seecllings and
plant trees on their own. (K-6)

• Ask children to care for trees around
the community (e.g. not to hann them
unnecessarily). (K-6)

• While in the forest or soon after the
experience, students express their
personal feelings about how trees
make them feel. (K-6)

• Talk with individual students who
seem destructive in naUlre, about the
need to respect the trees and plants.
(K-6)



Trees

Suggested Teaching Activities atld
Resources to Support Key Experieru;es:

• After all other experiences and activities
about trees have been rompleted, have
students sit amongst the trees and think
ahout what the trees mean ro the Dene.
Record the sound of trees and use it to create
calm and relaxation in the dassroom. (K-6)

• Research beaver dens: what wood is
used, where, and how. (K-4)

• Make posters of flre safety rules. (K-4)

• Identify people who work in forestry, and
use as resource people. (5-6)

• Research uses of birch fungus and set up a
display (burned to chase away bears,
rraditionally left smouldering so that fIres
could be started from them, ashes mixed
with chewing tobacro). (5-6)

• Organize project to save South American
Rainforest where aboriginal people live.
(5-6)

• Students collect a display of rhings made
wirh wood by people in the conununity
(rradirional and contemporary things,
tools as well as arts and crafts). (K-6)

~I

Special biformatiotlfor the Teacher:

Specific IrifomUl/kmfromLutsel K'e
Birch: has a lot of warer, most useful of all
trees (for baskets, symp, fIrewood, ,tems for
scraping hides, li.mgus for bUming to chase
away bears, chewed as snuff, left
smouldering to start fLres, ashes used to mix
with chewing tobacro, used as poultice).
Pine: good for fIres in a tent because ir does
not make sparks, but makes a lot of soot
and black smoke, slow burning.
Spmce: gum for warerproofIng, rootS for
making nets, branches for making malS and
carpets, snowshoes made from spruce are
very light.
Poplar: does not make sparks, slow burning.
Tamarack: medicinal uses for treating cuts to
stop blood flow, and for treating sores.
Dewe: for making wooden shovels and
pots.
Red Willow: good medicine for urinary
problems. The bark, when peeled and
boiled, has a nice smell and taste.
K'Ia: Used as a dye, found along lake shores
and in ponds.
What wood is used for: fIreWood, canoe
portages, rooking, medicinal value
(tamarack), tools, insulation, tanning, shelter,
synlp, nets, pails, cradles, snowshoes,
plywcxxl, canoes, paddles, dugouts, sleds.
axe handles, arrows, frames, bows, toys.



Earth Medicine
"Em1h Medicine carne as a contribution jiU11I the Ahonginal Peoples."

- George Blondin, Apr1118, 1993

Primaly Objective:
Ealth medicine is a gift from the Creator which has enabled the Dene to survive.

The students learn to respect the gift for its spiritual meaning as well as for its prdClical uses.
Students also learn to respect the elders as those who cany this knowledge from the past.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

4-6

4-6

5-6

51l1dellls 1/'il/:

• Respect the land as being the main
source of medicine for remedies and
healing.

• Know how to thank and praise the gifts
that have helped them to survive.

• Know how to approach the land or
animals before taking the medicine, e.g.
talking to animals before taking medicine
and telling them why they are being
killed; what to pay the land.

12

Expeliellces:

• Approach land in a culturally
acceptable way while searching for
e'"1h medicine with an elder. (+6)

• Hear elder speak on eallh medicines
and their healing powers. (+6)



Earth Medicine

The Land

Cr.

4-6

4-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

4-6

Students will:

o Know that the medicine taken by the
Dene from their envirolUnent has
enabled the Dene to survive as a people.

o Be familiar with medicines from the land
which promote overall health.

o Recognize sickness or accidents that can
be treated easily in emergency situations.
o heavy blood now from a cut
o pain from open wounds

o Be familiar with eanh medicines for
common ailment'i.
o Be able to identify the different types

of plants that were used for the
medicine.

o Know the pans of animals that are
used for medicine.

o Know what illnesses those medicines
treat.

• Know how to prepare various
medicines.

o Know what to pay for taking medicine
from the land.

o Know never to take more or less of
herbs, plants, roots.

o Know that today's medicine comes from
the land, and understand how much is
being destroyed by modem lifeMyles.

Experiences:

o Go out onto the land with an elder
and search out eanh medicine. (4-6)

o Have the students collect labrador tea
and rosehips, dry them, and make tea
and serve. (4-6)

o Gather ratroots with the students while
discussing their medicinal value. Talk
about these as "Protectors". (4-6)

o Collect nowers, leaves and make
uppers and al1 work, using spRice
needles to hold flowers in place. (4-6)

o Have students pick berries to make
medicine. (4-6)

o Have students collect sap to make
medicine. (4-6)

o Have students find correct medicines
to deal with sickness or accidents that
can be treated easily in emergency
situations. (5-6)
o heavy blood now from a cut
o pain from open wounds

o Have students identify and collect
earth medicines which are being
destroyed by our modem lifestyles.
Ask the question, "What cures for
modern diseases are being destroyed'"
(5-6)

o Make a First Aid kit for the classroom
which consists of common Dene eal1h
medicines. (K-6)



Earth Medicine

The People

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

4-6

4-6

5-6

4-6

4-6

• Research earth medicines using elders
who are recognized for their
knowledge of earth medicines. (5-6)

• Have an elder demonstrate how
medicine is made. (4-6)

• When srudenlS have common
ailments, suggest a community elder
who mey can go to for earth medicine.
(K--6)

• Identify people in the community who
are recognized for their knowledge of
earth medicines. (4-6)

• Hear personal slories of healing power.

• Jdenrify people who have healing
knowledge and ability.

• Undersland mat Dene elders have a lor to
contribute to our society with their
knowledge of earth medicine.

• Understand the importance of group co
operation for survival and me
contribution of Dene elders with their
knowledge of earth medicines.

• Understand Ihe Dene are retuming 10 me
old ways of doing mings, 10 a fonn of
self-help.

K-6 • Know that srudenrs must not take or use
earth medicines wimout the knowledge
of an adult.

The Self

Gr. Students will:

K-6 • Show in some way !hat Ihey value Ihe
knowledge they have gained about earth
medicine:
• Indicate greater self-respect for the

knowledge they have gained.
• Gamer or use earth medicine on their

own.
• Continue 10 pursue inrerest in earth

medicine outside of the school by
approaching elders.

• Give srudents an opportunity to
express how mey feel about having
leamed about earth medicines using a
circle sharing time or in uleir joumals.
(4--6)

• Have srudents ,hare personal
experiences with Dene earth
medicines used on them by adults.
(K-6)
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Earth Medicine

Suggested TetUhing Activities and
Resourcesfor Subject IntegratiOlL'

o Make a first aid book.

o Press flowers, plants, and name. Dc<;erihe
how to prepare medicine from each.

o Chief Dan George's book, -1\ly Hean
Soars, My Spirit Soars".

o Make potpourri.

o See pamphlet Dene Medicine Book,
Gwich'in Language and Culture Program,
Fon McPherson, .WT., 1989.

Speciallnforlllalion for tbe Teacher:

Specific /njol7lwlion on Earlb Remedies
and Healingjrom De/u,e Elders'
!florksbop
o Kweb ISib: This rock is found in the

l\lackenzie ,\Iountains, Pon Radium
and around Fon Rae. It can be found
between split rocks It looks like gold
but, when added to water and boiled,
it melts. When the boiled suhstance
becomes yellOW, apply with a feather
to the infected areas and let it sit on
the sores for as long as you can. When
the white substance on the cold sores
stallS falling off, remove till the mouth
is completely red. It takes about one
and a half days for recovery.

o I:."ke gbalere: Boil with water till it tums
black. Consume for tuberculosis and
cancer.

o Ecb'ire: Uncooked muscles of moose
or caribou legs are ealen to destroy
wonns.

o Ajll Dek'a/e (used hy caribou for food);
Boil it and drink it for stomach ache
and for ulcers.

o fish oil was believed to protect you
from all sickness.

o K'ak'odze. Pick along the shore, boil
and use for a cold. 111is is also very
good for diarrhe-a. It C'an also be drunk
when a person IS not urinating well.

o Tamarack fat: Used to staunch blood
flow.

o Remove the long hair from a hea"er
pelt. place grea;c on the pelt. and
place on open wound.

o Dzid/: Helps breathing If you are shon
of hreath. Also used for open sores
and for aches in your body

o K'aagoka' It's like black birchhark with
white dOIS found around FOil Smith,
Boil the roOLS of this tree and use as
eye drops for infected eyes,



Earth Medicine

• Coka: Use the part of the tree as
described above. Boil and drink to
maintain your strength and to regain your
appetite. Goka. without the bark, when
sap is running, is used for dying hides
red for decoration.

• Dzeb leu''ele IU: Boil this for a long time
until it turns yellow. It i used to treat
shortness of breath and constant
coughing. Drink for a period of time. It
can also be used as an ointment for other
aches and pains.

• There is a liaJe plant which when stepped
on, releases a powder-like subSlaoce. Boil
for a while and drink. It helps you when
you are shan of breath.

• A plant that grows about 10-12 cm and
has berries on it. This can also be hoiled
and used as a washing solution for open
sores.

• Thick green plants that grow on the land
are used as a pad and placed on the
wound as a poultice. It sucks out the pus
and infected substance from the wound.

• Ajll Dek 'ale Used for colds. Boil and
drink half a cup.

• For stroke victims when the eye and
mouth are not in normal appe-drance. Cut
the thorn bush into sma II shan pieces
and boil for one hour. Because it is
believed to be a pure plant, say a few
words of confession to purify youroelf
before dealing with this plant. Rub the
affeaed areas on your face and drink one
ClIp three times a day. TIlere has to he
genuineness on your pan.

• Tsenibl'eelebelselobjll: Boil these two
together and use as a mouth wash.

• I:iegare: Chew for cold sores.

• TSlllL'a ele Boil, then use as a mouth
wash for toothaches.

• Teoladze Boil with some grease till it is
thickened, then apply with a feather to
the infected areas.

Specific InjomUltiOllj/Um Ibe Llllsel K'e
Elders' \Vorksbop
• Spruce gum: Good for cuts, wounds,

rashes and cold (drink broth).

• labrador tea: Leaves and twigs to make a
tea or broth to clean out kidneys.

• Bluelblackberries' stems: Good for
colds, good for all ailmenLs.

• Birch buds: Boil with grease. Good for
sores.

• Green leaves from ground: Boil with
grease, good for sores.

• Raspberry stems: Boil with water
tomato berries, good for sore eyes.

• Spruce buds: Boil with water. G<XXI
for sore mouth.

• Ashes from burning wood: Good for
pain.

• Beaver and Glribou hide: G<XXI for
stopping thc now of bleeding.

• Hcated rocks: Good for nu, phlegm.

• Baby spmce tree rOOLs: Good for any
illness. Boil with water.

• Kii kos, k 'ilesber - 001: Good for had
indigestion. Look at the natural root to
dctennine the correct age to select for
use.

• Trees stmck h} lightning: Boil with
water. Good for anylhing.

Specific Injonnalioll on ELl11b Remedies
and HealillgfivlII Debcbo rJders'
Worksbop
• Red willow: Boiled for sore throats.

.stomach ailmenLs. colds. Chew'ed for
sorc throats.

• Rat root: For sore throats and colds.

• Dabmba)'("Sih'f!r \f"il/Oll' ReniL'S

• Dzebttb'i !leI/oil' Spl7lce CIIIII: Boiled
with grease, to make ointment.

• ELlebpob Isahpo.l'a -lsclhjxlgha' Boil
and drink broth. or che\\ the roo!> for
throat irritation.



Earth Medicine

o n 'Ilk 'a : Boiled bark good for stomach
ailmenlS and diarrhea.

o Beehives and Clamshells: For sores.
Clamshells are baked to a powder and
applied to the sore,

o Ts'el1ebxob cbie Boil, strain. drink
broth.

o .Hebpijie: Boiled branch broth good for
sore eyes.

o Ndeb gokeatbet'i: Cut up, boil and
apply to joinlS that are swollen.

o Spruce needles: Chew and swallow
juices for sore stomach.

o Gots'aga/Labrador tea: Boil and drink
broth for sore throats and colds.

o Ladzl!f!!tipsojblackpoplarlree Boil,
strain, and drink for colds,

o Caribou droppings: Broth good for cold
or flu.

o White caribou moss: Broth good for
cancer.

o Broth of wild chicken: For colds.

• Moss: For gauze or banciaids.

• Beaver pelt: Fur side down on open
wound helps to close thc \vOlll1d and
prevent a vivid SCJr.

• Goose grease: lised like "Vicks", ruh on
chest and throat, also good for sores.

• Glands in ducks 'chicken and geese:
Used as a cream to gct rid of white
spolS on the face.



Sun
"April is the month ofthe geese. This is the nearest moon to Easter, or the day the sun dances."

-john Tetso, Trapping is My Life, 1970

Primary Objective:
Knowledge of the spiritual nature of the sun and the gifts it gives to people

will give students a greater appreciation of it. Learning the survival skills which use
the sun w~1 help them when on the land.

The spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

4-6

K-6

Students witl:

• Know that the sun is seen as powe,ful
because it can change its form from
season to season.

• Know that the sun is a symbol of eternity:
It is used in the quotation, "As long as the
sun shall rise... " in the signing of Treaty
#11.

• Know that the sun is associated with re
binh (spring and morning).

Experiences'

• Hear elders tell legends and stories
aboul the sun. (K-6)
• How the Raven Stole the Sun Back

(Nol1h Siavey)
• The SqUirrel and u,e Bear

(Chipewyan and Dogrib)
• The Sun and the Moon
• The Boy and the Sun!>e-dm

(Chipewyan)

• Dance with the drum in rhe direction
thaI the sun tmvels. (K-6)



Gr. Sl1IdenL~ u'ill:

Sun

Experiences:

4-6 • Know that the sun is a gift from the
Creator which should not be taken for
gr'dnted because it can be taken away.

Disrespect for nature can hun our
relationship with the sun. All living things
need the sun. It is there for all people.
good or bad.

K.{j • Know that the sun is a source of
medicine power.

K-3 • Know that the sun brought the gift of
"fire" to the people.

K-3 • Know that the person who rises with the
sun is given the gift of long life.

4-6 • Know the local customs and beliefs
regarding eclipses of the sun.

K-4 • Know how ro ask the sun for good
weather, and things can be done as
planned.

K-6 • Be familiar with legends which tell about
the sun and iLS power.

K-6 • Be aware of the joy that the Dene feel
with the sun as it rise~ or when it comes
hack in the Spring.

The Land

• Hear stories from elders a(Xlut how
they felt with the comings and goings
of the sun. (K-6)

• Research the local customs and beliefs
associated with the eclip<,c of the sun.

Gr.

K-3

K-4

K-6

1-6

K-4

Stnde/lls {['ill·

• Identify the different positions of rhe sun
dUring the day.

• Be familiar with different sun phenomena
In \'(Iinter:
• sundogs
• sun dancing

• l'ndep.>tand ways in which the sun is
conneaed to all living things.

• Be able to use the sun to Lell the time,
find direaion, and forecast wc.uher.

• Be able to use the sun to tell the five
seasons (S"htu and Dehcho):
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• Go for field trips in the early spring to
feel the warmth of the sun and to look
for signs of re-binh (buds, sap, melting
snow). (K-4)

• Dry muskrat or heaver hides in the
sun. (4-6)

• Bleach hides in the sun. (5-6)

• Approach elders to research sun signs
for predicting weather: (5-6)
• s\..'Y colour
• sundogs



Gr.

Sun

SlIIdelllS wilL

• early spring when me sun "dances"
with me rebinh of me eaI1h. There
is wannm in me sun, me ice begins
to melt, me sap begins to run, and
the lea\'es begin to fonn.

• spring
• summer
• faU
• winter

Experiellces:

• Look for muskrat push-ups in me
spring. (K-3)

K-6 • Be able to use me sun to tell the six
seasons (Gwich'in and Dogrib):
• early spring
• spring
• surnmer
• rea) SUI1U11er

• fall
• winter

K-6 • Know ways in which the Dene used
the sun to survive: making dry meal,
making fire, preparing hides

K-6 • Know how me light mat was available
affected hunting, travelling and
sewing. In me pring, as me ice and
snow began to melt, me men would
hunt and travel at night while snow
hardened and rest dUring the day. The
women would sew during me longer
daylight hours. This was the best
sewing time.

K-4 • Know ways in which carelessness can
lead to me sun taking your life:
sUrblfOke, sunburn, skin cancer, snow
blindness, forest fires, etc.

The People

Gr.

5-6

Stlldellts will:

• Kno,,' mat the activities of the Dene
have been detennined by the seasons
as they come and go with the sun.
• in early spring, they travelled to

fishing camps.

so

Expeliellces:

• He-dr stories from elders about ho\y
mey travelled about from season to
season and me kinds of activities they
engaged in as the sun came and wen!.
(K-6)



Cr. S/lIde1/ts will:

Sun

fuperiellces:

• in summer they had large gatherings of
many camps.

• in fall they moved to smaller hunting
and fishing camps.

• in winter they travelled around as small
families.

4-6 • Know that the Dene and some other
people in other northern parts of the
world share similar sun patterns.

The Self

• Write to students in other circumpolar
communities around the world to
learn their sun stories. (4-6)

Cr.

K-6

4-6

3-6

Swdell/s will:

• Thank the sun for each new day, and use
it well.

• Challenge self to rise early each day.

• Become aware of me sun, and give
words to the feelings it creates.

Suggested Teachillg Activities alld
Resout"Cesfor Subject IlItegratio'L'

• Make lists of the kinds of activities that
traditional Dene did during the different
seasons as light and temperatures
changed.

• Make dioramas of the traditional camps in
different seasons.

• Do light experiments in class (see Science
curriculum).

• Students select a micro-environment (a
p'"t of a shore, side of the school, patch
in the bush) and observe the effects of
the sun during a period of time.

)1

bperiellces:

• Say prayers which include thanks to
the sun. (K-6)

• Have students write poems alXlut how
they feel as the seasons change ,md
the feel of the sun changes. (+6)

Special bifonllatiOllfor the Teacher:



Moon and Stars
"Do not cryfor me mother. Long afteryou are gone and till the end oftime, people IVill gaze at me."

role Boy in/he Moon's pal1ing words to his mo/her.)- Francis Talti, Ap171, 1991

Primary Objective:
The moon and stars were traditionally u ed as clocks, compasses and calendars. It is still an

important skill to be able to use the moon and the stars for direction and time while travelling.
It could mean survival for the student. But also, the student should know how the Dene

traditionally found their way and told the time, and take pride in that knowledge.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with legends about the moon
and stars. (Dehcho: About a boy holding
a birchbark pail on the moon who made
blood soup. About two sisters who were
taken to the stars.)

• Special local heliefs and customs.
(Dehcho: Stars were never counted
because il· they were pointed at, a person
would develop waIlS. People chose one
particular star as their own.)
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Experiences:

• Hear elders tell legends about the
moon and stars. (K-6)
• About a boy holding a birchbark

pail on the moon who made blood
soup. (Dehcho)

• About two sisters who were taken
to the stars.

• About a woman with a pail.
• About the ~un and moon manying.
• Eel ipse storie~.

• "The tail of the big dipper is the
arrow with which the Dene shot the
star men away from the eanh.!I



Moon and Stars

The Land

Gr. Students will: E:rperiellces:

4-6

4-6

o Be able to use the moon and stars 10

make weather forecasts.
o Cloud in front of the moon means nice

weather the nex'! day. Twinkling stars
mean wind the next day. White moon
means cold weather. Direction of a
falling star indicates the direaion of
wind. (Dehcho)

o Rings around the moon in wimer
mean snow. When the last qualler of
the moon ends upward, cold weather
will come. (Lutsel K'e)

o Be able to use the moon and stars (Big
Oipper) to tell time.

o Be able to use the moon to tell direction.
o A bright star which does not move can

be used to give direaion.
o If the moon and stars are clouded

over, it is best nor to travel because
you cannot tell direction.

K-3 0 Know that the Dene u>cd to travel by the
light of the moon and stars.

K-J 0 Tame the phase,,> of the moon: full, new,
quaners.

4-6 0 Be familiar with the Dene calendar based
on the lunar cycle.

K-6 0 Identify Dene constellation,>.

4-6 0 Be able to tell the season by the cycle'> of
the moon. Fi,'e days before New Ye-Jr',
Day, the moon and sun stan to separate.

4-6 0 Know effect of the moon on:
o bodies of "'ater - tide'
o poSSibly people becau'oC they arc

made of ,,·ater

K-6 0 L'nderstand hm'\ people Jnd the land are
affected by the moon and the star'> e,'en
though they are a pall of another world.

o Observe the night sky (the moon and
stars).
o the phases of the moon. (K-3)
o the constellations. (K-{))
o position in the sky. (4-{))
o the associated weather. (4-6)

o Hear elders talk about how they used
the night sky to travel. (4-6)

o Make a Dene calendar which names
the seasons. (4-Q)

o Have snldents try to use signs from the
moon to predict weather. (4-6)
o moon lying on its back means cold

weather.
o moon sitting straight means wanmh.



~lo()n and Stat

The People

Gr.

3-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

o Know that they are responsible for
passing on the traditional knowledge
about the moon and stars that is given to
them by the elders.

o Hear and enjoy personal stories from
elders about the moon or stars:
o Love stories and the power of the

moon.
o Experiences on nights when moon is

bright.
o Effects of the moon on behavior of

people.
o Effects of the moon on animals or the

land.

o There are some people who are very
good at looking at signs and predicting
the weather.

E>:periences:

o Hear elders tell stories of their
personal experiences with the moon
or stars. (K-6)

o Hear stories from adults about how
they are affected by the moon and d,e
stars. (4-6)

o Ileal' from elders love songs and
stories prompted by the moon. (K-6)

o Have elder who is known for
predicting weather make predictions.
Share these with students frequently
during the routine weather report each
day. (K-6)

The Self

Gr.

4-6

K-6

3-6

2-6

Students will:

o Recognize the importance of leaming
night navigational skills for self-reliance
on the land.

o Recognize how people are dependent
upon the "other world" .

• Recognize the imponance of leanling
traditional knowledge and stories so that
dley can be passed on to future
generations.

o Become more aware of d,e size and
beauty of d,e skies and be able to express
or share feelings.

Experiences:

o Set personal goals to learn and share
stories, or learn night navigational
skills. (2-6)

o Offer to tell moon and star stories to
younger children. (2-6)

o Share with classmates or family things
learned or experienced personally
about moon and stars. (K-6)



Moon and Stars

Suggested Teachi1lg Activities alld
Resourcesfor Subject Jlltegratio,.·

• Resources:
• Star and moon books
• Poem: Adze Adze (moon poem)

Linle Star
• Dene Calendar

• Make a Dene calendar and record phases
of the moon on it.

• Make models of the Dene constellations
[0 accompany stories. Use pin holes on
black paper with a light source.

• Compare solar and lunar calendars.

Specialllifonllatioll for the Teacher:



Northern Lights
"It was one ojthose clear, cold nights, and the aurora borealis put on a magnificent display oj

while, rovingjingers across the night sLy as we lay in our beddings."
- john Tetso. Trapping is My Life. 1970

Primary Objective:
The Nonhem Lights have been an imponant source of light for travelling and hunting in the

darkness. Also the c1ancing NOlthem Lights create a mood of happiness for the Dene. The
students will come to appreciate the way that the Dene perceive the orthem Lights.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

SllIdellts will;

• See the orthern Light~ as the Dene see
them: smell, sounds, movement, colour.

• Know that the Dene belief is that the
Northern Lights are a living force: unusual
colours and patterns can indicale omens
good and bad. The Lights can be made to
dance or to go away.
• Dehcho: Red indicates war. Clapping,

rubbing fingernails together or
whistling can make the Lights dance.

Experiences;

• Listen to elders' stories about the
Lights and what they mean to the
Dene. (K-6)

• Know the story about the five hunters
in the Hay River area who died
because the bells on their dog
harnesses caused the Northern Lights
to come really low. Even though they
lay flat be ide the sleds they still
inhaled and they perished.



Gr. Studellis leill:

Northern lights

Experiellces:

• Dogrib: They must not be whisded at.
The Lights are attracted to the noise
and mO\'ements of animals such as
caribou herds and dog te-dms.

• ahru: One is not supposed to whisde
when the Northern Lights are low.

• Lursel K'e: They can bring danger to
people. The Lights are related to fire
dnd to people. They are sometimes
referred to as "caribou fire",

• Sahru: If you inhale the smell you
won't Ii,'e long.

• Know that when the Northern Lights are
low they smell really bad and if you
inhale, you can die.

• Know dlat it is a belief of the Dene that
Northern Lights eat clouds, and therefore
cause cold weather.

TbeLand

• Hear personal stories about the
orthern Lights.

• Have srudents record when. orthern
Lights appear and the weather
conditions under which they appear.

Gr.

.,-6

6

Studellis u'iII:

• Know that in the south, people rarely see
Northern Lights and they are never as
bright as in the North.

• Know when to expea Northem lights: time
and season, weather and temperarure.

• Know the scientific causes of the
'orthern Lights.

;7

Experiellces:

• Observe the Lights and describe their
characteristics: dleir colour, their
movement, the weadler and time
conditions when they appeared, their
sounds, their smell. (K-6)

• Try taking pictures of the Northem lights.

• Make drawings of dle onhem Lights.

• Hear other stories from other culrures
about their perception of orthern
Lights.



Torthern lights

1hePeople

Cr Stl/dents lLil/: Experiences:

K-J • Know thar the Dene view the Nonhern
Lights as things which have enabled the
Dene to fmd their way and to hum in the
dark tinles.

K-3 • Know that generally the dancing
Nonhern Lights are viewed as beautiful
and make the Dene happy about life.

K-j • Know that the onhern Lights act like
moonlight and enable travel at night.

1heSelf

• Exchange slOries about what one sees
and what one can do when the
Nonhern Lights brighten the 51..,).

Cr.

K-6

Stl/dents will:

• Express personal feelings that are created
by the Nonhern Lights.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experie1U:es:

• Draw the Lights to relay the feelings
creared.

• Resources:
• !\Vf Depanmem of Education

Infoffilation Bulletin for teachers
• Yellowknife Films, movie titled

onhern Lights
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Experiences:

• Have the students express how they
feel when they have the chance to
observe the phenomenon.

• Have srudents view Lights, hear stories
from elders about Lights and compare
their feelings about the Lights to those
of the elders. (4-5)

Speda/ bifo""at/onfor the Teacher:



Camping
"The native people look CI! the land as their view afliving, slIIviving."

- Rosa Mantia, AP'iI4, ]990

Primary Objective:
To enable students to become skillful on and respectful of the land. The student should learn
the basic camping skills as a matter of survival in case he or she is ever lost or left alone in the
bush. Camping skills are basic 10 becoming a good hunter or trapper and will enable students

to become independent and self-sufficient. Students with camping skills earn respect from
their peers and adults. The camp environment is a good one for learning traditional Dene

knowledge and skills, and for learning why things are done as they are. Finally, the culturdl
attitudes that are developed with the camping skills will enable students to live in bOUl worlds.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

2-6

Students will:

• He familiar with local customs and beliefs
with respect to being on the land. (See
themes on Geogmphy and Land Use for
,pecific beliefs and customs.)

• Know how to leave a camp to show
respea for Mother Earth.

• Experience the peace that comes with
being on the land.
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frp(?Iiences:

• Give oppommiry for stuclent' to pay
respea to the land through offerings, to
pay respea to d,e water through
offerings, and to pay lL"Spea to the ftre
dllOugh offe,ings as occa,ions mise to do
so.



Cr. Srudel1ls will:

Canlping

Experiences:

o Know how to leave a camp to show
respect for other humers and campers.

o Know that rat root is used for protection
and medicinaI purposes (if used for
medicinal purposes avoid using non
Native medicines).

The Land

o Have an elder along on a camping trip
to say the prayers, to point out the
liVing forces, to show and explain the
various customs with regard to the
land and the animals.

o Encourage self rellection and prayer to
the Creator to become a part of daily
life in camp.

o Upon full explanation of its use
encourage students to carry rat root.

o Prior to a camping trip, conduct a
planning session with the student<; to
discuss: responsibilities, proper
behaviour and manners, safety
practices, bush survival.

Cr.

K-6

K-6

K-3
3-6
K-4
2-5
4-6

K-2

3-4

Students will:

o Recognize and value the need for careful
planning and foresight when camping.

o Recognize the need for self-discipline
when camping.

o Be able to help in packing for a camp.
o for picnics and shan camps
o for longer term camps
o packing food and stove
o folding tents
o minimizing bulk and maximizing

compactness (knOWing what the basic
survival needs are)

o Be willing to stay on the land for a <by
for a picnic, snaring or fishing trip when
weather is nice in spring or fall.

o Be willing to stay in a camp ovemight close
to the community in ti,e spring, summer or
faU to hunt small game and/or to fl,h.
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Expel1ences:

o Go on day-long excursions close to the
cOIl1JTIUnilY for picnic~, nature walks.
fishing, or observation of some cultural
activity. (K-3)

o Invite the families of students on
picnics.

o Go on ovem.ight camping trips close to
the conununity in spring, summer Or
fall. (3-4)

o Go on camping trips funher from the
community for several days at a time
in all the seasons. (4-6)

o Camp with drum stove and care for it.
(5-6)

o Have students identify a good camping
area. What idemifies a good camp area
e.g. water, wood supply.

o Have the students choose a suitahle
location for a hathroom.



(~lnlping

Cr. Sludellls will: Experiences'

5-6

K-3

K-6
2-6

5-6

5-6

• Have the studen15 find and prepare
tent poles and drying poles for camp.

• Have the studen15 galher the proper
wood needed for a campfire.

• Have the studen15 galher spruce
boughs and practise placing them
properly in the camp area.

• Have the studenlS con truct a tripod
for cooking.

• Have the studenlS erect a tipi for a
cooking area.

• Have the sn,den15 pmctise proper
storage of equipmenl when not in use.

• Have Ihe students make a traditional
sleeping hut and emergency sheller.

• Have the studenlS pmclise basic land
survival skills

i.e. - making a fire
- avoid eating snow (Ihis saps

energy)

• Be willing to spend two or more clays on
a camping trip in early spring and early
winter:
• to go fIShing
• 10 hunt small or big game

• Know whal factors are imponant in
choosing a camp location in winter and
sumnler:
• locating fire in relation to place of lent
• kind of game available
• availability of fresh water
• availability of wood for fires
• not too close to water in summer lO

avoid dew
• for protection from wind

• Be able to help in selling up a camp.

• Be able to care for a camp:
• cleaning
• making and keeping fires
• kinds of wood for heating, cooking
• spruce bough mals

• Practise personal hygiene:
• going to bathroom

• Be able to camp with a drum stove.

• Find animal trails around a camp.
• back packing, nllllpline packing and

packing for these
• packing meat back to camp
• sub-camping, satellite camps

5-6 • Know ho" to leave a camp location in
good condition. Be familiar with
environmental consequences of not doing
so.

5-6 • Knowing what and ho\\ to !e;l\'e Ihings in
camps that will be re\'islled, such as along
tmplines.

5-6 • Be familiar with ho\\' camps were made
long ago.

5-6 • Be aware of tradilional GlmpSile locations
and hunting traib.
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Gr. Students will:

Camping

£tperiences:

4-6 • Be familiar with regulations that make
camping in the Nonh a unique
experience, and different from camping
in the South:
• use of flfeanns
• making fires
• camp locations

• Discuss the sUitabiliry of camp location
and choose an appropriate site.

• Recognize which water/snow is good for
drinking and ensure that enough fresh
quantities arc available at camp.

The People

Gr.

K-3

5-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Know that traditionally camping was a
way of life for the Dene, People were
always on the move following game
throughout the seasons,

• Know the location of family hunting arel5.

• Appreciate and enjoy Stoly-telling and
other traditional leisure activities while at
camp,

• Know about traditional customs regarding
camps for:
• menstnlating women
• initiation of young men

• Know that in order for a camp to mn
smoothly and enjoyably, all members
must cooperate and be responsible,

• Know that traditionally, one person was
assigned to be the last one to leave the
camp, That person would do the final
"clean-up" by putting away poles,
disposing of bones properly, etc.

• Recognize that camping is a communal
experience.

• Be willing to share food, the fire
(everything at camp belongs to
everyone).
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l:.xpeliences:

• On trips onto the land, have a variery
of people so srudents can experience
the many roles played in camp life: for
example, men, women, young
children, young men, young women,
elders.

• Have sn,dents research family hunting
areas with hunters in the family using
a large scale map of the area around
the community. (5-6)

• After camping, assign one pe=n to swy
behind to do the fmal clean up, (K-6)

• Have the sn,dents choose a camp
leader. Have the camp leader
designate chores as diplomatically as
possible. Leaders can be changed so
other students have a rum as well to
experience the responsibilities of a
camp leader.

• Have snldents observe their camp and
identify what requires more attention.

• Have students deSign a plan prior to
going camping, what they would do in
the case of an emergency,

• Have one student deSignated to take
care of and ration the food.



Camping

The Self

Gr. Sludellls will: Experiences:

K-6

K-6

K-6 o Be willing to rise early at camp and be
helpful, getting the work done early in
the day so that the rest of the day can be
enjoyed.

o Be willing to carefully obey the
Instructions of adults while at camp.

o Make efforts to be C'dreful, patienl.
persistent and responsible in doing any
task given at a camp (e.g. carrying
wood).

K-6 0 Attempt self-discipline in interacting with
others while at camp. Practise sensitivity
and thoughtfulness.

K-6 0 Be willing to share while at camp.

K-6 0 Show respect for the land and the
animals.

K-6 0 Be wiJIing to share knowledge and skills
of camping with peers who are less
knowledgeable.

K-6 0 lie willing to plan and prepare carefully
for C'dlllping trips.

Suggested Tem::hillg Activities alld
Resources to Support Key Expet'iellces:

o Draw the Lights to relay the feelings
created.

• Resources:
o NWT Depallment of Education

Infolll1ation l1ulletin for te.tche"
o Yellowknife Films. 1ll00'ie titled

'\onhem Lights

o Rise early in the morning. Each
student takes responsibility for
mOrUtoring their own schedule.

o List items reqUired for camping.

o Practise packing items (materials for
camping).

o Compare life in the bush with life in
town.

Specialltifonllatiollfor the Teacher:



Plants
"Replace the plant with a gift/or its lise. "- William Sew!. April 18, 1993

Primary Objective:
The Dene rely heavily upon the use of plants in their daily lives. TIle Dene had many uses for
plants in the past, both domestic and medicinal. Plants were also appreciated for their heaury

in summer. indicating new life and plentiful food. The studenL~ will recognize the different
kinds of planL~ in their area and know what their uses are.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

5-6

SllIdenls will:

• Know lhal plants have life which must be
respected.

• Recognize and name \-vhieh plants (or
parts) are used for ceremonial purpo,es.

£-rperiellces:

• Students address plants for medicinal
purposes.

• Students exchange gifts with the plant
for its use.



Plantlii

TbeLand

Gr.

]-3

K-6

K-6

4-6

4-6

4-6

3-5

3-6

K-6

Students will:

• Name the parts of a plant (stem. leaves,
roots. nowers, berries).

• Recognize, name and pick local plants (or
parts) used for food, and prepare and
taste the food.

• Recognize and name local plants which
are hamlful to people.

• Recognize, name and pick local plants
used for dyes and use them to colour
cloth, yarns, etc.

• Recognize, name and pick local plant'
used for various medicines. (See theme
Earth Medicine.)

• Recognize, name and pick local plants
which are used for other domestic
purposes.

• Recognize the various plants on which
animals feed and be able to locate these
plants.

• Recognize behaviour which can lead to
careless destruction of plants and identify
how these can be prevented.
• use of herbicides or other chemicals
• fire

• Know that many people, especially
elders, find great joy on the land during
the summer when the plants are full of
life.

• Know that local planL' are used daily by
the Dene, i.e. moss for diapers, doing
dishes, brushes for noors. insulation
(chinking log houses)

Experiences:

• Student' research from elders or
grandparents where to go for certain
plants. If not too far away, ask an
elder to come along to help in
identifying plants and their uses, (4-6)

• Collect many different kinds of plant',
dry anti mount them, and then
research names and uses of the plant',
I lave students do their own research
and compare findings. Keep a record
on a map to show where plants were
found and record how abuntlant the
plants were at those locations, (4-6)

• While out on the land for picnics in
the fall. choose one or two' plants that
children can collect for cooking. (K-4)

• Go berry picking and make jam;, or
pies or other dessens, (K-4)

• I lear elders speak about the feelings
they have for the summer and the
peak of plant life, (K-6)

• Take the time to be on the land simply
lO appreciate plant life in the summer
when school first begins. (K-6)

• Collect moss and experiment with its
properties and its possible uses,

• Collect and use plants for dyeing.

• CoUect muskeg lily pads to be used for
decorative purposes.



Plant.~

The People

Gr.

K-4

Students will:

• Know that the Dene particularly enjoy
tasks like plant or berry picking because
it allows them to enjoy one another while
they work.

• Know thai the origin of a handicraft can
be identified by its floral design.

• Know that labrador lea was used hy
Dene people

Experiences:

• Go on berry picking picnics with
mothers or grandmothers. (K-4)

• Identify and pick labrador te'a to
prepare and share with others

• Practice the traditional way of
colleaing moss by placing it in a tree
to dry for a period of time.

• Students participate in a field trip to
observe natural floral arrangements

• Observe muural noral an-angements
and incorporate in individual/personal
design

The Self

Gr.

K-6

K-6

StudellIs leill:

• Become aware of the joy and peace thai
can be experienced by being among the
sights and smells of plants in the summer
lime.

• llecome more aware of the variety of
plants, their many uses as well as their
esthetic va lue.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resoll rces to Support Ke:J' Experiellces:

• Take responsibility for the care of one's
own plant.

• Choose an area in the bush and study Ihe
plants and organisms within rhe eanh.
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F.xpel1eI1ces:

• Express personal feelings in a journal
or in a sharing circle aboul how one
feels about being on the land when all
the plants are full of life. (2-6)

• Give students an oppoltunity to show
their parenLs or elders all that they
have learned aboul the land and its
planLs in order to give them a sense of
accomplishment and pride. (K-6)

• Encourage sludents to collect moss
and offer as a gift to grandparents

Special b!fo,.,,,atio"for the Teacher:



Animals





I/Ifyou are going to huntfor the bear and work with it, you must not talk about it before you do,
because it was given its own entity by the Creator and can hearyou. 1/

- George Kodakin, April 16, 1991

Primary Objective:
The bear is considered the most respected animal of the animal world. The students will leam

to respect the bear as the leader amongst leaders and as having great powers in the human
world. It is important to have a good relationship with the animals but especially with the bear.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-3

4-6

3-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with local legends and stories
about bears.

• Know that the bear is the most p0wemil
of the animals and as such, has been
given autonomy by the Creator. The bear
has powemtl medicine even in the world
today, and it is believed that it can
retaliate against people spiritually.

• Know ahout the spiritual powers of the
hear.
• It is one of the animals thal can read

the mind~ of people.
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Experiences:

• Hear 10C'& legend~ about the Bear. (K-6)
• How the Raven Took Back the Sun

from the Bear (De!jne)
• The Man that Lived with Bear

(Deltne)
• How the Raven Took Back the

Fox's Aml from the Bear (includes a
song) (L. Taniton, Deltne)

• The Talking Bear of SaoI'll (Wm.
Sew;' Deline)



Gr. Students u'i1/:

Bea..

Experiences:

K-{i

K-3

• TIle bear has the power to see the
future.

• The bear has the power to avenge
itself.

• The bear has the power to change the
mind of his seekers and therefore
cannot be found. (Deline)

• The bear has the power to disappear
when it is angered by your words.
(Deline)

• Be familiar with local knowledge about
how the spiritual powers of the bear can
be used.
• In bad weather the head of a bear is

placed on a pole with a stick in its
moudl to keep it open. If it is
addressed properly, and if it is pleased,
it will grant you good weather.
(Deline)

• If cenain pans of the human body
need medical anention, the
corresponding pan of the bear can be
removed. A message is given to the
bear for its help, the bear pan is eaten,
and with dle bear's help that person
can be healed. (Deline)

• Dogrib: gall bladder for open sores.

• Be able to address the bear properly
(?ehtsee) Respected Grandfather and
K'aowe (leader of animals).

5-{i • Know dlat the disappearance of bears
from eanh means the disappearance of
all.

K-4 • Know which parts of the bear you cannot
eat.

K-4 • Be able to give thanks to the Creator for
the bear.

K-4 • Respect bears when they are hibernating.

• Bear hide never used for clothing (taboo
of South Siavey Dene).

• Bear hide not to be handled by women.
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• Share stories from personal
experience. (K-6)
• Bear cub climbed a tree and heard

itself served as a meal and
disappeared. (G. Kodakin, Deline)

• A man angered the bear and
therefore the bear disappeared.
(G. Blondin)

• Joe Suzie Mackenzie's story of an
infected al111 healed by the power
of the bear.

• How as a young man a bear nearly
killed him. (SJ Mackenzie)

• Speaking to four bears. (G. Blondin)

• Identify landmarks referred to in bear
stories while on the land. (3-6)

• Students retell legends. (K-6)



Bear

1beLand

Gr SllIdellls 1/71/: £,pe,iellces:

• I lear bear hunting or rear encounter
stories gathered by studen~ . (1<.-6)

• Hear a hunter talk about how to deal
with a bear if encountered
unexpectedly. (2-6)

• Research how the conununity is invoh'ed
in spon hunting for bears. <5-6)

• Research economic benefits or
disadvantages to the community
arising from spon hunting for bears.
(5-6)

• Know where the rear tends to be found.

• Identify landmarks associated with bear
legends.

• Know the pans of the bear and their
medicinal qualities.
• Sahlleh used as ointment for open

sores.

5-6

4-6

• Be familiar with bear behaviour.
• The bear does not attack a person in

its den.
• Never run away from a bear.
• They tend to really C'are for their cubs.
• Know appropriate moments to address

the bear.

• Weather patterns are associated with
behaviours of the bear.
• Wal1l1 weather in January is an

indication that the bear has turned
around and faces the other way.

• Warm weather, and dripping of water
in the den, cause bear to stir and face
the other way.

• When a bear hibernates. It is
equivalent to one night's sleep for a
bear.

• Bear kinds: grizzly, black and brow·n.

K-6 • Be able to describe its habitat and
seasonal habits (cubs, diet, hibernation).
• Diet: vegetation. insects, fish

6 • Know methods of hunting. trapping, and
butchering.

K-6

5-6 • Be familiar with bear spon hunting in
local area.

• Bears are not cOnlJllonly eaten anymore.



Bear

The People

Gr. StudenL' will: bperiences:

4-6

K-6

• Be willing to approach elders for stories
about the bear.

• Be willing and able to listen to the
legends and stories told by the elders
about rhe bear.

K-3 • Know that men are d,e key hunters of bear.

K-6 • Share with 0d,ers the stories that are heard.

The Self

• Ask grandparents or familiar elder for
stories aboUl the bear. (K-6)

• Share with one another bear stories
they have heard. (K-6)

Gr.

K-6

2-6

4-6

Students ll'iII:

• Ask parents or grandparents about
student', own relationship, if any, to the
bear.

• Be willing to share personal experiences
about the bear.

• Share personal feelings about the bear
and be willing to change feelings based
on new infonnation about the bear and
its spiritual significance.

Suggested Teachillg Activities alld
Resourcesfor Subject ltzteg,'atio,.'

• Retell legend, with dramatization.
• Videotape elders telling stories and

legends about bears. L'se tapes for
producing books, plays. or for
tmnscribing pmcrice.

• Make Bear Booklets using stories that
students tell aboul their personal
experiences with bears or stories they
have heard before.

• Make Bear Booklets to record infonnation
researched atx)ut I:>e'dr behaviour and habits.
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bpe,;ellces:

• Share personal experiences with bear,
if any. (K-6)

• Reflect on what feelings they have
loward the bear after having learned
aboul the spiritual ignifkance of bear.
(K-6)

Speciallt!fo..,/latiollfo,· the Teacher:



Bear

o Studenrs draw bear landmarks and place
these on maps.

o tudenrs retell origins and history of the
bear using maps.

o Research how bears are treated in zoos
and how this compares with the spiritual
respect the Dene have for bears.

o hare stories about how, traditionally,
children would hold on to the end of
bear's intestines and run with it. How
soon the intestines break indicates the life
span of the carrier.

o How the Bear lost irs wil. (Dehcho)



~~

Beaver
"It is the Beaver who taught tbe Dene how to store and ration food."

- George Blondin, April 17, 1991

Primary Objective:
The beaver is valued by the Dene because it has the gift of intelligence.

It is the boss of intelligence. The beaver's existence on this land is very imponant
to the shaping of Dene history.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

SllidellfS will:

• Be familiar with local legends about the
beaver.

• Know the spiritual characteristics of the
beaver.
• Was granted the gift of intelligence and

is therefore the mosr intelligent of all
animals.

• II controls itS environment by being a
very precise builder. It measures the
water it will require in making its dam.
It measures the food it will require for
the Winter, harvestS and rations food.

• TI,e beaver conserves the food near itS
Icxlge by foraging fanher afield.
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Experiences:

• Have elders come into the class and
tell legends about the beaver and have
srudentS retell the stories. (K-6)
• Yamoreya and the Giant Beavers.

(G. Blondin)
• Yamoreya's Marriage to the Eldest

Daughter of the Beaver. (Wm. Sewi)
• Traditionally there were no beavers.

Yamoreya always married the eldest
daughter in this case. (Tsa Ekllll)

• Why the Beaver lias a Fat Stomach.
(c. Neyelle)

• The Children thai Became Beavers
because of a Broken Rule. (Bella
Modeste)



Cr SllIdellls ,cill·

Beaver

Experiences:

K-6

• Mother Beaver was very verbal. The
,beavers were very disciplined people
and spanked rheir children like people.

• Be familiar with the belie( and customs
wirh respect [Q the beaver.
• Eating uncooked beaver eye gives

strong eyesight.
• Eating beaver brain with appropriate

thoughts and words dUring pregnancy
can result in the unborn child being
granted intelligence from the beaver.

• Beaver wishbone: beavers have a hole
in the hip bone, When it is cleaned a
person tries to put rheir finger through
that hole above their head without
looking. You can make a wish. (Neil
Colin, McPherson)

• Cenain bone structure within intestines
shaped like a Iitue WonTI with a head.
This object can predict what your next
kill will be.

• If bladder bursts when cleaning, you
should nor eat any pan of thar meaL

• Beavers are guarded by other animals
like daihdue, ?ohk'a.

• The larger beavers come from the
place where all other beavers come
from.

K-4 • Know the his[Qry of the very strong
identifiable landmarks left by the beaver
for the Dene.

The Land

• Why the Beaver has the :>luskraCs
Tail and the Muskrat has the
Beaver's Tail. (Rachel tewan,
McPherson)

• Why u1e Beaver Has Only Two
Teeth. When Araachookaii asked
the bea\'er how it was killing
humans, it answered "with my
teeth.,. Ataachookaii knocked out all
bur two of the beaver's reeth. (Bella
Ross, McPherwn)

Cr

3-5

Sludenls u'iII:

• Recognize the landmarks left by the
bea\'er for U1e Dene.

• Identify different kinds of bea\'er - Tsa
bella?ereede (beaked bea\·er).
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£\pe,iellces:

• Ha\'e the students go on a field trip to
see a real dam. (K-2)

• Obselye the bea\'er, how it works,
conm1Unicates, and trains its young.
(K-6)



Beaver

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

2-4

K-2

3-4

K-6 • Have a trapper bring in some beaver
tails and have a cook-out. (Prior to
asking for a cook-out, get pennission
from parents because some people can
not eat beaver.) (K-6)

• Have demol15lrations on working wid1
beaver. Give students who are ready,
opportunities to have hands-on
experience at working wim beaver. (2-6)
• Skinning a beaver.
• Cutting up a carcass.
• Dissecting the beaver and

identifying the internal organs, e.g.
gallbladder and its uses.

• Making stretching frames.
• Drying the skin.
• Softening the hide.
• Cooking the beaver.

• Have the students identify the
landmarks where beaver can be found
when they are on the land. (3-5)

• Have the students make traditional
tools using pans of the beaver. (5-6)

• Have the students bring pelts to the
SlOre to negotiate prices. (5-6)

• Identify the characteristics of the beaver.
• Very clean animal.
• Use shavings for their mauress and

sleep on ",hite barkless poles.
• They do not go to the bathroom in this

house. They build separate houses for
this.

• Dangerous when Oul of the waLer and
can anack. The beaver knows how to
protect itself.

• Never have more than eight babies.
• Build their dams facing the sun.

• Know the skills that the beaver uses to
control ilS environment in order to
survive.
• Measures the water it will require in

making its dam.
• Measures the food it will require for

the winter.
• It haIvests and rations food, collecting

willows in the fall and saving them.

• Be able to identify a beaver dam.

• Know difference between old and new
dens.

• Identify the different pans of the beaver.

• Know that the winter season is beSt for
hunting beavers.

4-6 • Know how to capture beavers.
• Using wooden traps, nets.
• Not using green wood for trapping

because the beaver tends to chew on
it.

• Special tools for hunting beaver.

5-6 • Identify the different uses of the beaver.
• Meat along shoulder is "ery tough

because it carries large logs all the
time.

• Stomach fur used as a bandage.
• Bladder can be used for pain.
• Dried castor is used for bait.
• Tails can be singed, smoked under dry

willows. Tails used for snack especially
when travelling.

3-4

K-3
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Cr.

aver

Sludenls will:

o Footwear, gloves, mitts, jackets, Isawe
(SCI, trimmings.

o Use of beaver parts for making
traditional tools.

o He familiar with how to skin and cut up
a beaver. Be familiar with the fact that
when cutting beaver, eve,y pan of bone
structure is attached to the meat and
often has to be cut with meat still
attached.

o He familiar with how to make a dlying
frame and to d!)' the skin of a beaver.

o Be familiar with how to soften the hide
of a beaver.

o Be familiar with how to cook beaver.

o Understand the need for conservation of
bef.lvers and how this is done.

• Be familiar with the fur indL1~tIy as it
relates to the beaver pelt market t(xby.

Experiences:

The People

Cr. Sludellls u'il/:

o Identify elder" communi!)' people who
can tell 'tories and legends about the
heaver.

• Listen to stories aboUl the f1.1r trade and
how it affected the histo!)' of the Dene
people.

o Be able to explain how Dene hist(lIY
"'as ,haped by the be",'cr's existence on
thi, land, and by the consequent fur
trade.

E\periences:

o Listen to the elders and trappers tell
"orie, of how they were affected by
the fur trapping indust!)'.

o Have the students write the script for
and/or do a dramatization of fur
trading histolY.

o Visit old trading posts/buildings.



Bt...--aver

The Self

Gr. Students lI'il/:

• Renee1 on what is common between the
beaver and the student's own beha,·iour.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Have the slUdents dramatize the slories
that are told to them.

o Ilave the game warden bring in a dry
mount of a beaver if possible.

• Students collect and make a display of all
the things that are made with the heaver.

• Make a map of the landmarks which
were left for the Dene by the heaver.

• Build a model of a beaver dam and den
and the different companments.

• Obtain from the local Renewable
Ilesources office the following
publications: Let's Go Hunting. Let's Go
Fishing. Let's Go Trapping.
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£\pt?liences:

• Ha\'e the studenLs write a story about
which of the bea\'ers charaaeristics
they can identify with or admire.

Speciallt!for11lalioll for the Teacher:



"It is said that a Beaver den is very well guarded by the Birdfamily."
- George Blondin, April /7, ]991

Primary Objective:
The students will begin to notice and appreciate the many birds found in the North and their

value to the Dene both past and present. The students will also become familiar with bird
legends which will give students a deeper understanding of the value of birds to the Dene.

The Spiritual World

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

4-6

K-6

K-3

K-6 • Listen to elders' stories about the
original birds, the bird people. (K-6)

• Legend: How envy entered the world.
Raven becomes envious of Grebe's
hair. (Kwele)

• Choose a safe place or way in which
to display feathers to show respect for
the feathers. (K-6)

• During outdoor experiences, feed the
whiskey jack for this will prolong life

• Be familiar with local legends about
birds.

• Know that bird sounds create feelings of
happiness for the Dene.

• Know that parts of specific birds hold a
special spiritual Significance. The claws
and feathers were used by the shaman
for decorativelceremonial purposes.

• Know which bird feathers are respected
and why.

4-6 • Know the relationship between the
killing of cerra in birds and the weather.
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In.~

Cr. Stlldell/s 1/'i1l: EX!JeI1ences.·

• Know how and why large bird carcasses
should be disposed of properly.

• Know that it is detrimental to an
individual and their immediate family to
look upon robin's eggs. (Deline)

The Land

Cr. Students will: Experiences:

4-6

K-4

K-6

K-6 • Identify and observe birds in nature.
(K-6)

• Clean, gut, cut and cook a ptannigan,
duck or goose. (K-6)

• Make loon bags and blankets. (4-6)

• Do bird calls with students. (K-6)

• Iiaivest seagull eggs (DeI,ne, Rae
Edzo) or mallard eggs (FOIt Simpson)
and prepare a meal.

• StudenLs collect the geese fat and
experiment with its use.

• Identify edible and non-edible birds in
local area, and describe their habits or
characteristics.

• Identify bird pailS (wings, giz7Ards, beak,
etc.) and their con1Il1on lIses.

• Know how to hunt birds for food. Know
their feeding areas and where they can
be found, know their breeding cycles and
migration times, recognize their sounds,
recognize their colours and markings in
different seasons.

• Know how to ftx and prepare various
birds for food.

5-6 • Know migmtory bird laws.

4-6 • Know kinds of signals given by birds to
indicate weather changes (Lutsel K'e:
loons indicate windy weather).

3-6 • Know which birds tend to be bothersome
to tmps or food.

• Know how various bird parts can be
used.
• Apply medicine to sores with a feather.
• Use of a feather to remove snow neas

from an individual suffering from snow
blindness.

• In the spring collect fat from the geese,
or oil from the glands of the duck or
goose tail, to he used for dry skin, skin
protection, and (0 maintain a youthful
appearance. Its pure qualiry makes it
an ideal salve for sores.
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Birds

The People

Cr.

K-6

K-6

SIIie/ellls will:

• Learn crafts using bird parts from various
people in the community who still know
how.

• Understand the morals behind the bird
legends which have to do with how
people should act (e.g. through the raven
stories we learn that "'e should not be
overly proud of ourselves).

£\pen'ellces:

• If u,ere is someone in the community
who can make loon bags, have them
come in and talk to the students about
where they learned the craft. (4-6)

• Listen to stories about the spruce
chicken dance. Encourage students to
learn the dance.

• Collect and separate feathers for making
pillows, blankets and sitting mat.

• Make a hand held sweeper using the
lower ponion of a goose wing, and
present it to an elder as a gift.

• Make a rattle and balloon using the
"pouch" situated in the chicken's throat.

• Make an arrow using an eagle, owl or
hawk feather. (These feathers move
without noise when the arrow is in
night and will not frighten u,e
animals.)

The Self

Cr.

K-6

3-6

SIIie/ems lI'llI:

• Seek challenge and opportunity in
learning about birds.

• Seek challenge in beginning and
completing independent projects for
researching birds.

HI

J::xperiellces:

• Have students challenge themselves in
being able to sit very quietly outdoors
to observe birds. Compare their
behavior to the way that hunters in the
pa,t had to be in order to unclerstand
birds and to hunt them. (K-4)

• Have ~LlIdent'i find their own personal
resource person \yho kno\vs aoout
birds. (K-6)

• ~Ieet with each student and ha\'e them
e\'aluate themselves in tem" of the
challenges they sct. or the
re'l)Qn,ibilities they were given. (K-6)



Birds

Suggested Teachi1lg Activities to
SUPPOrl Key Experie1lces:

• First Language: Give students a picnlre
showing wetland, trees, bush and grass,
On a walk, have students draw in the
kinds of birds they see and where, From
a bird book, copy picrures of birds seen,
Have srudents colour them correctly and
take them home to research Dene names,
Have srudents each choose one bird to
research habits or stories,

• Second Language: Give srudents a picture
showing wetland, trees, bush and grass,
On a walk, have srudents draw in the
kinds of birds they see and where. From
a bird book, photocopy picrures of birds
seen. Have srudents colour them correctly
and take them home to research Dene
names. Use picrures as nash cards and to
review names, Make sentences such as
'The raven is on the stump", "The
Canada goose is in the lake", "TI1e
ptam1igan is on the bush" in order to
make a booklet.

• Brainstom1 and experiment uses for
,'arious bird parts, or cooking of edible
birds,

• Make a recording of bird sounds and
identify birds with the help of a resource
person,
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Spedal hifon1latio1lfor the Teacher:



'7be boy had asked his caribou friends to come andget him. He was too strongly affached to them
to stay human, and had decided to become a caribou."

- George Blondin, When the World \Vas New, 1990

Primary Objective:
To give students skills for physical survival, to give students understanding and appreciation of

the caribou as a spiritual entity, to give students an appreciation of Dene hunting technology
in the past, to give students ideas for possible uses of caribou for economic development. By
giving students a respect for the calibou, the caribou will continue to provide for the Dene.

Disrespect will mean their extinction.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Know the Dene Laws: not clubbing
caribou, burying or purring bones on a
stage.

• Know special characteristics of caribou.
Caribou take care of their feet because
they are walking people. The "Bible" in
their jaws has a special message for those
who can read it. Can talk to each other
over long dis-ranees to organize
themselves during mi-grations; each herd
has a leader. Meaning attached to sketch
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E,~periences:

• Hear elder explain the Dene laws
regarding the caribou and the conse
quences of breaking the laws. (K-6)

• Gather bones around town and hury
them with the help of an elder in the
proper way they are to be handled.
(K-6)

• Hear legends about carihou. (K-6)
• The boy who went to live with the

caribou.
• Personal caribou hum stories.



Cr.

K-6

( arihou

Studellts ll'iII:

on the caribou', ,kull. The Creator's
message to caribou that it is to be main
source of food for Dene. <Dogrib)

• Know that some people share dreams
with the caribou. This is a gift which the
person might not be able to share with
others. These people get their medicine
power from the caribou. Know parts of
caribou that can be used for medicine.
Know that the gift must be given to you
through a dream or vision before one can
practise such medicine.

Experiences:

• Idemify if possible someone in the
community who shares dreams with
the caribou. I lave them lalk to children
about parts of the caribou which can
be used for medicine. Do this in
conjunction with other experiences
where parts of the caribou are brought
into the class. (5-6)

The Land

Cr.

K-6

K-3

5-6

5-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

5-6

5-6

Studellts u'ill:

• Know kinds of caribou, dleir habitat.
migration panems. life cycles and kinds
within a here!.

• Know wl1LIL caribou eat:
• B,urenland cat moss and lichens.
• Woodland em tender leaves.

• Know how to butcher carilx>U. If Guiboll are
left for a half hour after being killed. dl(~

muscle:-. relax and the meat is lender.

• Know the pailS or a catihou including iL";

stomach's four paIlS.

• Re able to help in the prepar.'tion of clIibou
meal and hides.

• Re able to work with clIibou llide and
ande,);: drullls, clothing, etc.

• Be familiar widl the lli.,to,y of l~lIibou '" told
byelde,;.

• Know when and how (0 hUIll GlIih>u:

fmding. ~:tckjng.

• f3e ahle to panicipate helpfully in a
carilx)L1 hunL

Experiellces:

• Field trip to emft shop to identify
proclucls made with material from
caribou. (K-3)

• ,"\:Ike sinew dlfe'Jd or W"'I\'e rope. (K-6)

• Make hultons with antlers. (K-3)

• Ohse,ve making of babiehe. (4-6)

• Make caribou ,kin hall, puck, and
other ,poning equipment. (~-6)

• Make drymeat and pe,runican and
share \yjth ciders in the community.
(SlUdents to he respon,ible for drying
pr<x'ess or making pemmican.) (K-6)

• Make flour soup to share \"\Iith
resource/parenL'i or elders in the
classroom. (K-6)

• I lear !'ltorie~ alx)llt tradilion:11 caribou
Ilunting. (+6)

• Prepare for a caribou hunl. (6)

• P:1I1icipate in a caribou hUn!. (0)



Gr. Students will:

Caribou

Expeliences:

5-6 • Know how the se'dson5 affea the meat,
hides and bones.

5-6 • Know the precautions that must be taken in
using fresh caribou hides in winter, e.g. not
to wrap around yourself or it will freeze
together.

6 • Be able to help in the preparations for a
caribou hunt.

4-6 • Know about traditional hunting techniques:
corrals, in water, etc. It may be necessary to
store caribou meat on d1e land for a sholt
period. To protea it from other animals, it
may be submerged in d1e water or placed in
a chamber made of logs.

• Know d1at when hunting barrenJand carilXlu
one should not use materials from d1e
woodland caribou and vice versa.

6 • Be able [0 help pack meat for travelling.

4-6 • Explore possibilities for e<:onomic
development using caribou as a resource.

5-6 • Be fan1iliar with local hunting regulations
regarding caribou.

3-6 • Know d1at killing and wasting caribou will
endanger the hereI

1bePeople

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

Students ll'il/:

• Know that meat must be shared l1ecause
caribou is a spiritual gift that mUSl not be
used for personal gain.

• Know that meat Illust be distributed in
the community according to ClistOIll.

• Know d1e role and meaning of the sclver
during a fea-". Be fan1iliar wid1 protocol in
selving which includes asking in the plDper
way.

Hxperiences:

• Prepare for and pal1icipate in a caribou
hunt and work cooperatively in the
group. (5-6)

• Play the role of helper at a community
or school feast (K-6)

• Organize a mini-feast in class or schCX)!
using caribou meat (K-6)

• Students bring food 10 school 10 share.
Have elders present to talk to students
alXlUl sharing. Elders pal1ake in feast
(K-6)



Gr.

4-6

4-6

Caribou

Students will..

• Know who in the conununiry is known
for caribou hunting stories, or working
with caribou hide, etc.

• Know about the group and individual
discipline that was required of traditional
hunters when they hunted caribou.

Experiences..

• Observe and participate in the cUlling
up and distribution of meat after a
group or communiry hunt. (K-G)

• Avoid eating caribou meat that has
been touched by dogs or wolves.

• Invite elder to tell stories about
traditional caribou hunting. (4-6)

• Play traditional games with caribou
pucks and balls. (K-6)

TbeSelf

Gr.

4-6

6

K-6

4-6

Students will..

• Be able to evaluate personal performance
while preparing for a hunt, being on a
hunt, or working with caribou products.

• Know the kind of self-discipline that is
required for successful caribou hunting
and be personally prepared and
committed to this.

• Know if they have personal medicine
connections to the caribou and what kind
of behavior is required.

• Know the historical relationships of their
own family with caribou.

• Be willing not to be wasteful.

• Mentally and spiritually prepare for a
hunt. Take tin,e to reflect, ponder and
relate to the animal the reasons for
hunting it. This will result in the animal
willingly giving of itself during the hunt.
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Experiences..

• Make a checklist of the kinds of
discipline that are required of
individuals involved in a caribou hunt:
e.g. being aware of all that has to be
done, showing responsibiliry for
personal tasks, volunteering to help,
guiding or teaching others, taking
instruction accurately, anticipating
when others need help. (5-6)

• Each student identifies one or more of
the items on the checklist with which
they feel they would like to challenge
themselves. (5-6)

• Learn whether self or family members
are not allowed to eal parts of caribou
for medicine reasons. (K-6)



Caribou

Suggested Teaching Activities mid
Resourcesfor Subject Integration:

• Illustrate the spiritual charaCleristics of
caribou described in legends.

• Identify life stages of a caribou using film
or video. C4-6)

• Compare nutritional value of store-bought
meat to caribou meal. C5-{»)

• CoHeet caribou clothing or sew clothing
for a fashion show or display where
clothes are aClUaHy worn. CK-{»)

Special InfomUlti01.for tbe Teacber:

When any animal part is to be handled or
eaten by the class, parenrs should be
nOlified so that individual children can be
made exempt in case it is conneeted with
their personal medicine.

Specific InfomlQlion from Communities:
• Warbles on back and in nostrils are

there [0 Proleet caribou from sickness.



~

Dog
"We will be a. people's dog. Our existence is going to depend on these people ca.lled tbe Dene, "

declared the Dog People. - Francis Tatti, The Sahtuotine Long Ago, 1991

" ~

Primary Objective:
The dog has played an impOItant role in the survival of the Dene on the land. The students

should be made aware of the positive value of dogs on the land.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

4-6

5-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with legends aoout dogs.

• Dispose of dog carcasses with respect.

• Be aware of the taboos surrounding dog.
• \X101l1en during menses are not allowed

near dogs.
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Experiences:

• Hear elders tell legends. (K-6)
• Women and Her Pups.
• How a dog wamed people of

approaching enemy and prevented
their being killed.



Dog

1beLand

Gr. SlIIdellls will: Experiences:

4-6

K-6

5-6

• Know the ways in which the dog was
used by the Dene to survive
(trdnspol1ation, hauling fish and wood,
signalling for the presence of animals or
strangers, thin ice, tracking for animals,
eLc.) with their keen hearing and
smelling.

• Know the different breeds and ages of
dogs.

• Know how to care for dogs.
• sickness or injuries
• food for puppies and adults (must not

feed jackfish to dogs)
• footwear for dogs
• female dogs in heat

K-6 • Be familiar with how dogs are trained.

5-6 • Know how to harness dogs.

5-6 • Be familiar with how sleds and harnesses
are made.

4-6 • Compare and contrast value of dogs to
skidoos on the land (gas, skidoo pans,
break downs, speed, distances possible).

1bePeople

• Hear slories from elders about rimes
when dogs were used instead of
skidoos. (K-6)

• Observe people who know how to
handle dogs and help as much as is
poSSible. (~-6)

• harnessing
• feeding
• driving

• Make a dog whip. (~)

• Experience ride with dog team. (K-6)

Gr.

K-6

K--i

7-6

SllIdellls will:

• Know that historically, the dog has meant
different things to the Dene. Traditionally,
the dog was dle Dene's best friend.
companion, and protector. ~Iore recently,
it fulfilled other roles: as a means of
trJnspol1ation (dog te'Jm). as a pet, and
for racing.

• Know the dangers of dogs to people.

• Know the bylaws regarding dogs in the
community.

H9

E.xpel1'ences:

• Identify people in the community who
still use dog sleds or dogs for hunting.
(K-6)

• Make niles about keeping dogs as pets
respecting the expectations of odlers
in the household. (K-6)
• Allowed in house only to be fec!'
• Do not feed \vhile others are eating.
• Do not use people's dishes to feed

dog.



Gr. Students will:

Dog

Experiences:

4-D • Be familiar with aspects of dog sled
competitions.

K-4 • Understand the value of the dog as a pet.

K-6 • Know what is considered proper
behavior of dogs as pelS in the
community and in homes.

The Self

Gr.

K-6

K-5

Students will:

• Take more personal responsibiliry for
care and safery of family dogs.

• Self-expression. Tell stories about their
own dogs: how they were named,
why, experiences with them.

Suggested Teachillg Activities and
Resources to Support Key E"periellces:

• Make model dog teams with harnesses
and ,led, using cardboard or lard
containers.

Experiences:

• Hear stories from elders about how
they travelled about (by dog team)
from season to season and the kinds
of activities they engaged in as the sun
came and went. (K-6)

Speciallt!fonllatiollfor the Teacher:



"l tried to go to the Heart ofthe Water but the passage was guarded bygiantfish, said Daghuzhea
ofhis stay with thefish people. "- William Sewi, April 16, 1991

PrimaI)' Objective:
The students must appreciate that fish have been one of the main sources of food

for the Dene and will continue to be. Fish have therefore played a large role
in the lives of the people.

The Spiritual World

Gr. Students will:

K-6 • Be familiar with local legends about fish.

K-6 • Know that fish are unlike other animals
because they do not leave tracks. They
must therefore be treated with special
respect. (Rae-Edzo)

K-6 • Know that fish are the water people.
They say where they are going every
season and they practise recreation and
ports. Like the Dene they also migrate

according to the seasons. (Del,ne)

K-6 • Know that fish, like all other animals, had
grandparents. (Rae-Edzo)
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Experiences:

• Hear elders' legends about fish. (K-6)

• Hear "Legend of the Trout who took
Caribou Legs and Axe".

• Find the different "tools" in the fish
according to local legends. (See
anached infonnation from McPherson
and De1!f1e on pages 126 and 127.)
(K-4)

• Discuss appropriate behaviour
expected in places where there are
nets being used. (K-4)



Gr. Students will:

Fish

£:xpe'iences:

K-6 • Know the Dene laws regarding fish.
Exercise care in handling fish and fish
pans. (Rae-Edzo: jackfish head or liver on
a stick to prevent bad weather, jackfish
cooked on open fire brings bad luck.)
(Lutsel K'e: defonned fish means bad
news.) (McPherson: eating loche makes
you sleepy because loche are lazy; eating
loche head will cause dreams.)

K-6 • Be able to follow Dene laws regarding
behavior around a net.

K-6 • Know the different personalities of fish
(e.g. loche are very lazy).

The Land

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-J

4-6

4-6

K-4

Students will:

• Appreciate fishing experiences as joyous
and challenging.

• Know the different fish and subspecies of
fish found in the local area.

• Know the life cycles of different species
and their feeding habits. Fish n1l1 from
little rivers to join n1am water Ixxiies in
the fall. In winter they say it is windy and
they move to a wanner place in deep
waters. TIley behave much like the Dene.
In the early spring, the fish begin to move
because the waters running from the
smaller rivers into the main water Ixxlies
carry food for the fish. In mid to late
summer, the fish retum ro the shore
where the heat is. (Deline)

• Know that preferred fishing locations
detemlined the movement of the Dene in
the past.

• Be familiar with traditional fIShing
techniques and technology.

• Be able to help in the preparation of fish
for eating (cleaning, cutting, open fire
cooking. boiling, frying and baking).
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Experiences:

• When on the land, point out good
fishing locations of different fish in
different seasons. (K-6)

• Make, mend, set nets. (4-6)

• Make fishing hooks. (3-6)

• Make traditional fishing tools. (4-6)

• Go hook fishing. (K-6)

• Catch minnows and observe. (K-3)

• Go net fishing in fall. (3-6)

• Go net fishing in early winter. (5-6)

• Scale and clean fish. (K-6)

• Cook fish (K-6)

• Make dly fish. (2-6)

• Make bannock with fish liver or fish
eggs. (K-6)

• Diy back bone muscle and pound like
dry meat. (4-6)

• Make fish combs. (K-3)

• Make fish bags. (4-6)



Gr. Studellts u'iII· Expe>iellces'

K-6

K-6

• Be able to help in the preservation and
storing of fish (dryfLsh, semi-dry fish. stick
fish, sput fish. fish penunican. cache).

• Know the pans of the fish and their value
to the Dene: whICh are considered edihle.
which are delicacies. medicinal uses.
10015, ete.

4-6 • Be ahle to prepare fish for dog food.

5-6 • Be aware of how different commercial
fishing enterprises work.

K-4 • Know when and where to fish for
dilTerent kinds of fish.
• Know where the different fish can he

found seasonally.
• Know locations where fish can he

found year round.
• Know the mig"'tion routes of fish,

4-6 • Be familiar with landmarks or markers left
hy Dene anceslors to inelicate Iishing
locations.

5-6 • Know the different techniques used to
fish (ice fishing, ice hook fishing,
spearing. netting, fishing weirs wilh sticks
or poles).

• Know that just as the Dene anellhe hear
feeel on fish, likewise. orher liVing Ihings
live off the fish (i.e. \Yonns in the ouler
Oesh). TIley can be washed away before
the fLsh is prepared.

K-6 • Be able to help in the prepar:.ttion for
going hook fishing both in early spring
and in late spring and fall.

K-6 • Be familiar \\ ilh hm' and where 10 fish
with hooks in water and in ice

..-6 • lie ahle to make hooks ,'nd lools li,r
fishing. make and mend a nel.

+6 • Be ahle 10 sel nel.> in dilTerent seasons,
Know where neL"" are ')el and ho'" to
,l\'oid these places.

K-6 • Be ahle 10 prepare l)<lil.

3-6 • Know that fi."lh ha\t.~ heen ~lI1d cOl1linuL'
to he a main source of lixxl for the Dene
~lS \\'cll as for m~lny other anim;lI~

9.\

• Panicipate in making. selling and
keeping a willow net. (~-6)



Cr.

K-6

4-6

5-6

Fish

Students l/'i/!:

• Be familiar with the concept of aboriginal
fishing rights.

• Know the imporrance of keeping all
rivers and lakes pollution-free to avoid
damaging fish stocks. Good fish come
from good waters.

• Know and respect the need to conserve
fish: to take only what is needed.

Experiences:

• Conduct field research in the
conununity to learn how industrial
waste, chemicals and pollution affeer
Ash and life in the water.

The People

Cr.

K-6

K-4

K-6

K-6

K-6

Students wi/!:

• Work with others to Calch and clean fish.

• Share fish with others. Know the rules of
etiquette regarding who gel.' what part of
the Ash, what not to eat, and how to eat.

• Know that knowledge of where and
when to catch fish is passed on from
generation fa generation. This was
knowledge cllicial to the survival of the
Dene in the past.

• Be aware of and appreciate those who
have traditional Dene fishing knowledge.

• Hear personal fishing stories from people
in the conununity (e.g. Arst net brought
by steam ship).

Experiences:

• Work with others in a cooperative
group situation to clean and prepare
IIsh. (K-6)

• Work with others in a cooperative
group situation to prepare a feast for
students' families. (K-6)

• Work with others in a cooperative
group situation to mend or make a
nel. (4-6)

• Enjoy the company of others in
sharing food and telling stories about
Ash and Ashing.

TheSel{

Cr.

K-6

K-6

Students wi/!:

• Understand that leaming fishing skills can
mean survival.

• Challenge themselves to work hard to
calch and to clean Ash, and to learn the
best ways to do so from the resource
people and elders.

Experieuces:

• Have students set goals for themselves
prior to an experience working with
Ash or with nets. (K-6)



Gr. Students will:

Fish

Expenf!rlces:

K-6 0 Find personal satisfaction in having
learned new fishing skills or having had
new fishing experiences.

K-6 0 Be willing to behave in ways that will
keep the waters clean and pollution-free
for the sake of the fish.

o Know how to attend to a siruation where
a fish bone is lodged in the throat. The
bone can be dislodged by eating bannock
or bread.

Specific biformatim,from Lutsel K'e:

Trout: Tusanze

Whitefish: Tue

Jackfish: Gd'ie

Maurie: Th'kjlJe

Gmyling: S'iet'e

Coney: Beyule

Pickerel: E'chue

Sudler: Geanchay

Uses of Fish: fish eggs or liver for bannock,
back bone muscle for pounding, fish eyes
for pounding.

Specific bifonllatiOl,from
Fort McPhersOlL'

Legends
Medicine SlOry about a man who became a
fish and chased the fish to the waiting
people.
Legend about the sucker that stole a rabbit
skin which is why its mouth is shaped as
it is.

Uses
o Loche and trout liver and cmnberries

mixed logether for dessert.

o Loche stomach used as bait. loche liver
oil 35 medicine.

o Loche gi\'en to dogs to fanen them in
the spring.
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o Fish head and guts removed and
boiled. Extracted oil used to
supplement dog food or for broth.
Gooel for health.

o Tail of coney used as a comb.

o Fish skins useel for bags.

o Fish scales used for decorating
clothing.

o Fish scales left in the sun changeel
colors anel were used for making
earrings and necklaces.

Migration Location and Habits
o Each spring (enel of May and June),

fish go up the Deheho and Peel River
anel return in the fall (Sept. - 10V.).

Best time for fishing is August.

o Some whitefish migrate up river in the
spring and eome back in the fall.
When whitefish leave in the fall, the
loche rerum. Loche are lazy and
therefore take their time.

o The crooked back go up from Arctic
Reel about 3 kilometres, not further.

o Chii fish return in the spring anel then
go back up the coast.

• Trout trails are obviolls: they return
south in the spring and go north in the
fall.



Fi I

• Rat River: coney, whitefish, crooked back,
trour and herring.

• Arctic char are rubbery in the spring
because they are "underground" all
winter. By fall, they are fat. Occasionally
arctic char come from Hat J{jver.

• Fish come into McPherson region in July
from the Peel, the coast, the Mackenzie
and Arctic Red J{jver. Fish pit at Snake
River where Gwich'in go to fish until fall.

Fisbing Metbods
• Sweep et: people hold nets on opposite

shores.

• Fish weir made with reeled willows and
used to hlock fish as they trdvelled
upstream.

• Spears were u'ied to catch lache. WhitefISh
intestines and storrulch used for bait.

• Fish wheels: idea came from Yukon. Wheel
made from wood like a wheel boat. Used in
strong and rushing rivers. Placed in d,e
water, me wheel would tum and blades on
me wheel wOllld catch d,e fish and deposit
fish into a box.

• TItree steady work days to knit one net.

• In earlier times, Sunday was left as a day
of rcst. Nets were removed on Friday and
not reset until Monday.

Special Cultural Knowledge and Beliefs
• The coney have tools in their heads: a

ladle, shovel, knife, fork, its teeth are mes,
its eyes are pills.

Preparation
• Herrings: because of their size, rwo are

attached together for drying.

Specific Itiformationfrom Del"e:

Spiritual Knowledge
Sahtu is said to have a centre which is called
the heart of the water. The fish go there as a
place to retreat. Only the loche know the
route to the centre. Though the lache is
considered lazy, it plays an important role in
the survival of the fish community.
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Legend: A medicine man placed fish in
:>rrdtegic lakes for the survival of me
Dene.

Legend: An old lady fell into the lake and
fish took the follOWing things from her:

• Trout: knife, wolverine's..... lacated
at the top of the trout's mouth, axe.
tehgho, ice chisel, moose's foot,
small dipper.

• Grayling: Took the tipi and carried
it on its back.

• Lache: Took the fat and d,at is why
he has the liver.

• Jackfisll: Took the tehgho.

Specific Itifonnationfrom Rae-Edzo:

Spiritual Knowledge
Legend about when fish were created.
Fish were the last to talk when the world
was created. The selfish jackfish were fed
leftovers; good-hearted fish were given
good fresh food.

Another legend about a man who used
blackmail to become a fish so that he
could observe them.

Use ofFisb Parts
Liver for medicine, loche stomach for
drum strings and window patches on
tents. lache liver for softening caribou
hides for clothing, fish eggs for baking,
fish oil for fuel.

Specific lIifonnation from De13cho:

Use of fish parts: scales for decorative
craft designs, fish oil and hile for
medicinal purposes.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key
Experiences:

• Make/readlhearlchal1 stories or stolY
books hased on legends. (K-6)

• I lave stl.ldcnL't identifY cirUlIllstances
under which dle)' might find dlemselv~

needing to know how 10 1I.,h. (K.(;)



Fish

• Illustrate steps in setting a net. (4-6)

• Prior to going out to fish, identify clearly to
students where dley will be going, and me
kind of fish mey are likely to catch. (K-6)

• When back from fishing trip, identify wim
maps me route taken, me migration pauems
of me fish mat were caught, and where you
will go in a different season to get me same
fish. (3-6)

• Make maps of fishing locations and
migration routes of different fish in
different seasons. (4-6)

• Set up and mamL:'1in an aquaIium to have
students understand me needs of fISh and to
develop responsibility. (K-6)

• Have students mllea data or infonnation
from me Science institute Projea which
operates a fIShing camp at Rae-Edzo. (5-6)

• Make models of fish weirs, fish spears
and ice chisels.

• Use photocopier to make enlarged copies
of fish pictures which can he obtained
from Ilenewahle Resources.

• Mounted fish can possibly he obtained
from Renewable Resources.

• Photos of fish camps can he obtained
from NOl1hern Star.
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"Raven, instead ofplacing Fox's arm on properly, threw it unceremoniously
through the ail' and as a r£!sult it landed crookedly. Now thefox's arm is crooked."

- Louie Taniton, Tatso Noger£! Gone Naarichu, 1983

Primary Objective:
TI,e fox contributes significantly to the Dene. The fox is trapped, but it gives itself willingly to

ensure that life is sustained. The fox therefore must be sincerely respected at all times.

The spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Know the qualities of the fox as
described in legends: clever, shy, quick
and busy.

• Be familiar with IOC'&I beliefs and customs
with respect to the fox. (Rae-Edzo:
barking in the evening is an omen.
Carcass should be hung on a branch or
rock so scavengers can nOl eat it. Those
who dream can travel by the fox's spirit.
Lutsel K'e: when a fox floal> on ice and
won't go onto land. there will not be fox
the next fall. Never walk over their blood,
bones or carcasses.)
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Experiellces:

• Hear ciders tell legends about faxes.
(K-6)
• How d,e Fox Regained Its Ann. (K-6)
• How d,e Fox saved the people from

Starvation by rescuing the caribou
from the raven.

• Have students follow rules of
conduct with respect to fox
trapping. (5-6)



Fox

TbeLand

Cr. Students will: Experiences:

4-6

K-3

K-6

5-6

• Have elder or resource person come
to class to talk about the fox: whether
we can eat it, what its behaviours are,
tips on trapping, stories about fox
trapping. (K-6)

• Identify fox territory. (K-3)

• Identify tracks and other traces. (K-3)

• Make models of deadfall traps.

• Go on tra pping trips. (4-6)
• identify best place to set trap
• learn to make bait
• best time to trap
• protocol of fox trapping

• Experience skinning fox. (4-6)
• how to repair and prepare fox fur

• Make stretchers. (4-6)

• Go to local store or contact a fur
auction and compare prices dley will
pay for pelt. (5-6)

• Invite game warden to speak about
population trends. Also show and tell
(e.g. samples of different rypes of fox
furs). (5-6)

6

6

K-3

4-6

K-6

• Identify the different kinds of fox found in
the region and their physical charaaeristics.

• Identify fox tracks.

• Know the value and use of each kind of fox.

• Be famUiar with the habits of the fox:
what it eats, where it can be found,
behaviour, life stages.

• How to trap fox.

• How to skin, make stretchers, and dry the
pelt.

• Use fox fur to make crafts. (Rae-Edzo:
headdress for dog harness out of fox tail.)

• Know d1at the long 11air of the fox is valued
for its use as uim. It is nQ{ used for clodling
because it is soft and tears easUy.

• Be familiar with the varying value of the
pelt in the fur trade.

• Be familiar with traditional snare and
deadfall traps used to get fox.

• Fox teeth were traditionally used as awls
and for making snowshoes.

• Know d,at tents should not be placed
over fox dens for this can cause sickness.

5-6 • Know d1at fox populations rise and £au in
cycles.

5-6

5-6

5-6

TbePeople

Cr. Sfl/del7lS l/.~II: Expeliences:

5-6

• Identify a sick fox by its appearance and
behaviour (rabies) and take the necessary
precautions when handling the animal.

• Work with others on a trapline and take
responsibility for some part of it.

• Invite game warden to offer
infonnation about rabies and other
diseases affecting the fox.

• Take personal responsibUity for some
tasks while on the trapline. (5-6)
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Po

The Self

Gr

5-6

5-6

SllIdellts u'ill:

• (see trapping)

• Examine personal trait"i to see if fhere is
anything in the fox's character which
motches own and the lessons that one
can learn.

• Be "'illing to li,;ten, watch. foUo\\' instruaions
and leam from a trapper while on d,e line
without being impatient or lazy.

• Be ahle to identify more strongly with the
bnd as a result of trapping.

Specific ltiformatiollfrom "The Lalld"
Compollellt ofthe Fox:

• Different kinds of fox.
• black, silver, white, red, blue and (TOSS fox

• Idt'ntify d,e different kind, of fox found in
dlt' region and their physit'<I1 characteristics.
• males are larger

• Be familiar with the habits of tht' fox.
• what it ears: mice, muskrats, fbh. birds

ond rabhits
• marks muskrat lodges with its feces

and urine
• it' life cycle
• "'here it li\'es (in dens underground

along treeline and near cliffs)
• idt'ntifies location of its pre)" b)" Its

keen ",nse of hearing
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Experiel1ces.·

• Share ,,'ith class personal experiences
with foxes, or trapping.

• Begin srud)' with whot studen!.'> kno\\'
about the fox.

• Have students frll in the blank "I am
___ like the fox," ond describe
more completely ho'" this is so.

• Keep a daily journol while on the bnd:
\vrite about activities, what you
learned, what you wont to learn or do,
about the land and your feelings. (5-6)

Suggested Teachillg Activities alld
ReSOll/'ces to Support Key
Experiellces:

• Students keep a dial)' or journal of
their trips ontO the trapline. (+6)

• Make fox booklets to record
chamcteristics or stories. (K-3)

• See ftlmslrips to research infonnation
about habits of the fox. (] -6)

• Ha\'e a set of different kinds of fi.Ir and
ha\·e sludents distinguish [he animal...
they come from. (K-2)

• Make cas!.'> of fox t",cb. (K-2)

• ~Iap traplines of fa mil)' or resource
pt'rson. (5-6)



"On and on we called each other, I and the bull moose. "- john Tetso, Trapping is My Life, 1970

Primary Objective:
Moose meat and moose hides are plized by the Dene. Students will assist in

hunting and skinning a moose. In leaming these skills, students are also carrying on the
knowledge and wisdom of a particular teacher, and taking part in an important Dene

tradition. Students must also become familiar with the spiritual relationship of the Dene
to the moose, and learn how to respect the moose. Respect means preservation of the moose;

lack of respea means its extinction.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with elders' legends and
stories about the moose.

• Be familiar with local spiritual beliefs
about the moose.
• The moose is able to hear people talk

about it. That is why a moose's ears
are cut off and buried during
butchering.
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£~riences:

• Hear legends and stories about the
moose.
• Legend about Moose Hide

• Experience and follow traditional
practices, customs and beliefs
regarding the handling of the moose.
It is believed that by shOWing respect
for the moose it will freely give of
itself to you in the furure.



Gr.

K-3

Moose

Students will:

• The bones of a moose must be
disposed of properly (different customs
for different regions) out of respect for
the moose. Using the skull as a trophy
by spon hunters is considered
disrespectful to the moose. (Dogrib
Dene believe that bones should not be
thrown into a fire because the animals
see themselves and how they are being
handled. Once bones are thrown into
the fire, the animal is considered de-ad.
It is best to dispose of the bones in
hidden places in the bush.)

• Drinking the blood of a moose gives
su·ength.

• If the moose is not shared, the hunter
will have bad luck.

• Women must not walk over the blood
or meat of a I11Qose because women
have strong medicine when they are in
menses. Their medicine conflicts with
the medicine of the moose, and the
moose may give bad luck to the
hunter. It is out of respect for the
hunter that women do not walk over
hunted game.

• Know that cenain people are
forbidden to eat cenain pans of the
moose because of their medicine.
Students should learn who and what
pans.

• Ask an adult whether or not he/she can
eat moose (referring to student's
medicine).

• Know that there is a reason for various
weather patterns. In early fall when rain
drizzles at a steady pace, it is believed
that this occurs to wash the blood from
the rack of the moose.

Expe'"iences:

• Proper disposal - ears, bones.
• When cutting the meat, placing it

on spruce boughs to keep it clean.
• Use a knife, not an axe, when

cutting the meat to practise
respectful behavior.

• Hang the skull of the moose from a
tree to face the rising sun in the east as
was practised traditionally out of
respect for the moose.

The Land

Gr.

K-3

Students will:

• Know how moose care for their young.
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Expel"iences:

• Participate in a moose hunt.



Moose

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

6

6

K-6

5-6

• Hear stories from hunters about their
moose hunting experiences, partirulariy
tracking of the moose. (5-6)

• Examine the parts of a moose which
has been hunted and brought back to
the conununity. (5-6)

• Cook moose meat in various ways, on
a stove or over a campfire. (3-6)

• Students plan and prepare a video of a
moose hunting trip. Leave the video in
the library for other students to see, or
exchange with other schools working
on this unit. (6)

• Observe somebody in the community
who happens to be preparing a hide.
(5-6)

• Participate in hide preparation: cutting
off the hair and fleshing. (5-6)

• Do moose hair tufting. (5-6)

• Identify parts of the moose that can be
used for various purposes.

• Construct tools and other traditionally
useful items.
• f1esher
• stomach bag for storing delicacies

• Identify the different groups of moose
using the correct Dene temlinology.

• Know the moose's habits (it is very
intelligent), and use this knowledge in
tracking, calling and hunting a moose.
• The sounds made by moose: ears

make clapping sound, nose snorts
when full of flies.

• Dried shoulder blade of a moose used
to scrape on trees to attract other
moose.

• Know the diet of the moose (e.g. water
plants).

• Know where a moose can be found, by the
kind of trail it makes. (For example, a moose
will always move downwind but rest
upwind. Students should also know how to
reaa when being chased by a moose.)

• Be familiar with traditional moose hunting
techniques, including the use of dogs (in
deep snow the moose will sink whereas
the dog can run on the crust and trap the
moose).

• Know the stages of growth of a moose. A
moose must be taken at the right age at
the right time of year. (A prime male
moose is very strong and fast in deep
snow. In the open, its tracks are very far
apart. Only the most detemlined hunter
with large snowshoes will be successful.)

• Know that moose are very dangerous
during the mating season.

• Know that there are specific Dene termS
for various groupings of moose (i.e. cow
with calf, cow with first year calf and
second year calf, two cows together).

• Know the moose body parts and
butchering techniques. Moose meat,
because of the size of the animal, goes a
long way. The meat also provides a
welcome variety in the diet of the Dene.

4-6 • Know how moose body parts are used
for tools and food.

5-6

4-6 • Be familiar with the various ways of
cooking the different parts of the moose.
Know the edible and non-edible parts.
Know the parts considered delicacies.
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Gr. Students will:

Moose

Experiences:

5-6 • Know how to prepare moose hide in
comparison to caribou hide. Know that
moose hide is importam to the Dene for
its strength and size.

3-6 • Know that the diet of the moose includes
a wide variety of vegetation.This diet
differs in summer and wimer (e.g. in
summer they eat a lot of plants not
available in wimer such as grasses and
aquatic plants). They also eat certain
kinds of willows, which gives their meat a
different flavour than caribou meat. Also,
it is not as filling.

5-6 • Ile familiar with current huming laws
regarding moose in the region.

5-6 • Know that hunters should not be wasteful
when hunting moose. They should never
kill more than they can use.

K-6 • See the need for preserving the
environment and the population of
moose for future generations.

The People

Gr. Students will: Expellences:

K-3

K-3

3-6

• Know that in the past, there were hunters
who specialized in moose hunting. These
were known to be very skilled hunters
because hunting of moose requires great skill.

• Identify who are the good moose hunters
in your community.

• Be familiar with the special ways and
rituals that your community lIses to
celebrate the first moose killed by a
young hunter.

3-6 • Share knowledge about moose with others.

K-3 • Know that moose meat should be shared
with others.

• Know that the Dene share their first
moose kill with elders.
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• Collect stories from hunters about their
first moose hunt or kill. (5-6)

• Observe how moose meat is
distributed in the community. C3-6)

• Discuss and debate to compare and
comrast the traditional and
comemporalY methods of hunting the
moose.



Moose

The Self

Gr. Studen.ts will: Experiences:

5-6

5-6

5-6 • Decide for themselves whether they feel
they would like to become moose
hunters.

• ChaUenge themselves to learn as much as
possible about moose hunting.

• ChaUenge themselves to work with
moose hide, even though it requires more
effort and skill than caribou hide.

2-6 • Reflect on what they have learned about
moose and how it has changed their
perception of it.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Photographs on the topic of "Moose" are
available from the Resource Centres.

• National Film Board movie caUed "The
Last Moose Skin Boat".
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• If there are students who have been
on moose hunts, give them the
opportunity to teU the class about their
experience, or if the student is shy, hel
she can write about the experience for
a student newspaper or as a story for
other students to read. (5-6)

Information Specific to the
Coultnunities:

• The moose is the main source of food
for the South Slavey Dene.

• The Mountain Dene were famous for
their moose skin boats.



"He stood outsidefor a day and a hal[andpeople tried to talk to him but his medicine turned him
to a muskox and he returned to the muskox." - Suziekwi

Primary Objective:
The Dene have depended on the muskox for food and clothing for thousands of years.

Careful study by the students will encourage ways to preserve the traditional use
of the muskox. The muskox is respected as having the special power of being able to

understand Dene. People can talk to them.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

5-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with the legends about
muskox.
• The mystical ways of the muskox.
• Muskox can understand Dene. People

can talk to them.

• Be aware of and practise the spiriural
customs for hunting muskox.
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Experiences:

• Hear and retell legends about muskox.
• Legend of the muskox in human

fonn

• Research infomlation from elders
about muskox.

• Hear from elders the Dene laws for
the muskox.



Muskox

The Land

Gr.

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with the history of the Dene
with respect to muskox hunting and the
hunting territory.

• Know reasons why muskox hunting was
banned early in this century.

• Know the different names (female, male,
yearling, etc.) for muskoxen.

• Be familiar with how muskoxen are
hunted.
• How animals to be shot are identified.
• When and where to hunt by knOWing:

-: its life cycle (when flitting season is)
- where it roams
- its behaviour (why they fom1 a

circle)
- its characteristics (the dangers)

• Be familiar with how muskoxen are
skinned, especially the female, how to fix
the hide and what the skins are used for.
(How it differs from other animals.)

• Be familiar with how to preserve the
meat.

• Identify ways in which interest in muskox
hunting and use can be rekindled.
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Experiences:

• Research with elders how muskox
were traditionally hunted, killed and
how they were used. (5-6)

• Go on a. muskox hunting party.
(Chipewyan) (6)
• Use knowledge to pre-plan hunting

activities.
• Students will be able to identify

muskox tracks.
• Observe an animal to predict its

movements.
• Be patient and self-disciplined while

hunting. Muskoxen are tenacious
when protecting their young.
Hunters must be equally tenacious
in their pursuit.

• Hear and tell stories about muskox
sightings or muskox hunting. (4-6)

• Make traditional muskox spoons using
the horns wherever possible. (5-6)

• On the barrenland, use muskox legs
for fuel. (6)

• Have the students write a letter to the
students of the central coast and east,
asking for samples of muskox
products, stories of the land related to
muskoxen. (5-6)

• Use raw muskox wool and have the
students spin it into thread to make or
knit something. (5-6)

• Purchase meat and research how it
was cooked. (5-6)

• Identify on the map where muskox
can he found. (5-6)

• Using a cast, learn how to identify
muskox tracks. (5-6)



Muskox

The Land

Gr.

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with the history of the Dene
with respect to muskox hunting and the
hunting territory.

• Know reasons why muskox hunting was
banned early in this centllly.

• Know the different names (female, male,
yearling, etc.) for muskoxen.

• Be familiar with how muskoxen are
hunted.
• How animals to be shot are identified.
• When and where to hunt by knowing:

- its life cycle (when rutting season is)
- where it roams
- its behaviour (why they form a

circle)
- its characteristics (the dangers)

• Be familiar with how muskoxen are
skinned, especially the female, how to fix
the hide and what the skins are used for.
(How it differs from other animals.)

• Be familiar with how to preserve the
meat.

• Identify ways in which interest in muskox
hunting and use can be rekindled.
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Experiences:

• Research with elders how muskox
were traditionally hunted, killed and
how they were used. (5-6)

• Go on a muskox hunting party.
(Chipewyan) (6)
• Use knowledge to pre-plan hunting

activities.
• Students will be able to identify

muskox tracks.
• Observe an animal to predict its

movements.
• Be patient and self-disciplined while

hunting. Muskoxen are tenacious
when protecting their young.
Hunters must be equally tenacious
in their pursuit.

• Hear and tell stories about muskox
sightings or muskox hunting. (4-6)

• Make traditional muskox spoons using
the horns wherever possible. (5-6)

• On the barrenland, use muskox legs
for fuel. (6)

• Have the students write a letter to the
students of the central coast and east,
asking for samples of muskox
products, stories of the land related to
muskoxen. (5-6)

• Use raw muskox wool and have the
students spin it into thread to make or
knit something. (5-6)

• Purchase meat and research how it
was cooked. (5-6)

• Identify on the map where muskox
can he found. (5-6)

• Using a cast, learn how to identify
muskox tracks. (5-6)



~

Rabbit
"Rabbit is a giftfrom the Creator and comes to uspure, therefore it must neversuffer at the

hands ofman when it offers itself."- George Kodakin, April 16, 1991

Primary Objective:
TIle student will respect the rabbit as being a gift from the Creator. It was the rabbit that gave

the gift of dance to the Dene. The student will appreciate the rabbit for being an in1portant
source of food when large game could not be found. The student will obtain the skills

required to snare and prepare rabbit for its many uses. People who go on the land bring
fixings for rabbit snaring as a matter of course (like bringing matches). This is survival that

children can learn at a velY early age because of the safeness of the equipment.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-3

K-6

K-3

Students will:

• Know that people share the world with
the rabbi!. The rabbit is a gift from the
Creator and must be respected.

• Show respect to the rabbit.
• To the blood and carcass of rabbi!.
• Must not allow a rabbit to suffer.
• Must never hit with a stick.

• Respect those who will not eat f'abbi!.
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Expen"ences:

• Hear legends about the rabbit told by
elders. (K-6)
• Story about Ehrsee Gah
• Stories about the rabbit and snowshoes

• Hear and learn traditional songs d1at
accompany stories about the rabbi!. (K4)
• 'Tll Give You My Marten Teeth IfYou

Give Me Your Rabbit Teeth." ntis song
can be sung to the children who have
lost some baby teeth. (Dellne)



Gr. Students will:

Rabbit

Experiences:

K-6 • Be familiar with local stories and beliefs
about the rabbit.
• Rabbits travel with the wind. When a

large wind comes, the rabbits may
disappear. (Gwich'in)

• Rabbits can be snared if they are sung
to. (Gwich'in)

• If you can put your finger through the
hole of the thigh bone of a rabbit, your
wish will come true. (Gwich'in)

• The rabbit's feet were rubbed and, as a
result, they are smooth and pink today.
(Gwich'in)

• When the Creator provided the rabbit
as a gift in times of food shortage,
there was always a loud bang.
(N. Slavey)

• The rabbit gave the Dene the gift of
dance. (Gwich'in belief the rabbit
joined the spruce grouse to dance in
unison because it was a good dancer.)

TbeLand

Gr.

K-3

Students will:

• Know how the rabbit's body helps it to
stay alive.
• Feet like snowshoes for walking on

snow.
• Back legs strong for hopping away

from predators quickly.
• Ears long for hearing danger.
• Teeth strong and sharp for eating

tough willow bark and pine needles.
• Fur turns white in winter for hiding in

the snow and brown in SUffil11er for
hiding in the bush.

• Eats and plays at night so that
predators will not see him. Sleeps
during the day.

• Has babies in the spring and summer
so that they will not freeze.

• Has lots of babies in case some of
them die.

llD

Experiences:

• Hear the Dene story about how the
rabbit got its shape. (K-3)

• Observe or recallr<lbbil' in nature. (K-6)

• Identify rabbit tracks and trails. (K-2)

• Make a snare and find a good place to
set it. (2-4)
• Identify presence of rabbits: tracks,

nibbling of willows.
• How, when (types of weather) and

where to set snare (at the cross on
the figure 8 of tracks), check snares,
adjust snares in case of snowfall.

• Learn rabbit calling. (2-4)

• Make and set a traditional snare. (4-6)



Gr. Students wilL

Rabbit

Experiences:

4-6

4-6

1-4

• When predators come near, it stays
very still.

• Know that rabbits were a main source of
food for the Dene when caribou were
not available.

• Know habits and habitat of the rabbit:
trails, plant eater, not a swinuner, 7 year
cycle, 2-4 litters a year, creatures of the
dark, enjoy playing, use of speCial
breeding grounds. In the darkest months,
the rabbit lives alongside the willows
rather than in the bush because it is cold,
and because they use the moonlight to
get around.

• Know what other animals depend on the
rabbit as a major source of food.

2-6 . • Know how to trap rabbits both with
snare wire and as it was done
traditionally (with sinew snare and by
calling male hare with a whistle).

2-6 • Know how to skin a rabbit.

K-6 • Know how to prepare rabbit meat for
food: brains for baby food, bone grease
made by chopping up leg bones and
boiling.

K-6 • Know how to use the skin and bones for
things (clothing, duffles, blankets,
necklaces, sinews for snares).

• Know that a tribe of people was named
Hareskin because of the clothing they
wore.

1bePeople

• Clean and cut up a rabbit. (3-6)
• So that pelt can be cut for weaving.
• Identification of internal parts.
• Care in avoiding rupturing of gall

bladder.

• Make rabbit stew. (K-6)

• Demo of blanket making with child
participation including curing skins,
cutting strips, and weaving. (4-6)

• Make decorated items using rabbit
bones. (K-4)

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Share rabbit meat with others.

• Learn about rabbits and about snaring
from resource people in the community.

• Show respectful behaviour toward those
who teach or share knowledge.
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Experiences:

• Discussion of behaviour of students
before and after field trip to set snares.
(2-6)

• Prepare feast (rabbit soup with
bannock) for invited guests. (K-6)



Gr. Students will:

Rabbit

Experiences:

• Discuss appropriate behaviour towards
elders in asking questions, greetings,
thanking. (K-6)

• Games: using bone for making wishes.
(K-6)

The Self

Gr.

4-6

K-6

3-6

K-4

K-6

Students will:

• Know that they can rely on themselves
for survival in the bush.

• Know that sharing brings respect from
others and results in feelings of increased
self-worth.

• Know that the rabbit's character is worthy
of copying.

• Understand that the rabbit is more than a
cute caltoon-like animal. The rabbit is a
gift from the Creator to enable people to
survive, and is a creature which is given a
certain kind of respect.

• Be willing to share rabbit stories and
songs with others.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Refer to the Teacher Resource Manual for a
detailed rabbit unit.

• BJing recipes from home to share with rest
of clas.,. (2-6)

• Contribute to a display of items to do with
rabbits (clothing, snares, decorated items).
(K-6)

• Use photos, videos, audio tapes, sequence
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Experiences:

• Goal-setting: determine what students
have to learn to be more successful at
snaring rabbits, cooking, etc. (2-6)
• Checking snares early in the

morning.
• Be responsible in gathering things

necessary for snaring.

• Children can bring various items as
contribution to feast in the spirit of
sharing. (K-6)

• Self-evaluate whether one feels more
self-reliant or confident in the bush
than before. (2-6)

• Demonstrate newly acquired skills to
parents and other people in the
community in order to gain their
respect. (4-6)

• Encourage students to tell rabbit
stories and sing rabbit songs to their
younger brothers and sisters. (K-6)

books to reinforce skills for snaring. (2-6)

• Use Koyere story books to develop
reading skills on the topic of rabbits. 0-4)

• BJing a real rabbit to class and have
students describe its body. (K-4)

• Video: White Fur Cloud (rabbit weaving
process).



~

Raven
"A rUstically they outdid themselves painting the Raven hut still he was notpleased. "

- Francis Tatti, April 16, 1991

,.

Primary Objective:
Raven stories can help students understand themselves and their behaviour better. Raven

stories are also a good example of how things are perceived quite differently by the Dene and
other cultures. Children are exposed to a lot of raven stories.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with legends about the raven.

• Know that ravens, seagulls and flies are
genn killers.

• Know that ravens are believed to have
special powers: bearing bad news when
crowing at night, a source of healing,
able to calm windy weather, bring good
luck.

• Know that the raven's character is a
reflection of human beings: independent,
generous, kind, helpful, vain,
mischievous, conniving and manipulative.
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Experiences:

• Experience elders' stories about the
raven.
• Legend about how the raven came

to be black, and was left with dirty
chores. (Because it was so proud
and dissatisfied with what it was
given, it was thrown into ashes and
made black.)

• Legend: the raven and the woman's
daughter too beautiful for any man
to marry.

• Legend: the raven cooks his
intestines.

• Legends about what different raven
voices mean.



Cr.

K-6

K-3

Raven

Students will:

• Know that even in today's world the
raven deserves respect, because it is our
connection with the past and the Real
People. It is the only person who still
speaks the language of the lime when
the world was first created. It is the only
animal which can change into human
form. Because it still exists, we can say
that all the other animal crealUres are our
brothers.

• Know how to address the raven in the
traditional Dene way.

Experiences:

• Legend: the raven loses its beak.
• Legend: the raven hid the caribou

from the people.

• Prepare cut-up herring to feed to
ravens. (K-4)

• Learn how to make special requests of
the raven. (K-6)

• Hear and sing the raven's song. (K-6)

• Students will research and imitate the
way the raven speaks according to
elders. (2-6)

• Address the raven in the traditional
Dene way. (K-6)

The Land

Cr. Students will:

• Know that ravens provide a useful service
by cleaning the remaining caribou blood
after a hunt and disposing of the
unwanted carcasses of animals.

• Know that the presence of ravens signals
that caribou are near.

• Know that the raven eats the eggs of
other birds.

• Know life cycle of the raven.

Experiences:

• Observe ravens and document their
behaviour (how they fly, how high
they fly, leader, child rearing system).
(K-6) .

• Hear stories about why ravens do not
migrate. (K-6)

• Invite conmlunity resource person to
tell about the raven (life cycle,
behaviour, character). (K-6)

The People

Cr.

K-6

Students will:

• Know this lesson from the raven: it was
once a powerful bird who lost its position
in the world because it was alTogant.
People are bound to make mistakes and
be impelfect but we must understand our
place and take our skills and gifts
seriously.
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Experiences:

• Students tell raven stories to other
students. (2-6)

• Traditional string game - Raven's Feel.
(K-6)

• Hear stories about the raven from an
elder. (K-6)



Cr.

K-6

2-6

Raven

Students will:

• Give recognition to the Dene stOIY tellers
in the community.

• Recognize special talents that some
students may have in telling a stOIY.

• Recognize the various ways that ravens
play.

Experiences:

• Have the students visit with an elder or
know how to receive the visit of an
elder.

• Students will learn and practice how to
address an elder properly. (K-6)

• Students will know how to ask
questions of an elder properly. (K-6)

• Students will learn how to selve an
elder properly. (K-6)

The Self

Cr.

3-6

2-6

Students witl:

• Identify with the raven's charaaer and reflea
on how d1is might dtmge oneself or help
one appreciate oneself more.

• Acknowledge personal talent in story
telling and set goals in becoming better
by spending time with story tellers and
by telling stories to others.

Suggested Teaching Activities to
Support Key Experiences:

• Take sOldents on a walk and have them
make casts of raven tracks.

• Have sOldents do a character sketch;
describe in words what the raven is like,
and what it likes.

• Have students Iuake a raven mohile.

• Have students record stories abollt the
raven.

• Have students lise the filmstrips availahle
telling of the raven legends.

• Have students make raven Clit-oUt

booklets.

• \X1hen having a circle discussion, lise a
raven feather to indicate the speaker.
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Experiences:

• Write or talk about how the raven is
like or unlike oneself. 0-6)

• Reflect on personal strengths or desires
to be a story teller by writing in a
journal or by talking with teacher. (2-6)

• Record the raven, tape, photographs,
imitate the f"dVen.

• Have the sOldents do a puppet play.

• Have the younger students do the
puppet play using a flannel board.

• Have the students do a dramatization
of a legend (Christmas play).

• Create a learning centre and listen to
your own raven stories.

• Puppet plays to demonstrate differem
characteristics - vanity, greed, helpful,
reliable, nlischievous, BickSler.



~

Shrews and Mice
"The shrew, although disguised in theform ofan insignificant being, is believed to be so powerful

that it straddles the entire earth."- Lucy Tatti, April, 1991

Primary Objective:
Students should understand that all living things, no maner what the size, have a purpose

and special qualities. Individual wonh, inner strength and determination
do not depend on size and outward appearance. Always maintain respect for others

regardless of how they look and are perceived.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

Students will:

• Know the characteristics of shrews and
mice as described in legends.
• The shrew is very powerful but

assumed an insignificant body. Stands
guard over d1e eanh. Many tin1es in
history, shrews and mice, seemingly
the most insignificant of creatures,
helped the Dene when there was
nobody else [0 help them. Many times
the powerful must depend on d1e
small and seemingly insignificant
creatures for help.
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Experiences:

• Hear legends about shrews and mice.
(K-Q)
• Legend where Yamozha calls upon

d1e shrew to help hin1 by eating the
fur over the heal1 of an animal in order
to make a target for his weapon.

• Shrew and Mice Snaring the Sun.
(Liard)

• Legend about the raven who
married many young women and
hid them, but the mice rescued
them by digging a hole to their
prison. (Del,ne)



Shrews and Mice

Gr. Students will: Expel1(!Ilces:

K-4

K-4

• The shrew is referred to as the rescuer
and the one with very quick hands.

• Know dlat shrews and mice teach us mat,
no matter what the size, all living things
must be respected.

• Know that shrews and mice are mought
to come from me same family and are
considered very clean animals.

• The legend about me mice who ate
mrough the fur of an animal and
restored water to the land.

The Land

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

• Know the signs dlat indicate the
presence of shrews and mice. (K-4)

• Hear about their habits and
behaviours. (K-4)

• Recognize the differences between
shrews and n1ice.

K-4

• Know the eating habits of the shrew and
how it stores food for winter.

K-4 • Know where and how the shrew lives.

K-4

K-4 • Know that bears feed on shrews.

K -4 • Mice bones were used to create a
"telephone·' by me Dene long ago.

The People

Gr. Students lvill: Experiences:

K-6 • Know that the Dene accept and
appreciate one another without
considering Ixxlily redury or size.
Instead, they look for special qualities or
talenL~ in people.

• Have children identify with shrews and
mice by giving and eliciting examples
of how small children do small dlings
to get big mings going. (Children
gamer twigs and wood chips to stan
fifes, get water for tea, get snow for
tea.) (K-4)

j .7



Shrews and Mice

The Self

Gr.

K-6

SludellfS will:

• Recognize in themselves or in others the
possibility !hat, though their physical size
may not be great, their power could vety
well be.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Ke:y Experitmces:

• Character profile of mouse and shrew in
legends.

• Make a shape book using a shape that
reinforces the concept of smallness.

• Make a shape book of a shrew or mouse
and record in it all the infollnation abour
the habits of these animals.

• Imagine what you would do if you were
a mouse.

llH

Experiences:

• Make a list of things that people say
just because someone is small or
young. (K-4)

• Discuss how each child contributes to
the daily life at home, community.
(K-4)

Specialltiforlllationfor the Teacher:



~~i<£l

Spider
"Grandfather spider's net, Gralldfather spider's net." This is what the children chanted as they

asked Grandfather Spider to stop the rain and create a rainbow. - A Dene tmth

Primary Objective:
To give students the perspective that even though the spider is a velY small and
seemingly insignificant creature, it has an important and even powerful place in

the Dene universe. The spider is so highly honoured by the Dene that it is referred to
as ''?ehtsee'' (grandfather) even today. A grandfather possesses all the qualities that one

should strive to imitate in their own life.

The spiritual World

Gr

K-6

Studellts l/'ill:

• Know that the spider's contribution to the
Dene is its net. As an animal it wa a
capable fIsherman who could net ducks
and other watenowl. The spider has
power beyond the canh. The leader of
Ihe spiders SClS its net in the universe and
can capture the rain and make it SlOp.
TI,e rainbow is created when it does this.
During the last flood, the spider sel its net
and stopped the rain 10 help the Dene
sur"h'e. Because it is so highly respecled
Ihe spider is called Grandfather. People
with medicine for spider webs are
verypowerful. When found in the house,
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E>.periellces:

• Hear spider legends as lold by elders.
(K.{i)

• Tell spider legends in books, drama or
oral fom,. (K.{i)

• Leam traditional ,spicier flllgerplay. (K-3)



Gr. Students 1l~1I:

pider

Experiences:

the spider will prolong the life of those in
it. The spider is a future seeker and thus
it is a gift to you. It is a go<xl sign if it sits
on your body.

K-6 • Be Willing to respect the ,pider for its
place in the Dene world as a very
powerful person, even though it appears
to be a small and insignificant insect.

K-6 • Be able to show respect to the spider by
not killing it or playing with il. Be able to
show respect to the spider's web by not
walking over it. Be able to listen to and
retell legends about the 'pider.

K-6 • Be thankful for the spider whenever the
rain stops and a rainbow appears.

The Land

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

K-6 • Know that the spiders in the orth are
not harmful They make their webs with
secretions from their mouth. The webs
are sticky and capture insects which land
on them. The spider feeds on what it
catches. Know the different kinds of
spiders in the North. Know where they
tend to be found.

K-6 • Be Willing to observe a spider and
understand its habits.

K-6 • Be able to describe the spider and its
parts. its habits and habitats. I3e able to
describe the web and how it is made and
the kinds of things that the spider eats.
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• Observe spiders in nature. (K-4)

• Have a resource person talk to
'tudenlS about spiders in nanlre. (K-l)



Spider

The People

Gr.

K-6

K-6

4-6

Slue/el1lS ll'ill:

• Know that elders have been given spider
legends from generations before.

• Be willing and able to listen to the stories
told by elders about the spider and tell
others the stories that are heard.

• Be willing and able to approach an elder
for stories about the spider.

Expenences:

• Behave respectfully when being told a
legend by an elder. (K-6)

• Request an elder to tell a story about
spiders. (5-6)

• Thank the elder for giving the gift of a
story. (K-6)

• Share the story with others during
camp-outs, or in free time or with
family members at home. (K-6)

TheSe!!

Gr.

K-6

K-4

K-6

Slue/ellIs u'ill:

• Feel small and inSignificant in the face
of the powers of even small insect'
such as the spider.

• Identify with the tiny spider. Size can
be deceiving'

• Renect on how your behaviour with
spiders has been and may change.

Suggested Teachi1lg Activities alld
Resources to Support Key Experiellces:

• Make a spider tank. (K-6)

• Research iruomlation on spiders in an
encyclopedia. <3-6)

• Do spider web an. (K-6)
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£"CjJeriellces:

• Have students draw themselves wirh a
spider without giving them too much
guidance. Let the children interpret
their relationship to the spider on their
own and share with the teacher or
classmates. (K-6).

• [lave sn,dents tell personal stories
about their experiences with spiders
and discuss what changes you might
expect the next time a spider is mer.
(K-6)

Speciall1!forlllalioll for the Teacher:



~

Wolverine
"\Volverine mistakenly thrr!W hispants in thefire and got tricked by his brother in law."

- Neil Colin, May 22, 1991

Primary Objective:
The Dene respect the wolverine as a smal1, fierce and strong animal.

Students familiar with the wolverine, and with Dene ways of showing respect for it,
will help to sUppol1 its continued existence in the future and, if they wish, will have the

oppoltuniry of trapping it. The wolverine's fur was valued by the Dene traditionally for its use
as trin1 and for its trading value.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-3

5-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with local legends about the
wolverine.

• Know il is called "Brother-in-law".
(Gwich'in)

• Be aware of and practise the local
customs for hunting wolverine: hang
carcass on tree limbs or willows, properly
dispose of blood, never laugh at the
wolverine, talk to il.
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Expenf>lIces:

• Hear and retell legends about the
wolverine. (K-6)
• The Wolverine and its Brother-in

Law, the Wolf.
• The Wolverine that blllned his

brother-in-Iaw's pants.
• The Wolverine that ,tole and raised

children for food.



Gr. Studellts leill:

Wolverine

K-6 • Be familiar with how the Dene
characterizes the wolverine: smart, strong,
likes to steal, fierce, persistent.

5-6 • Pay the wolverine, which is also known
as -The Stealer", to keep it away from
caches.

• Know that wolverine fur is never used for
children's clothing.

The Land

Gr. Stl/dellts will: Experiences:

K-4

5-6

• Be able to identify the wolverine and its
tracks, describe its physical fearures,
identify ieS body parts.

• Know how to trap the wolverine: know
when and where to tr.tp the wolverine by
knowing its life cycle and habitat; know
what it eats; know the behaviour and
characteristics of the wolverine - smart,
strong (because it will defend itself and is
very strong it can be dangerous to
people), fierce, persistent; know that it
will steal other game from traps; know
the kinds of trap; that can be used. and
the kinds of baits and seenLS.

5-6 • Compare wolverine to other fur bearing
animals.

K-4 • Know how the Dene use wolverine fur:
trim for parkas. mitts and shoes. collar of
leader dogs, crafts.

6 • Be familiar with the trade "alue of
wolverine furs and how to prepare skins
for trade.

6 • Be familiar ""ith traditional wolverine
hunting techniques.
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• Have elder tell stories about personal
experiences with the wolverine. (K-6)

• Students sh.ore pe=nal experiences with,
or observations of wolverine. (K-6)

• Invite game warden as a "Show and
Tell" resource - peIL', sUlffed
wolverine, tmckprints. (4-6)

• Show and tell samples of thing;
brought from home made with
wolverine fur or pelt. (K-3)



Wolverine

The People

Gr.

K-5

Students will..

• Know that people who can trap the
wolverine are respected trappers because
the wolverine is difficult to trap.

Expen·ences..

• Identify and use as a resource person
a trapper in the community who is
recognized as being able to trap
wolverines. (4-6)

The Self

Gr.

K-6

5-6

Students will..

• Learn something about his or her own
personality by learning about the
wolverine's personality (i.e. the tenacity
of the wolverine teaches us that, with
perseverance and steady work, goals are
accomplished).

• Consider trapping as a possible career.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Character sketch of wolverine as
suggested by legends.

• A dnlln made with a wolverine hide
reverbemtes sound throughout the land
for a length of time.

12-1

Experiences..

• Share with others times that students
have felt like the wolverine. (K-6)

• After having experiences with
trapping, and either selling or using
the skins for something, students will
write about what they feel about
tmpping as a possible way of living.
(5-6)

Speciall1iformationfor the Teacher:



"lbe UXlifis about 10 take your child, hurry up and light thefire."- George Kodakin, April 16, 1991

Primary Objective:
Though the wolf may appear to tolerate people, it is a powerful animal which can be very
dangerous. The Dene must remind themselves that the wolf is not a friend, and maintain

distance from it. onetheless, the wolf is a creature which must be respected.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Be familiar with legends about the wolf.

• Be familiar with special beliefs or rules of
conduct regarding the wolf.
• The wolf can understand people.
• Respect its blood.
• Do nor take what the wolf kills because

it brings bad luck.
• Some people may have a spiritual

relationship with an individual wolf
and, therefore, will not kill that wolf.
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Expeliellces:

• Hear legends and stories about the wolf.
• The man who lit the fire using wolf

medicine and lost it.

• Hear and retell legends from elders.
• About the wolf that wanted to be a man.

(Gwich'in)
• About Attaachookaii's wife who was

killed by a wolf. (Gwich'in)
• How ule wolves killed a bear. (Gwich'in)

• Hear and retell stories from elders about
experiences with wolves.

• Hear and learn the traditional sayings. ego
'111<: wolf is about to take your child - hUll)'
and light ule fire."



Wolf

The Land

Gr. 51"dents will:

• Know the characteristics and behaviour of
wolves.
• Never leave their cubs behind.
• Arrack in packs.
• Have strong eyesight.
• Signal to each other with their howling.
• Can be found where there are lots of

caribou (Gwich'in area has many
wolves because it is on the migration
route of caribou).

• Where they live and how many cubs
they have.

• They te'dch their cubs how to survive
in the wildemess.

• Know that the Dene value wolf fur for
clothing. The long hair of the fur is good
around the face as trim to break the
wind.

• Be familiar with cautions regarding
wolves.
• If they hang around camps, they can

be very sneaky and dangerous.
• ever take a wolf cub because the

mother will follow no matter where
you go.

• Wolves are afraid of flre. A match can
fool them.

• Wolves are not necessarily afraid of
people. That does not mean they are
friendly. They are not trustworthy. It is
important to always maintain distance
because they are dangerous.

• Be able to tell the difference between a
wolf and a dog.

• Be familiar with the place of the wolf in
the fur trade, past and present.
• Bounties
• Prices of fur

• Be familiar with hunting and trapping of
wolves.
• Tracking
• Skinning
• Making stretchers
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Experiences:

• Students collect stories or observations
about wolves from their families and
share them with others.

• Since observation of wolves is difficult,
after stories from the conununity are
collected and shared, have students
watch a film on wolves and their
behaviours and habitat.



Wolf

The People

Gr Students will

• The wolf is likened to some people. They
appear friendly but cannot be truMed. A
relationship of distance is maintained out
of necessity because it is understood that
not all people can be friends.

£yperiences:

• Identify and use as a resource person a
trapper in the community who is
recognized as being able to trap wolf.

• StudenlS will develop individual
research skills, repon findings and
thereby contribute to the group
knowledge about the wolf.

TheSe!!

Gr. Students will

• Know that it is alright to be different and
still be a pan of the community like the
wolf.

• StudenlS will develop a curiosity about
the wolf and seek information or skills on
their own.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to SUPPOI"I Key Experi(!1Ices:
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• Have the studenlS discuss how a wolf
lives in its own community and relate
to personal feelings about being a pan
of the community, and yet, different or
separate.

• Allow studenlS to explore or describe
limes that they felt sepamte,'different
from those around them.

• Leave audio tapes of legends, pictures.
books and magazines about the wolf
in the libmry so students can access
them on their own.

Special bifonnationfor the Teacher:



~

Muskrat
"Muskrat ...aah to be named aflf!1'al1 animal is such a great honour". - Elizabeth Mackenzie, ]99]

Primary Objective:
From a spiritual perspective, the students will learn to appreciate the value of the muskrat to

the Dene as the person who reconstlUcted land and gave it back to the people. The muskrat
is also a behavioural model for the students: he is persistent and determined. Students must
understand and appreciate the role and place of the muskrat in the Dene world. Students

must he given the knowledge and skills to be able to hunt the muskrat. Trapping muskrat is
an important part of being a trapper. Leaming to hunt muskrat is important because the meat
is an inlportant part of food and excellent in terms of nutritional value. Also, by learning how
to work with muskrat hides, the students will have skills that can later be used in crartwork or

in the fur business. Learning about the muskrat will also help the students to appreciate the
muskrat's role in keeping the rivers and lakes flowing.

The spiritual World

Cr.

K-4

K-3

Stlldf!11ts will:

• Know that muskrats are the animal that
restored the land after a flood. TI,ey used
just a tiny piece of land to begin with.

• Know that muskrats are considered clean
animals, always washing.
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Expe/1ences:

• Hear elders' legends and stories about
the muskrat. (K-6)
• How ti,e land was restored after a

flood.
• Trading of taus between the

muskrat and beaver.



Cr. Students will:

Muskrat

Experiences:

K-4

3-6

o Muskrats have much will-power and are
very persistent.

o Muskrats and beavers are brothers. A
wise beaver will send its brother, the
muskrat, up to the surface to detect
danger. They will often share a beaver
lodge.

4-6 0 Know that each community has beliefs
about the use of the parts of a muskrat.
The students should leam those of their
conununity.
o Muskrat skins around the wrist of

babies will help prevent colic. (Dogrib)
o Muskrat feet on the wrist of a baby will

ensure that it grows to be good with its
hands. (Gwich'in)

o Muskrat mouths wrapped around a
rock will calm rough waters. (South
Slavey)

4-6 0 Know that muskrat bones should be
disposed of respectli.llly (on scaffolding).

The Land

o Retell legends and stories about the
muskrat. (2-6)

o In retelling stories, imitate the muskrat.
(2-6)

Gr.

3-5

4-6

4-6

4-6

Students will:

o Know charaaeristics of the muskrat.
o The powerful teeth of the muskrat can

cut through 20 cm of ice and are very
difficult to pry open once they get hold
of something. (If a muskrat bites you,
throw a glove or hat at it to distract it.)

o They eat various kinds of pond
vegetation.

o They live under the shoreline banks
throughout the winter.

o Know how muskrats help the land.
o They keep the rivers and lakes flOWing.

o Know how muskrats differ by age and
sex.

o Knmv the seasonal habits of muskrat and
how this affects hunting techniques.
o In early spring, muskrat are trapped
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Experiences:

o Observe muskrats in nature. (K-6)

o Hum muskrat in different seasons with
a tra pper. (5-6)

o Observe a demonstration of skinning
and cleaning muskrat. (K-4)

o Participate in skinning and cleaning
muskrat. (5-6)

o Use muskrat as trim in articles of
clothing. (4-6)

• Learn to use muskrat in various
marketable craft items with the
cooperation of a local craft shop. (5-6)

o Hear stories from elders and trappers
about muskrats and hunting. (4-6)



Cr. Students will: Experiences:

K-6

under the ice. In spring. their houses
disiOlegrate and are rebuilt SO the lraps
mUSI be reset.

o In late spring, muskrats are hUOled by
boat in open water.

o In late spring, the hides usually have
holes resulting from fighL~.

o Recognize landmarks thaI indicate good
mu~krat localiorts.

5-6 0 Recognize signs thaI indicate Ihat
muskrats are present.

5-6 0 Be able to set muskrat traps and call
muskrats.

5-6 • Know aboul traditional hUOling and use
of muskrat.
o nares, food, drymeat, blankeL~.

o TI,e wealthy used muskrat to line their
hars and coats.

o When Ihe trapping economy began.
muskrat were an inlpon311l pan of the
Dene economy. Hides were used like
money to trade for goocL~.

5-6 0 Be able 10 skin muskrats and clean their
hides.

5-6 0 Be able 10 cook muskrat in difTereOl "'ays
(delicious when smoked. then boiled).

o Know that a muskral lail is considered 10

be a delicacy or special treat.

5-6 0 Be able to sew clothing using muskrat
hides.

The People

o Share personal storie~ aboul
experiences or observation of
muskra~. (K-6)

Cr. Studellts will:

o Be willing 10 learn from the muskrat. To
ensure survival the Dene must work as a
team.

o Know thaI. like the muskmt. Ihe Dene are
a strong-willed people.
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£\periellces:

o Work in leams on projecL~ 10 practise
sharing. persistence and patience.



Gr.

Muskrat

StudenlS will:

• Know that when the name "muskrat" is
bestowed upon an individual in the Dene
language, it is an honour.

• Know that muskrat hunting requires
determination, teamwork, patience.

Experiences:

The Self

Gr.

4-6

K-6

Studellts will:

• Be willing to learn new skills and
knowledge related to the muskrat.

• Rellect on one's character and compare it
with that of the muskrat.

Suggested Teaching Activities ll1ld
Resources to Support Key Expe,"iellces:
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E.."per;ences:

• Students demonstrate to parents or
other community members their newly
acquired knowledge and skills about
muskrat. (K.{))

• Think of times each student has been
persistent or detemlined in a task, and
share those with the teacher or other
student' in a sharing circle or in their
journals. (K.{))

• Identify tasks or times that students
will try to be detemlined or persistent
in the future. (K-6)

• Use tool to call muskrats.

Special bifonnationfOl' the Teacher:



"11 does nollake one day or one trip on a trapline 10 learn everything aboul ii, bUlthe knowledge is
accumulated down Ihrough Ihe years. "-John Tetso, Trapping is My Life, 1970

Primary Objective:
Trapping has always been a way of life for the Dene. Trapping can be a means of earning or

supplementing an income in the North. There are Dene who have trapping skills and
knowledge which can be passed on to students so that they too can take advantage of this

kind of living if they wish to or have to in the future.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-3

4-Q

Stlldellts U'ill:

• Know that the Dene respect the animals
which they trap. Out of respect, they
traditionally trapped only what they
needed.

• Know the local beliefs and customs
regarding the trapping of cel1ain animals
and how to deal with the carcasses, skins,
etc.
• Cenain animals must not be dispatched

by clubbing on the head. Stretchers
should not be stepped over. Carcasses
must be hung in the bush. (Dehcho)
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E,periellces:

• Hear elders and others who have had
extensive experience with trapping,
particularly from long ago. Ask
especially how the animals were
treated or shown respect. (5-6)



Trdpping

The Land

Cr.

K-4

4-6

5-6

6

6

5-6

5-6

4-6

4-6

Students will:

o Know the kinds of animals that are
trapped, know their habits and
characteristics, and what their skins or fur
are used for. (See sections on various fur
bearers.)

o Identify by the quality of the fur in what
season it was harvested.

o Identify the seasonal differences of fur.

o Know what to pack to take on a trapping
trip, and how to care for traps.

o Be farruliar with the land and how to find
one's way around it.

o Know how to trap.

o Know how to skin an animal and dry the
skin with a stretcher. Know how to make
the right kind of stretcher for different
anilnals.

o Know how to prepare furs for trade, who
the buyers are, and what the value of the
furs is.

o Know how to tan and sew ,kins.

o Know the kinds of laws (traditional and
current) which regulate trapping (i.e.
traditionally it was an ex'treme offence to
take a pelt from another's trapline).

o Know the difference between modern
traps and traditional capture methods
such as snares and deadfalls.

o Know that there are cycles in populations
of fur bearing animals. They tend to
become fewer in number and become
plentiful again after several years.

• Understand ways in which trapping is
important to the local economy. How
many people trap' Ilow much fur is sold,
and how much is kept for personal use?

1)3

Expeliences:

o He'ar the personal experiences of
trappers. (K-6)

o Spend time on a trapline with a
respected trapper. (5-6)

o Know how to use bait. (5-6)
o Prepare bait the traditional way.
o Use bait which has been purchased.

o Go out on the land with a game
warden to examine different ways of
trapping. (5-6)

o Hear a resource person talk about
pelts: quality, prices, etc. (5-6)

o Take pelts to a store and negotiate
prices. (6)

o Walch demonstration of skinning, and
apply/practise the skills involved. (5-6)

o Examine a film about the activities of
Greenpeace and discuss issues and the
implications of their methods. Write
letters to Government officials
reAecting discussion. (6)

• Have someone frorn the Hunter and
Trappers Association come to talk to
students about being a trapper. (6)

o Discuss land use through hunting and
trapping, and their implications for
land claims. (7-9)

o Research the lifestyles of other people
who harvest furs.



Cr. Students will-

Trapping

Experiences:

4-6 • Be familiar with how trapping began in
the local area and in the North generally.
Understand ule kinds of changes that
affected the Dene with the introduction of
trapping. (Dehcho: In the beginning of
Ule fur trade, there was no money. Fur
was traded for food supplies or materials
such as guns and tea.)

5-6 • Be familiar with the position of the anti-
fur trapping movements.

• Identify other people in the world for
whom trapping is a lifestyle.

The People

Cr.

K-6

5-6

5-6

Students will:

• Know who in the conununity are
considered trappers and learn from them.

• Work with others on a trapline and take
responsibility for some part of it.

• Recognize the hard work involved in
trapping in the bush. People cannot be
lazy or neglect their equipment.

• Know that trappers must respect the
traditional trapping area of others and
infonn them if they want to use another's
territory.

• Recognize the other land survival skills
required of a successful trapper (i.e.
hunting skills, fishing skills, location of
cabins in trapping areas, awareness of
animal behaviour, knowledge of plants
for medicine, weather forecasting).
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Experiences:

• Show respect to trappers who are
teaching skills on the trapline. (5-6)

• Take personal responsibility for some
tasks while on the trapline. (5-6)



Trapping

The Self

Cr.

5-6

5-6

Students will:

o Be willing to listen, watch, follow
instructions and leam from a trapper
while on the line without being impatient
or lazy.

o Be able to identify more strongly with the
land as a result of being on it to tr'dp.

Specific Expectati01ls f.-om "The La,ul"
Componerrt ofTrapping:

o Know what to pack to take for lnlpping,
and how to care for traps. (4-6)
o Gun, traps, rabbit snares, babiche, fish

hooks, ropes, food supplies, net,
bullets, axe, matches, snowshoes, sled,
ice chisel, planer, drying racks, candles,
bed roll, spare parts for skidoo, battery,
screwdriver and wrench

o Identify different kinds of traps and their
uses. (4-6)

o Recogruze tracks of fur-bearing animals.
(3-6)

o Know where to set traps for specific
animals. (5-6)
o Cover trap with grass.
o Marten may be found where squirrel

dens are.
o Muskrats can be attracted by whistling

to them.
o Otters can trick you into going on thin

ice.
o Muskrats trapped near streams and

checked evelY night.

o When to trap each kind of aruma!. (5-6)

o When to check U<lps. (5-6)
o When Ihere are a lot of tracks, check

\vithin a day of setting the trap.
o Faxes are easy [0 trap because they are

meat eaters but the traps must be
checked al short intervals so other
meat caters will not get them first.
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Experiences:

o Keep a daily joumal while on the land:
write about activities, what you
leamed, what you want to leam or do,
about the land and your feelings. (5-6)

Suggested Teachi1lg Activities to
Support Key Experierrces:

• Resources:
o Dene Nation, "This Land is My Life"
o Johnny Tetso, 'Tmpping is My Life"
o Renewable Resources, 'Traplil1e

Lifeline"
o Renewable Resources, ",4 Way 01

Life, Let 's Co TmppiIlg"
o Make a display of diITerent pelts. These

mighl be obtained from Renewable
Resources.

o Identify and map traditional areas of
family trapping (information can be
obtained from band office).

o Make plaster casts of the tracks of
animals which are trapped by the
Dene.



•rappulg

• What kind of bait to use. (5-6)
• Caribou fur or fish can be u-ed to bait

manen traps.
• Perfume, bright ,tring, fish or mice can

be used to hait fox.
• Fox tmps ~"'n be set in four corners

with bait in the middle.
• Animal c-ar~.,.sse" can be used for bait.

• What kind., of animals can spoil your
trap" (woh'es, m\'ens, whiskey jacks) and
how to prevent this. (5-6)

• \X'here and how to travel in diITcrent
.,ea~ns and how to set trap", (5-6)

• ~naring rabbits for fcxxl on tmpline.
(+6)

• Safety pmctices.
• Never go too close to an animal with

your snowshoes on Occause they can
catch the shoes.

• Certain animals can have tleas so take
care in handling them.

• Approach a trapped animal with care.

1.\6



People
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ItIlM
Family

Primary Objective:
Traditionally, the extended family was the basic unit of sUlvival in Dene culture. The extended

family is still important to the Dene today. Students will develop a clearer understanding of
the role the family plays in shaping the identity of individuals. This will also help them

understand their own role as family members. Knowing bloocllines is important because it
enables people to avoid marrying close relations.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

K-6

5-6

Students will:

o Understand that each of us belongs to
our own family as well as to bigger
families made by the Creator: community,
tribe, Dene Nation, world.

o Understand that members of famiHes
have special talents that are given them
from the Creator.

o Know that spiritual knowledge is passed
on through special families.

o Understand that reincarnation of
deceased family members can occur.
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Expen'ences:

o Have srudents identify and describe
through research the ways in which
special talents were passed to the next
generation within a family (learning as
an apprentice).

o Respect the reincarnated person in the
same manner as if he/she were the
deceased.

o Listen to stories and recall special deeds
of deceased family members.

o Research the life of a deceased family
member and share infOnllation with
others.



Fanlily

The Land

Gr.

4-6

Students u1//:

• Know that the Dene were able to survive
on the land by working together as a
family. Family members helped each
other.

• Know that the family members trusted
each other and put the family needs
ahead of their own needs.

• Know that family members helped each
other.

Experiences:

• Research where families have tended
to camp and hunt for as far back as
can be recalled. (5-6)

• Hear stories and legends about how
people tfilst or depend upon their
family members. (K-6)

• Research stories about how family
members have helped each other. (3-6)

• Visit a family campsite and observe
how things have been left for the
people coming next: moss and wood
gathered, things left tidy. (K-6)

• When u.sing a campsite, ensure that
things are left in good condition for
the next family coming in.

The People

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

K-3

Stlldems will:

• Know members of one's nuclear and
extended family.

• Identify proudly with one's family.

• Know thar family members should work
together to make the work easier.

• Knovv that family members must share
and support one another: that in order to
receive, one must give.

• Teach things to younger members of the
family.

• Learn things frolll other members of the
family.

• Know rhar the family is extended through
marriage.

t ,0

Hxperiellces:

• Research family history and traditional
names and relations.
• Immediate family (K-3)
• Extended family (4-6)

• Research the origin and signific'-Illce of
family names that are no longer
cOlllmonly used.

• Have snldents write letters to
government offices to lobby for the
lise of native names. (5-6)

• Encourage family reunions. (K-6)

• Plan a school picnic on the land with
families of children in the class. Prior
to picnic have the students discuss
roles and responsibilities wilhin lheir
families. (K-6)



Gr.

2-6

4-6

4-6

3-6

Family

Students will:

• Know that the family is also part of a
larger communiry. A communiry is made
up of family groups which work together
and enjoy one another.

• Know how to deal with children who
have lost their families.

• Know how people in the past sUlvived
by working together and trusting one
another as a family unit.

• Accept traditional names with pride.

• Understand that historic events impacted
significantly on the lives of the Dene (i.e.
nu epidemic, TB epidemic).

Experiences:

• Think of ways to support or help
family members, and follow-up. (K-6)

• Identify a family member who is able
to do something special. (K-6)

• Discuss what it means to "stay family"
through changes. (K-6)

• Research how events such as
epidemics affeaed former and present
generations of family (j.e. interfered
with transmission of knowledge).

The Self

Gr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Stlldents will articulate the value of
belonging to their own family.

• Students will come 10 understand how
important it is for them to take their role
in their families responsibly.

• Accept that they are an important part of
their own families.

• Realize that the actions/attirudes of one
member of a family will renect on the
emire family.
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Experiences:

• Have students identify and describe a
person or persons in their family
whom they consider to be a model.
(K-6)

• Have a special sharing time each day
where children talk about what special
things or changes happened in their
family, or to their family. (K-3)

• When traumatic things happen to a
stlldent's family, involve an
appropriate counsellor or resource
person to talk to the student and to
have class discussions or projects.
(K-6)

• Make a special effort to use resource
people who are a part of the srudents'
families. (K-6)

• Use peer-pair counselling as a way of
gening individual srudents to work
through their relationships with their
families. (K-6)



Family

Suggested Teacbitlg Activities and
Resources to Support Key ExperietlCes:

• Have students use fan-folded cut-0ut
people to show the kinds of families they
belong to. (K-3)

• Identify children in class or in school who
come from families that regularly go out
on the land. Study what these families do:
roles, activities, relationships. (K-{)

• Work on a "HOME' project where
;tudents identify people who live in their
homes, describe them, and describe what
they do together. (K-3)

• Talk about personal feelings when
someone in the family leaves. Imagine
what it is like for others in the family
when yOll are not there. (K-6)

• Map traditional family camp areas. (5-6)

• Invite family members into the classroom:
big sister day, little brother day, etc. Play
games, have tea. (K-6)

• Make a class graph of family sizes (3-4)

• Each student will make a piaorial or
written repon on a family member who is
considered to be a model. (K-{)
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Special ltlformatiotlfor tbe Teacber:



Grandparents
There is a saying: "By living with a child your hands will stretch into thefuture "
For the grandparent it ensures that their knowledge, skills, and values will live on

ill new generations For the youngsters the nurturing and loving relationship will give them
a strong sense ofidentity and self-worth. - The Elders

Plimary Objective:
tudents should know about the traditional role of grandparents in Dene cultures, and how

important they are for transmining the knowledge, skills and attitudes of our ancestors. Our
importance comes from the grandparents and because of them our mincls become stronger

and stronger. Students should learn correct behaviour with grandparents and know dle
importance of having a good relationship with them.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

4-6

5-6

Students will:

• Respect grandparents as transmitters of
knowledge from greal grdndparenls and
ancestors. Their words are strong because
they come to us from velY long ago.

• Realize that our identity and inlportance
come from them.

li3

£\pel"ieuces:

• Invite grandparents into school for tea,
stories, perfonnances and treat them
with respect. (K-6)

• Invite grandparents as resource people
for Olher thematic unilS and treat them
with respect. (K-6)



Gr. Students lI'ill-

Grandparents

Experiences:

K-6

4-6

5-6

K-6

K-6

• Know that grandparents teach good living
habits.

• Know the spiritual value of preserving the
cultural activities of their ancestors as
learned from their grandparents:
• identity
• spiritual strength given by the land,

replacing fear of or indifference to d,e land
• spiritual powers through knowledge of

ancestors

• Respect grandparents as being able to
predict future using good medicine.

• Leam to pray from and for their
grandparents.

• Le'drn from grandparents d,e cultural laws
(taboos) for being on the land. (See other
thematic units for specific cultural laws.)

• Hear stol;es about grandparents and
their relationships with dleir children.
(K-6)

• Hear legends about old people or
gmndparents. (K-6)

• Of the old man who tried to kill a bull
With his bare hands. The lesson is d,at
old people are always leaming, and
they can still make mistakes.

• Learn prayers from the elders. (K-6)

TbeLand

Gr.

4-6

Students lI'ill:

• Begin to realize and appreciate how
much their grandparent' know about the
land and hunting for food.

• Realize and appreciate how much
gmndparems know the language of the
land.

• Realize ::mcl appreciate how much
grandparent. know about the history of
the land.

EJ.peliences:

• Have a grandpa rem come into the
class and use a map to identify water
routes that were used by surrounding
tribes, their traditional place names,
and stories about the 'and. (5-6)

• Have a writers' workshop with a
grandparent, produce a book of
places, paths and stories. (5-6)

• Use grandparents as resource persons
when learning land skills in other
thematic lmit'. (K-6)

TbePeople

Gr.

K-6

Students u'iII:

• Know how Dene view grandparent•.
• Known as ?ehcsee (d,e "nicest old man").

1+.}

E:xpeliellces:

• Have student. think of individu," sRldy
projects to do with gmndparenl', (K-6)



Cr. Siudell/s will:

Grandparent.4i

Experiences:

6

K-3

K-6

• Known as fun-loving, adventurous, good,
hard working, caring, and loving.

• Know that grandparents are the best
Dene teachers.
• I lave retired from everyday pursuits

and can take time to demonstrate all
that is necessary.

• Have the broad perspective that age
gives, making their wisdom very
valuable: teaching about marriage,
adVising on every day liVing, etc.

• Are not as judgmental about student~'

elTort~ as the parents. They accept
whatever elTon is given, and children
reaa by wanting to please and give
their best elTon.

• Have good language skills and are
good language models.

• Have special skills which could be
passed down to the next generation.

• Know that any elderly person is
considered a grandparent.

• Be familiar with and appreciate the ways
of oral tradition as practised by
grandparent~.

• Good storytellers
• Take their time in telling a whole

complete story

• Buddy up with an elder in an
extended care home. (K-6)

• Prepare "Elder of the Week"
biographies for use in local radio
broadcasts, or as poster displays at
school. At the end of the year gather
the biographies together and produce
a book. (5-6)

• Send radio messages to grandparents. (K-4)

• Grandparents week, students make
goodies for their grandparents. (K--4)

• Invite grandparents and proVide feast,
plays and songs. (K-6)

• Display piaures of grandparents using
Dene names, and have their
grandchildren listed beneath ulem. (4-6)

• Research own grandparent's
background and bring to school. (4-6)

• Gather photos of grandparent~as
children, young adults and older
people. (K-4)

• Prepare infomlation for grandparents
about other grandparent~of the world.
(5-6)

• Interview a grandparent about life
styles in the old days. (4-6)

• Have the grandparents teach how to
play traditional card games. (3-6)

TheSe1{

Cr.

K-4

K-6

Students II~II:

• Be willing to behave properly in the
presence of grandpa rents.

• Be Willing to be with and care for
grdndparents.
• Cook and clean for them and help in

any way.
• Enjoy their company.

I'-fS

B.periences:

• Have students think of individual
study projects to do with grandparents.
(K-6)

• Take time to play games, checkers,
card~ with gr'dndparents. (K-6)



Cr. Students will:

Grandparents

Experiences:

4-6 • Recognize the value of the advice of
grandparents on maITers which concern
lhe students.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Resources:
• Grades 4, 5, 6 main reader
• Folt Resolution elders' books
• Gwich'in elders' books
• Folt Providence elders' book
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• Students wrile aboul how they would
like lo be as grandparents in the
future, whal their role would be, lheir
behaviour, lheir feelings. (4'{))

Special Itifonnation for the Teacher:



Parents
"Ifyou don 'I have respeCI for yourparents you can 'I have respeCI for yourself"

- Elizabelh Mackenzie, De/[ne workshop,january, 1991

Primary Objective:
Parenting is an impoI1ant parr of a Dene child's development. From the Dene parents

come the values, teaching and perspective of a Dene society. Students will learn
about dle traditional Dene way of parenting, and also begin to explore new ways of

parenting based on today's needs, Before students can choose the way mey will be parents,
mey have to know dle way it used to be.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

4-6

K-6

SludelllS will:

• Respect and honour parents.

• Learn ancestral values, teachings and
perspective of Dene society from parents.
Learn these through stories and legends.

• Learn prayers from parents.
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Experiences:

• listen to parents tell stories that teach
lessons about behaviour. (K-6)

• Hear legends with lessons about
parents. (K-6)
• Legend of Dziliho and how his

mother failed to provide. Because
his mother refused to give him
snowshoe bindings, he had to stop
and re-tie his shorr laces and was
killed by a pursuing enemy. As a
result his mother had no one left to
provide for her.



Cr. Stlldel/~' Il'i//:

Parent.~

bpenel/ces:

• Legend of the young boy who was
raised by a wolverine, to teach the
importance of bonding between a
father and son.

• Have each child bring to class a
prayerlknowledge taught him/her by
their parenl.'>. (K-6)

The Land

Cr.

K-6

K-6

tl/dellts Il'i//:

• Know that the traditional role of parents
was to teach survival on the land.

• Know what traditional discipline
onsisted of.

• What parenLs expected of their
children.

• What children expectcd of their
parents.

• Know consequences of obedience and
di!>Obedience.
• Survival in the world
• Avoid trouble
• Ilappy life

Experiellces:

• Organi7.c a family-based spring or fall
camp. Explain to students why
discipline was required traditionally
when on the land, Ask sn,denLs to
adhere as much as possible to
traditional family behaviour while at
camp. Explain the purpose of this
('amp to the parents as well. (4-6)

• Observc nature film.' showing bC'a,."
with their cubs, beaver. with their kiL',
etc. and have studenLs notice that all
parenLs discipline their young ones. It
is necessary and natural in order to
teach the young ones to survive. (K-.)

The People

Cr.

5-6

K-4

K-4

5-6

tlldel/ts /l'i/I:

• Be aware that the a(h'ice parenl.'> offer i,
based on many years of experience,

• Know that parenting was traditionally
done by the extended family including
grandparents. uncles, aunl.'>,
• Parents were no! always a''ailable bec~IU-;e

they were very busy geuing food.
• Children lC'drned from others in the

camp who had special skills.
• Group parenting frequently occurred

when men had more than one wife.
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Expenel/ces:

• Create condition.s that will enable
bonding between children and
parenl'>.
• Invite parents to class to help with

teaching or reviewing lessons. (K-3)
• Invite membel"> of extended family

to school in order to appreciatc and
learn from their 'pecial skills. (K-6)

• Ask parents to bake cakes for
children's birthdays. (K-3)



Gr. Studems will:

Parents

Experiences:

6

K-4

K-4

• Know that traditionally, the father was in
charge of the training of sons. The
mother would not get involved when the
fadler disciplined his son.

• Know that traditionally, the mother was
in charge of the training of daughters.
When the modler disciplined a daughter,
d,e father would not become involved.

• nderstand that speaking in the Dene
language enables better communication
widl parents and grandparents.

• Be aware of the effect of govemment and
schools on parenting roles.
• Parents decide that their children go to

school instead of staying at home to
learn traditional skills.

K-4 • After parents have raised their children,
there is an expectation that children will
care for their parents.

5-6 • Identify how families have changed since
traditional tinles and how this might
affeet ways of parenting.
• Single parents
• Divorced parents
• Separated parents
• Teenage parents
• Mixed marriages

6 • See how the traditional ways can be
changed to meet today's needs, and see
how today's ways of parenting can be
changed to be closer to traditional values.

4-6 • Know that families in storybooks are not
necessarily what Dene families are like,
and that the ways of Dene families are
not wrong.

The Self

• Have students write a letter to
parents telling them of their school
activities as a means of increasing
conununication. (4-6)

• Compare roles of parents today and
yesterday. (5-6)

• Study the history and practice of
polygamy in other cultures. (6)

• Compare traditional Dene families with
families of other traditional cultures.
(4-{))

Gr.

K-6

Students u'ill:

• Show respect by helping parent' and
grandparents in \'ariou~ ways, Ibtening to

E,periences:

• Try ne~v ways of interacting with their
families to show what they have



Cr

K-6

3-6

3-6

Parent~

SIl/dents 1I'ill·

their advice and hearing their stories,
learning their language.

• Show respect for other parents and
elders.

• Accept parental discipline more readily.

• Make an attempt to speak in the Dene
language to facilitate communication
between self and parents or
grandparents.

Traditi07u.d Bebaukmr/Fami9'
Relati07lSbips:

Parenting: Traditionally, parents used
knowledge given by ancestors. Children
were taught as soon as they could talk.
Repetition was very important. It was felt
that to be without parents was to be lost.
The major role of parents was to teach
survival skills. Discipline was very important.
In the past, the Dogrib parents did not spoil
their children. They didn't believe in making
a bed for their children. They believed that
that would cause children to be di;,obtllient.
Parents always pushed children to their limit
to achieve their goal.

• Parents give advice in marriage.
• Parent; should always tell stories about

ho\\ they were raised and about their
grandparents. Parents should always
teach children their mother tongue.

• Parents teach children how to survive,
the difference between right and
wrong, and prayers.

As parent;, you should never give up on
your children when teaching.

Role of Dene father: The farher i, in
charge of the son's training. The mother
does not get invo!\'ed when the son is being
disciplined by the father.

• Fathers have to teach their boys how to
survive on the land (kill an animal. ,kin
fur, make tools, etc).

1'0

Experiences:

learned, and see the value in some
aspeets of the traditional ways of
parenting. Record results in personal
journals or at circle sharing time. (K-6)

• Have parents report on efforts of
tudent at home. (K-6)

• Have students self evaluate ho'" well
they have listened to their parents and
cooperated during a given week.

Role of Dene mother: The mother is in
charge of the daughter'S training. The
father does not get involved when the
daughter is being disciplined by the
mother.

• Mothers taught cooking, cleaning,
sewing, Foong a hide, etc.

Role of Dene child: The Dene child
should learn to honour parents in special
ways, respect the traditional role of
parents and grandparents, and learn good
parenting skills. Children should help
their parent'; voluntarily and look after
their well-being in later years. A child
who does that will never be poor or ,ick.

• Speak in parent';' language.
• Identify what is good l)ad parenting.
• obey parents, listen to their advice.

never talk back.
• A]"'ays show affection for your

parents.
• Spend time with parent;. hear their

stories. learn their language.
• Help parents by washing dishes.

,weeping noor, chopping ,,·ood.



Parents

Expectations of Parents: After raL~ing

children, parenl~ expea their children to
lake care of them.

Chollges
• single parents
• separation
• mLxed. inter-racial marriages
• divorce
• teenage parents

Attillides
• Historically, girls do not have as much

freedom.
• Historically, parents are easier on boys

because of the physical work done by
boys.

• Parents in the past were striaer than in
teday's sociery.

Suggested Teaching Activities olld
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

Li1

Specialltiformationfor tbe Teacher:



1M
The Child

"It was said that one day a Child will be hom among the Dene who will change the wol1d.
This child will be horn with a drum held in his hands. He will help us to regain our strength

as a people. "- (IziJ joe Naedzo, The Sahtnotine Long Ago, 199]

Primary Objective:
It is hoped that through the development of this curriculum the children will realize

how valuable they are to the Dene culture, elders and people. Students should learn how
children were viewed and brought up traditionally. They should evaluate child-rearing

methods in the past, and compare u,em with present methods. They will understand the
importance of sharing, being self-disciplined, and learning from their elders.

The Spiritual World

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

K-6

K-6

5-6

• Know that the Dene believe that children
are a direct link to the Creator. (K-6)

• Know U1at children are born complete
and perfect.

• Know thaI people who are able [0

maintain childlike innocence go to the
Creator.

2-6 • Know that elders refer to children as
extensions of u1eir walking sticks.
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• Hear stories from elders about what
the child means to u1e Dene. (K-6)

• Hear legends about babies. (K-6)
• The raven who became a baby.
• Birthmarks are caused by unborn

children thrOWing mud and pushing
at each other. This is done out of an
eagerness to be born ftrst.



Cr. Students ll'ill:

The Child

£>.periences:

K-6 • Know lhat it is the job of each child to
become what he or she was meant to be
upon binh. Each child is bom with a
defmite personality and talenl~.

K-6 • Know that grandparents traditionally
named a child and gave it a song based
on what they perceived the child's
personality to be.

o Be familiar with local beliefs about babies
and children. (4-6)
o Children should not be kissed on the

palm of their hand or they become
lazy. (Del!ne)

o Caps left on children slow down their
development.

o Children do not have a clear
perception of danger.

o If a child has growing pains during
periods of rapid growth, coal marks
are put on the bollom of its feet and
they are placed next to a fire to
remove the pain.

o Children should nO[ be kissed on the
sole; of their feet as it affects the
feelings in the bones.

o Know that a willow placed in a sled/boat
on a child's flfSt ride, ensures that they
sleep or remain calm on the journey.

The Land

Cr.

K-J

K-J

Students will:

o Know that traditionally, babies were kept
in bags which restricted movement to
prevent overactive children. Toddlers'
snowsuits were made with the wriSts and
ankles sewn shut to restrict movement.

o Know that traditionally, moss was
gathered by men and women in the fall,
enough to last the winter. This "'as used
for diapers.
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£>.periences:

o Hear stories from elders about their
childhood and how they learned their
kills. (K-{i)

o Allempt to learn some skill or do some
work that traditionally, children were
able to do at the same age.



Cr. 51/ulellIs lI'iIi:

The Child

Experiellces:

K-6 • Know the levels of skill and kind_ of
work traditionally done by children of
their age.

4-6 • Know that traditionally discipline was
'mponant. Children were not spoiled for
fear they would become disobedient.

4-6 • Know that young people were
traditionally given rigid and Mringent
training.
• Young people were pushed to their

limit to achieve their best.
• Young men lived about 1 km from

camp until they were married. They
spent their leisure hours engaged in
traditional games of strength or skill
such as running at -50 C without
footwear.

K-6 • Know that they should help their parents
with routine household duties.

The People

Cr.

K-6

K-6

S/I/dellis l/'iil:

• Know that children were taught skills as
soon as they could talk.

• Know thaI young children were traditionally
brought up by their grandparents because
the parents were kept very busy with the
daily chores of sunivai.
• Grandparents taughl daily camp skills

to children (gathering wood. spruce
boughs, gelling water, cleaning fish,
snaring rabbits).

• Boys slept with grandfathe,.". girb with
grandmothers to encourage visions.

• Grandparents tended 10 be patient
because they had more time. They
taught children 10 be patient and to
finish a task.

• Grandparents encouraged children to
learn skills but also to use their minds
in whate\'er they were dOing.
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EAperiellces:

• Use trdditional expressions of
encouragement with children

• Hear stories told by elders aboul their
childhood. (K.{)

• Play traditional children's games and
sing trdditional children's songs. (K-I)

• Play traditional games of skill and
endurance. (S.{)

• Engage in variolls work activitie....
following the traditional models of
behaviour. Students should be aware
of the kind of self-discipline the
children had while undenaking those
activities. (K.{))



The Child

Gr. Studellts ldl/: Experiellces:

5-6

K-6

K-6

K-6

• Have students identify people (role
models) they admire and explain why.

• Compare child-rearing methods of the
past and present, and recognize old
ways still in use today (..-6>

• Have students identify their role in the
family.

• Know that young men were lmditionally
given individual tmining depending on
what seemed to be their talent or
strength.

• Begin to internn more frequently with elders
or grdJld~nts.Behave in an appropriate
way in tlle company of eklers.

• Be aware that "hat is considered
appropriate behaviour for children in ooler
cultures is not necessarily applicable to tlle
Dene (focusing anention on oneself by
rnising one's hand in schooll.

• Be aware of people outside their families
and what C"dn be learned from them.

K-6 • Understand their roles in the family and
participate in household or camp chores.

K-6 • Know lhat [hey should spend time with
parents to hear stories or learn language.

K-6 • Know that they should show affcction
and respect [0 parenLs.

K-6 • liMen [0 the advice given by parents
without talking back.

4-6 • Be familiar with missionary schooling and
the harebhip experienced by children:
being separnted from [heir famil ies, not
allowed to speak their native language,
etc.

3-6 • Be familiar with how orphaned children
were handled.

TbeSelf

Cr. Studellts u'iII.· E,peliellces:

K-6

K-6

• Become .m·are how much children arc
valued by [heir parents and other adults.

• Be familiar with \"arious circum~t.II1Cc.'-l

\\'ht:re per"onal needs 11111<"'( come ..,econd
to group needs.

• ~Iake a list of the positive mtilS or
skills of each child. compiled by the
parents, teacher and other sludenb.
(K-6)



Gr. Stlldents lI'iIl·

The Child

£\periellces:

K-6

4-6

2-6

K-6

K-6

• Know the kinds of skills or ralentS that
are helpful to the family or community,
and try to develop those skilb for rhe
sake of the group. nOi just for personal
profit.

• Understand and be willing to ac ept
personal re 'ponsibility in Ie-dming Dene
ways from elders.

• Judge for themselves lime '''ell spent.

• Accept and feel good abour rheir own
bodies.

• Be aware of personal feelings and be
able ro share rhese with others.

Suggested Teachillg Activities alld
Resources to Support Key Expe,-;ellces:

• Brainsronn wirh studentS about why a
panicular skill such as sewing was
important to rhe survival of the group.
(4-6)

• Write biographies of elders and stories
about their childhoods. (3-6)

• Plan and panicipare in a children's
concert based on traditional stories.
games. and songs to share "ith parents,
grandparents and elders. (K-6)

• Organize an -Honour the Child" week in
the school or in cooperation "ith rhe
community. Have studentS collea
quotations from elders abour children to
use for making posters. Stud), children
around the world. Have students collect
traditional games, toys, clothing, etc, to
set up a display. Learn traditional
children's songs. (K-6)
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• Make a list of personal trengths and
weaknesses, skills or ralenLs. Identify
skills or interestS to develop in rhe
future. (K-6)

• Take time for each sRldent to reflect
on how he or she spends his or her
free time. Discuss whether it is time
well spent. (2-6)

• Employ activities from rhe Health
curriculum concerning bodily
awareness and acceptance. (K-6)

• Help studentS make listS of things they
like ro do when they feci a certain
way. (K-6)

• Institute peer coun elling in the school
or a buddy system where younger
children are marched with older ones
to enable them to help one another
and become familiar wirh each other.
(K-6)

Special I1!fonllatioll for the Teacher:



MM
Tribes

,~ handshake ofgreetings makes you feel like you've been there before and it invites and welcomes
the newcomer to the history and the community. "- George Marlowe, April 5, 1990

Plimary Objective:
The Dene tribes together have used one land since time immemorial. TIley and the Inuit are

the indigenous peoples of the Northwest Territories. The Dene tribes, though different in
many ways, have had very similar lifestyles and all consider themselves a paI1 of the Dene
Nation. Students should understand the long history of their people as told by their elders.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

5-6

6

4-6

Students will:

o Be familiar with stories about how the
tribes began.

o Be familiar with similarities and
differences in spiritual beliefs of the Dene
tribes.

o Respect the differences in beliefs or
practices.

o Know how to pay respect when entering
the land of anOlher tribe.

lS7

£~periellces:

o Hear local creation legends and stories
(how the world and all of its different
people and languages began). (K-6)

o l.e'arn from elders how to pay respect
when uavelling, and when entering
the land of Olher tribes. (4-6)

o Welcome new people into the school
and community (staff, students). (K-6)



Tribes

The Land

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

o Research stories about the history of
different Dene tribes and their hunting
territories. (5-6)

o Learn Dene names for different
communities. (4-6)

• Identify, show and talk to classmates
about artifacts from other tribes
(clothing, tools, samples of language,
etc.). (4-6)

o Identify and be familiar with the general
geography of the different Dene tribes.

o Understand the concept of indigenous
people: that the tribes together have used
the land since time immemorial. They
have shared one land with each other
and shared the land's resources with the
animals.

o Be familiar with and appreciate the
similarities and differences in the
economic bases of the different tribes:
what they hunted, where, tools used, etc.

4-6 0 Be familiar with and appreciate the craft
fonns and design concepts of other
tribes.

5-6

5-6

5-6

The People

Gr. Students [viII: Experiences:

K-2

K-3

5-6

3-5

5-6
4-6

o Identify the Dene rrihes from which
srudenL~ come.

o Identify the five major Dene tribes.

o Be familiar with and appreCiate each of
the tribes for the games they play, their
singing and dancing, their language and
legends.

o Know that today, because of
internlarriage, tribes are no longer as
distinct as they once were.

o Look for commonalities among tribes.

o Know that children from different tribes
are brought up believing and learning in
slightly different ways, but that all ways
are good.

o Students LIse the radio to create
community enthusiasm and
awareness. (Repon events, give news,
tell stories, educate on interesting
mauers.) (4-6)

• Have the game warden set up a bush
radio so that students can listen to
people from the community who are
out hunting. (5-6)

o Hear stories from elders ahoUl
experiences from long ago when
people from d,fferent tribes would
come together for different reasons.
(K-6)

o Identify people they know and the
tribes they represent. (2-6)
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Gr.

6

5-6

4-6

4-6

6

5-6

Tribes

Students will:

o Be familiar with the ways in which
historically the tribes tmded with each other,
made alliances, learned from each other.

o Be familiar with the great leaders of each
tribe.

o Know that when tribes come together
they celebrate their reunion.

o Be involved in projects which bring
people of different tribes together.

o Begin to learn the language of another
tribe.

o Know that in order for the Dene to
survive, all tribes must work together as
one community.

o Know that, in order for the Dene to
survive, they need people of the world to
work together with them to survive.

Experiences:

o Research family trees to see which
tribes students are related to by
marriage. (2-6)

o Organize student exchanges with
other tribes. Incorpomte a fonnal
welcome, and celebrations which
include the CUStoms and games of
both tribes. Expand to include the
Navajo nation. (4-6)

o Organize tribal (rather than regional)
friendship games. (5-6)

o Leam about other tribes by inviting
members to talk about drumming,
language or dialect differences,
designs and crafts, cooking, etc. Also
learn from each other about travel
routes used in common for hunting.
(4-6)

o When people from other tribes come
to the school to do presentations or to
visit, greet them properly. (3-6)

o Listen to stories of elders from other
tribes by exchanging tapes. (5-6)

o Repolling how personal ideas about
other tribes have changed. (5-6)

The Self

Gr.

5-6

2-6

Students will:

o Be aware of personal prejudices,
hatreds, judgments made about other
tribes, and understand the value of
acceptance and pride in being Dene
together.

o Identify someone from another tribe
that student~ can befriend and from
whom they can learn something about
the other tribe.

1';9

I:-\periences:

• Have snldent'i examine evidence of
prejudice.

o Correspond with an individual from
another community.



Tribes

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Accompany Key
Experiences:

o Identify the communities and
approximate geographical areas/locations
of the uibes. Identify similarities and
differences in the hunting practices and
other economic activities, past and
present.

o Map Dene language areas and the
various communities.

o Dramatize or role play how to greet
visitors from other tribes or lands. Make
sure the proper greetings are used.

o Be penpals with students from other
tribes. Exchange photos, videos and
books about people from your respective
tribes.

o Research the history of the Dene Nation.

o Research gm.ls of other indigenous
groups and identify common goals
among all.
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Specific bifonnationfrom net"e:

o The real traditional Dene were called
Ts'ineke.

o It is believed that because of wars,
people dispersed from this mother
group and became 3 different tribes:
the Sahtuot'ine, the K'achot'ine and the
Ts'oot'ine. Those divided into 100 or
more separate groups, but when the
treaty panies (Treaty 8 and Treaty 11)
came, tribes were created from them.

o At the time that Akaitcho and Edzeho
made peace, the Sahtuot'ine and the
K'achot'ine were hunting caribou on
the barren lands. The Chipewyans were
also hunting caribou on the
barrenlands in close proximity to the
Sahtuot'ine. There are many tribal
stories told about these u'ibes at that
time.

o Legend from William Sewi: When the
world was new, the Dene people were
all one. There were a lor of people on
the Barrenlands without any food.
There were two children who got a
whiskeyjack and one ate a bigger
piece than the other. This caused an
argument amongst the people and
caused the breakup creating different
people and languages.

o Legend from George Kodakin: Story
explaining how the Inuit began.



1M
Birth and Death

"In those days ifyourpare/7/S died, yourfirst child is believed to be your mother orfather living
again and you love and cherish them all the more."-Julie Lacome, NahechoKeh, 1987

Primary Objective:
Understand thal the Dene believe thal life in its beginning has integriry. Students will

understand the Dene way of understanding life, birth and death.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-3

5-6

51l1dents witl-

• Understand that the Dene believe that life
is a gift from the Creator; therefore,
pregnant women are given special
respect, and every precaution is taken
when a woman is expecting a baby. Birth
is a joyous occasion.

• See the theme "Children" for more on
babies.

• Understand that when a person dies, the
person goes back to the Cremor.

• Be familiar with local beliefs and customs
about binh and death.
• The unborn baby is said to have

powerful medicine. (Df~I!ne)
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Experiences:

• Hear elders speak about birth and the
gift of life. (4-6)

• Collect and discuss sayings about
babies and life from elders (mid-wives
and grandmothers). (4-6)
• ever watch a dying dog.
• Were you born with fat in your

mouth that you should talk that
way'

• [f you see yourself, you will live. If
you grab it, you will live long.

• Legend: She Women and the pups.

• Have stories told to the students about
how the Dene receive children upon
exchange with land marks associated



Gr. Students will:

Birth and Death

fuperiences:

• Black marks are put on a baby's
forehead to keep away the spirit of
death.

• The afterbirth is given to the father to
set in a tree for the child's spiritual
animal protector. (Liidli Koe)

• The water, mucus and afterbirth are
believed to be gifts from the Creator.
They are touched for gifts of new life
and opportunity to make amends.

• A spiritual animal protector is identified
for each baby.

• Each child is usually given a song at
birth.

• When people die, they go to the spirit
world. All of their belongings are given
away or disposed of SO that the dead
people will not have to carry them into
the spirit world. Dead people live
amongst us in a parallel world. They
enjoy receiving gifts of food. They like
being visited and talked to. In times of
hardship they will listen to people and
grant favours. (Deltne)

• "Disease" is wanting fresh meat.
• Reincarnation: the mother usually

knows who is being reincarnated in
her baby. The blue mark is caused by
others bumping the baby while
competing to be rebam.

• Expectant fathers must not go near a
bear or the bear will take revenge.

• "Ole spirit of a person who drowns
stays on earth for three years.

• People in this world can see and
communicate with people from the
spirit world.

• Those who prepare the gmve or
prepare the body for burial are using
an opportunity to work for the Creator.

• Understand that tears dropped on a
deceased person is a bad omen for the
in1mediate family.

• Understand that deceased persons
remain on earth for a year and pay a
visit to living relatives between October
31 and November 1 before their final
journey to the Creator.
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with ti,e birth of children. i.e. The hill
that gave twins to a woman. The
island that belongs to children. If you
want a boy, a hunting tool is placed
on the shore. If you would like a
daughter, a sewing article is placed on
the shore. (Del!ne)

• Have students set plates outside for
their dead relatives before their final
joumey.



Cr. Studel1ts will-

Birth and Death

Experiellces:

K-6 • Be familiar with customs for those that
have died.
• Body prepared in fetal position.
• Fire.
• Feast
• ,\Iass at graveyard.
• Clean and repair gra\e site annually.
• Cut hair to moum.
• When people die, the person is

moumed by others. Traditionally
people screamed and then did not
sleep for 3 days and a very large fire
was made. Ir was not uncon1JTIon for
people to moum for 2-3 years.

• Be familiar with the custom of buming
discarded hair and nails because of the
belief that before one joumeys to the
Creator one must collect all belongings on
ealth.

5-6 • Know that life is meant to be enjoyed.

4-6 • Be familiar with local beliefs about habies.
• Child's hair and nails are not CUt
• Child's cradle is its nourishment.

The Land

• Have students practise buming their
hair and nails collected from brushes.

Cr

K-4

StlldelllS ll'iIl:

• Be familiar with traditional ways of
birthing and raking care of iYdhies.
• Preparation for hirrh: warm rocks.

mos.s, cloth, warm sand after dehery.
• Rattles aod toys.
• :--Ios.s diapers.
• Bahy bags and swings.
• Bahy straps.
• Baby food and soothers: masticated

rahhit brains were u",d as bahy food.
It was belie\'ed that it W,,, food which
would stay in the stomach longer and
prc\"cm ~larYalion during lean lin1C.....

Babies "'ere also gi\'en hroth rather
than cold water.
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Experiel1ces:

• Make baby rattles. (K-3)

• Collect and prepare moss to be used
for diapers. (K-6)

• Set up a baby s"·ing. (4-6)

• Make or see a display of traditional
baby bags. straps. etc. (~-6)

• Ileal' a midwife talk about how to care
for oneself when pregnant (5-6)

• ,\Iake traditional haby food. (.1-6)

• Practise packing a bahy. (K-6l



Cr. Students will:

Birth and Death

Experiences:

• Baby clothing using baby caribou skin,
not smoked skins.

5-6 • Know the kinds of sickness that can cause
death and how this might be prevented.

6 • Know what a healthy diet for expectant
mothers consists of.

The People

Cr.

K-6

5-6

K-3

K-6

5-6

5-6

K-3

3-6

Studeuts will:

• Help women who are pregnant.

• Know the traditional role of mid-wives.

• Be able to sing songs or lullabies meant
for babies.

• Be familiar with how local people deal
with birth and death.

• Be familiar with present careers in mid
Wifery. Compare and contrast present and
past methods.

• Be able to show sympathy to families of
those that have died.

• Understand that weeping holds relatives
from their journey to the Creator.

• Know that the Dene tf'Jditionally did not
bury their dead but placed them on
platfornls.

• Be familiar with the practice that people
always addres . the deceased before burial
and on different occasions follOWing.

• Be of assistance to families who have had
someone die. Know that the Dene help
families of those who have died not only
because they care, but also because they
see the need for life to continue.

• Understand that walking is discouraged
the evening follOWing a death, because it
might lead you to cross paths with the
deceased spirit which is retracing its
steps.

tCH

• Honour ule bilth of brothers and
sisters in class with a class gift or card.
(K-6)

• Bring a new baby to class and sing
baby songs or lullabies to honour the
baby. (K-4)

• Make something to contribute to ule
feast for someone in the community
who has died. (K-6)

• Invite a midwife to talk about the
kinds of experiences she had in the
pas!. (5-6).

• Invite medical staff to class to talk
about present practices in 1l1id-wifelY
and aboutmid-wifery as a career. (5-6)

• Think of ways that students can be
helpful to expectant or new mothers,
or to people who have had death in
their families.



Cr. Students leill:

Birth and Death

Experiences:

• When helping prepare a txxly, like
washing the txxly, you must not sleep for
a night folJowing that event.

The Self

Cr.

K-6

K-6

Students lI'ill:

• Express personal feelings about birth or
death as students have experienced them
in their families.

• Seek personal opportunities to help new
mothers or people who have had death
in their families.

• Understand that if you led a gcxxl life,
you will have no fear of dying.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Show the video "Beginning to Birth".

• Compare moss, cloth and paper diapers
In tenns of their e!fen on environmem,
ease of finding. and other pros and COrl,

• Compare traditional and contemporary
mourning cu,toms and talk about the
po."ible 'piritual or emotional \'alue of
each \Yay (6)

• Resources:
• Lynn Atwood Ghotsi, -Dogrib

Cospel SOllgs"
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Experiences:

• Students ask their mothers for tories
about how things were when they
were in ule womb. Students share
these stories WiUl others in class. (4-5)

• Students ask parents if they have a
birth song. (K-6)

• Students bri'1g baby pictures and have
others guess who they are. (K-6)

• I [ave class discussions aboUl feelings
when someone is born or dies.

Specialltifo""ation for the Teacher:



Men and Women
"Each had a role. The men hunting in the lead wouldplace a marker on the path to indicate to the

women where the camp should be set up."- George Kodakin, September 9, 1989

Primary Objective:
Students should understand that men and women rely on each other and share work

equally. Students will recognize that Dene can still follow traditional ways and that this is
essential to sUlvive in today's world. Students should understand and respect the

modem and traditional roles of men and women, and realize that they themselves
will need these skills in order to teach future generations.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

4-6

Students will:

• Be aware that men and women play
special roles in spiritual ceremonies (e.g.
drumming and burial ceremonies).

• Know that the Creator placed men and
women on earth to prolong human life.
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Experiences:

• Play the drum, hand games. (4-6)



Men and Women

The Land

Gr.

K-6

Students will:

o Know the traditional roles of men and
women and how people relied on each
other's skills to survive on the land.

o Know that men and women must restore
the land to its original state once used by
them.

o Know that it is believed by the Dene that
men who make a kill on hunting trips
return to their animal state and must
cleanse themselves upon their return.

o Know that it is expected that men and
women should be able to perform basic
household maintenance functions i.e.
women should be able to get wood and
check the nel~; men should be able to
sew and cook.

E.xpeliences:

o Go on outings on the land and give
the boys and girls differentiated,
traditional roles. (K-4)

o pend time on the land or engage in
some traditional land-based activity.
Boys and girls are given their own
duties and become familiar with the
duties of others. (5-6)
o Go hunting on the barrenJands.
o Butcher a caribou.
o Set traps for beaver or muskrat,

snares for rabbits.
o Set fishnel~.

o Have the students set up a mock camp
and takc on traditional roles. TI,e
leader of the camp is called ha?Chk'e
and the head lady is assigned duties.
Have students research chores of the
camp prior to setting up. They should
make a check list of all the work that
needs to be done, and who is
responSible for it traditionally. [n this
way the students will discover their
own capabilities and deficiencies. and
learn new responsibilities. (4-6)

The People

Gr.

K-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

Students will:

o Undel1>tand the ways in which the
tmditional family and group. worked
together, and relied on one another:
o Know the roles of men and women in

the family group and in the
conllTIuniry.

o Know the roles and relationships
amongst women.

o Know Ihe roles and relationships
among~l men.
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Expeliences:

o Observe the activities of men and
women in a community. (2-6)

o Engage in projects to learn traditional
skills in order to ~uPPOI1 the idea thai
traditional skills are valuable to ha,·e.
(+-6)
o ,\Iake traditional clothing.
o Cook traditional foods.
o Tan hides.
• Sew moccasins and rnins.
o Beading and mending.



Gr. Students will.-

Men and Women

Experiences:

5-6

5-6

• Know ways in which the Dene have kept
their way of life despite great changes.

• Understand changes in traditional roles
and activities due to the coming of the
non-Dene, but also understand that it is
essential to maintain both cultures in
order to survive.

• Hm'e sn,dents debate the pros and
cons of working outside the home or
staying at home. (5-6)

• Have students research how modem
technology affects the roles at home.
This can be done in picmre foml with
a particular device being shown on
one side, and on the other the change
it has created. (6)

• Have two smdents exchange roles.
Discuss how it felt to assume the roles
of the other sex. (6)

• Identify activities that were special to
women and are now n rmal for men,
and vice versa. (6)

• Have smdents examine and discuss
their own animdes towards each other.
Have them discuss how much choice
they have or should have in
determining their attimdes. (6)

• Identify and examine the things that
students feel should change with
regard to male and female roles today.
(5.{))
• Men should participate in caring for

their children.
• Men and women should understand

and support each mher's
Viewpoints.

The Self

Gr.

K-6

Students will:

• Be willing to help with household or
camp activities by being thoughtful and
anenlive.

• Be willing to experience and maintain
traditional activities and roles by:
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E.Y!Jeriences:

• Give students an opportunity to try
new experiences with traditional
activities and roles. Reflect on how it
made them feel to have new
experiences, learn new skiJIs, and
have deflnite roles. (K-6)

• Sn,dents examine the beneflts of life
on the land. (4-6)
• Physical, emotional, mental.
• Learn to negotiate with others.



Cr. Stlldents will:

Men and Women

Experiellces:

K-6

K-6

4-6

o Participating in new experiences with
others or on their own.

o Trying their best and asking for help if
needed.

o Conunit themselves [0 becoming
increasingly self-reliant and self-confident
by learning traditional skills.

Suggested Teachiltg Activities altd
Resources to Support Key E:>:perien£es:

• Resou rces:
o Elders ofF011 Pmvidence
o Debcho: "MOI11, We've Beell

Discovered"
o Denendeb: "HistolY ofDene Nation"
o This is tbe way we lived: F011 Resolllliol1

o Research from books about elders the
traditional roles of women. Prepare
pictures, charts, descriptions.

o Have students visualize chores of 50
years ago. Make a list of what Ihey
imagine and depict Iheir imaginings with
paintings or drawings.

o Have studenls create a model home,
keeping in mind all of Ihe necessary
chores and dUlies. Compare with
traditional camps.
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o Suppol1ing others helps develop a
good attitude towards men and
women.

o Recognize and appreciate the roles
of Olhers and develop a good
aninlde toward them.

o Recognize and appreCiate one's role
and accept the role.

o Students commit themselves to lIying
to maintain traditional roles and skills
in their present lifestyle.

Duties ofMelt and WomelL'

Men
o provide for self, family and community
o hunting, trapping and fishing skjJIs
o craft skills (snowshoes, sleds, dog

collars, dog bells, ice scoops, etc.)
o knowledge of environment, animals

and weather, location of animals
o prepare ground for burial
o oversee needs of community (politiCS,

feast, marriage, quarrels, etc.)
o only men play drcllns, sing traditional

songs, and play handgames

\Vomell
o provide physical and emOlional needs

and SUppoll
o skills needed 10 c10lhe family for

various seasons
o skills needed to feed, cook, and

preserve food
o sewing c1Olhes, beading, mending and

qUilLWork (dog blanket)
o share knowledge with Olher women
o gel along with other women 10 learn

Iheir skills
o prepare packs for a long trip and carry

[hem
o sel up a tipi
o knowledge of various kinds of wood

for smoking meat, fish and hides
o women prepare body for burial
o caniecl evelyUling while tra\-eUing

(tumpline)



Men and Women

• advisory capaciry of women in
decision-making

Both Men and Womell
• hunting, trapping, fishing skills
• work IOgether 10 make an.icles needed

to survive (e.g. men make the
snowshoe frame, women lace the
babiche)

• know good hunting and fishing spots
• set good campsites and locate wood,

water, food
• care for and feed dogs
• how 10 care for sick or wounded

person
• good working relationships needed to

survive
• economize
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Friends
"Sehlee is myfriend, one who is one with me, one who makes me whole. "- A Dene truth

Primal)' Objective:
Students must learn to respect the value of friendship, and the Dene perspective

of friendship. Friends can mean many different things: nature is a friend (wood, food,
weather, ants, etc.). To succeed in life and to maintain a livelihood, it is important to have

friends and to be a friend.

The Spiritual World

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

• Have students listen to elders talk about
friendship and how they have maintained
friends over the years. (4-6)

• Have students address the liVing
forces, Mother Earth and the animals,
as friends.

• Know that, among the Dene, friendship is
a very serious relationship. Friends call
each other sehU~e: one who is one with
me.

K-4

K-4

3-6

• Know that the Dene value friendship and
encourage friendship.

• Know that in order to succeed in life, you
must be a friend.

K-3 • Friendship means being friends with
nature (wood, food, weather, ants, etc.).

3-6 • Friends can be of any age.
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Friends

lbeLand

Gr. Students will:

o Survi\'al on the land has often meant
being able to trust and rely on a friend.

o To ensure the survival of the Dene, the
land has been a friend.

o To ensure the survival of the Dene, the
animals have been friends.

E.'<fJe11ences:

o Have students collect stories from
family members or others. about times
that they were able to survive on the
land because they were with friends
they could trust and rely on. (3-6)

lbePeople

Gr. Students UJiIl: £J..periences:

5-6

5-6

K-3
K-6
4-6

Know why friends are important.
o Friends make you happy.
o Friendship builds confidence.
o Friends can help you survive physically

and emotionally.
• Friends are imponanr for maintaining a

livelill00d.
• Friends are imponal1l for success in

life.
• Friends are a connection between

oneself and the rest of the world.

K-6 0 Know what being a friend me;los
according to Dene custom.
o Friendship involves love, kindnes.s.

trust. and respect.
• Friends teach one another. pral1l·...e

things together. help one another.
o Friends share thoughts, ideas, and

things.
o Friends please one another. respec1

one another"s expect31ions.
o Friends do big favours.
o Friends help each other go through

rough times.
o Money is not important between

friends.
• Friends agree on thing.s. They have few

conflicting interests.
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o Have students share responSibility in a
project or task. (K-6)

o l3e pen pals with students from
surrounding community schools. (4-6)

o Have students observe and research
how friends behave together (5-6)

o Have the students make a photofile of
their friencls and share this with nthl'r
students. describing what makes theirs
a good frienclship. (K-6)



Gr. Students u'il/:

Friend~

Experiences:

• Friends support each other in times of
sorrow, e.g. death in the family.

• Friends have patience with each other.
• Recognize a friend's skills and talents.

Do not be jealous.
• You are intuitive about your friend's

feelings.

5-6 • Appreciate the importance of a network
of friends, and work to make such
friends.
• Know who your parents' friends are,

for they become your friends.
• Make friends with relatives outside the

immediate family.
• Appreciate, make, and maintain

friendship with groups of people you
do not normally associate with.

The Self

Gr.

K-6

4-6

3-6

K-6

K-6

Students will:

• Work to gain friends by being nice, kind,
friendly.

• ACCept friendship from others.

• Know the difference between a real
friend and someone who is not.
• Peer pressure to do wrong things.
• Knowing how to say no.

• Work to achieve the special bond
between friends.

• Friends do not betray friends.

• Work to build good friendships.

• Recognize self as best friend.
• Be comfortable with self.
• Be able to enjoy time spent alone.
• Identify qualities in self that could

make friends.
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F.xperiences:

• Share feelings and ideas about friends
and friendship in circle discussion or
in personal journals. Observe how
ideas and feelings change over time.
Evaluate whether there has been
personal progress in terms of making
friends, keeping friends, or improving
friendships. (K-6)

• Play '"Secret Friend'", Each child
chooses someone in class with the
help of the teacher, someone who will
be the secret friend. The chosen child
does not know who the secret friend
is but receives many acts of friendship
over a period of time from the pe=n.
(K-6)

• Encourage studems to maintain old
friendships.

• Encourage students to gain new
friends and new knowledge.



Friends

Suggested Teacbing Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

• Photograph the students doing activities
together and use photographs around the
room to build the spirit of friendship.

• Make a Big Book on a friend.

• Pattern book: A friend is _
(Students to fill in.)

• Have students interview each other to
find out more about each Olher.

• Iden.tiIY friends in different communities
where possible, mapping of friends of
their parents, their friends in other
communities and other forms of friends,
to show network of friends that exists.
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Speciallnfo""ationfor tbe Teacber:



MIl
Elders

'7be Elders always spoke honestly. My wish was always this, ifonly J can be like you,
live my life as you did in youryouth, and to have your wisdom to speak ofin myoId age. /I

- Margaret Sabourin Sr., Nahecho Keh, 1987

Primal)' Objective:
TIle primal)' objective is to enable students to appreciate me older members of me community

as well as me elders. To become an elder in me Dene community, one must earn me right.
The elders are mose who possess Dene knowledge. TIley are the primal)' source of all

knowledge which has been accumulated by the Dene, generation after generation. Because of
meir life experience, they have the wisdom to advise new generations as to how to deal widl
life and its problems. It is hoped that students will become aware of meir role or responsibility
in ensuring me succession of knowledge and therefore dle culture. Whatever is not obtained
from our elders is gone forever. This is me only way to ensure that the culnJre continues to

exist and me connection with the past can be maintained.

The Spiritual World

Cr. Swdents will:

K-6 • Be familiar widl beliefs about elde", such as:
• Caring for an elder will bring

happiness.
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J::x!Jeliel7ces:

• Hear stories about spiritual elders.

• Hear stories about the special talents
of elders, ego predictions made by
them of how cellain children's
characters will be.



Gr.

Elders

SludenlS will:

o Be familiar with the belief that to acquire
the knowledge and words of an elder
will prolong one's life.

o Elders have within thcm thc power to
direct decisions and events.

Ex:periences:

o Collect sayings by elders and organize
them into topics which can be
accessed during other themes. For
example, "We don't have written
words but our words are written with
our tongues and we have to live with
them." These can be displayed on the
walls of hallways and changed
periodically so that people can read
them and consider them.

o Have sR,dents identify events or
decisions within the conununity d,at
were directed by elders.

TbeLand

Gr.

K-6

2-6

Sludellls will:

• Know that elders are a rich source of
information abollt the lane!.

o Know that elders usually have their own
area of expertise, that is, their own
unique and special talents and
knowledge about the land.

o Know that it's through their relationship,
knowledge, and skill on the land that
makes the elders who they are.

Experiences:

o When a student reports l'tis ftrst kill on
a hunt, his/her celebidtion involves
her/his grandparent or anodler elder.
(4-6)

• Have ciders share stories and their
experiences of the lanel.

TbePeople

Gr.

K-3

4-6

SludenlS will:

o Show a willingness to be respectli.il
toward any older person.

• Know that some olcler people are given
special recognition for their knowlcdge,
wisdom and contriburions to the Dene in
the past. These people are thc recognized
elders. Know how to behave wilh these
elders.
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Experiences:

o Establish a relationship between the
school and the senior citizen's centres
so that sR,dents can be with elders,
help them, enjoy them, and learn from
them. (K-6)



Gr

K-6

3-6

5-6

2-4

3-6

5-6

K-3
3-4
4-6
4-6

5-6

K-6

Elders

Sludellls l/'ill:

o Be able to sit comfortably with an elder,
and ILsten a[lenti\'ely for longer and
longer periods.

• Be able to receive an elder

o Be able to follow local customs in
requesting knowledge from an elder It is
cU',tomary to give something to the elder
,n return for any knowledge which is
requested of them.

• Be familiar with different ternlinology for
"forefathers", "old people", "elders" and
"grandparents" (if appropriate to local
dialect).

o Know thm uolditional knowledge has
always been passed down from
generation to generation of Dene, or';llly
rather than through the use of books,

• Know that the elders traditionally, and to
some extent even today, had many roles
that made/make them valuable to the
community. The elders used their
experience and their life of observing
people, in order to help others, TI,ey
seemed to know and understand the
"arious personalities in the community,

• Elders use their skills and knowledge to:
• give names
• teach
• advbe
• help'>Ctue disputes

• Be able to fore»cc the needs that elders
have, and provide help before it is asked:
de-dning house, making tea, shopping,
laking them places,

o Be familiar "ith storie, of famous elders
of the pas!.

o Know cultural niles (for your own
conununity) for showing respect to
elders, and for beha\'iour around elders.

('7'7

£\periellces:

• After hunting trips where game is
caught, have students share mem with
elders or grandparents, (4-6)

• Ha\'e elders come to school to tell
stories and legends, or to teach skills,
(K-6)

• Choose students to greet elders at the
door. introduce themselves, and bring
to the classroom. (K-3)

• Using the conununity mdio or lellers,
infonn parents about the need to
ensure that their children are doing
u1ings for elders. (K-6)
• Cleaning
• Getting wood
• Taking food, etc.
• Baking

• Encourage community-wide
celebrations of birthdays or
anniversaries of elders.

o Organize a conununity-wide Elder's
Week with the participation of the
su,dents. (K-6)
• Have students lake baking or cards

to elders,
• Have students present elders with

photograph.s of the elders.

• Have student' prepare a Christmas
dinner for elders where the students
present ulings they have made (K-6)
• Hampers
• Rosary bags
• Scarves
• Wood
• Chocolates. etc



Elders

TheSe{f

Cr.

K-6

K-6

K-6

3-6

Stl/dents will:

• Become familiar with panicular elders,
and feel comfortable in their presence,
and enjoy their time together.

• Be willing to attend to the needs of elders
both in and out of school.

• Use the knowledge and information
received from elders to help studentS in
their personal lives.

• Express negative or confused feelings that
studentS may have about particular older
members of the community.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resourcesfor Subject Integration:

• Resources:
• Grade 4, 5, 6 main reader
• Fort Resolution Elders book
• Gwich'in Elders book
• Nahehcho Ke - Fort Providence

Elders book
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Experiences:

• Share with their peers knowledge
learned from elders.

• Have studentS volunteer to help
elders.

• In a sharing circle have studentS
discuss their negative or confused
feelings toward certain older people in
the community who they feel do nO!
live up to what has been learned
about elders and their roles. Talk
about possible reasons for the
behaviour of certain elders and about
the need to mainwin our ideals and
expectations with respect to elders.
Keep in mind that the elders are
affected by the changes of today,
which could lead to their roles being
eliminated or undermined.

Speciallnfonllationfor the Teacher:



-Leaders
"The leader's job was the survival ofthe people. By the sameprinciples they have to pass on to the

next generation, so that the people never become extinct. YOli rnmain a Deneforever. "
- john B. Zoe, April 3, 1990

Primary Objective:
Students willieam about traditional leadership and apply it to their own lives in order to

prepare them to provide Dene-style leadership in the future. Traditional leadership models
were very effective in getting people to work together to survive, and this is required for the

future. Also, the students will learn about past and present Dene leaders. This will provide the
students with good role models and also give them a new sense of pride in their people and

in their history.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

4-6

Students will:

• Know that traditionally leaders were
greatly inAuenced by medicine men.

• Know that leaders were role models.

• Know that leaders need to have a very
strong mind, and must withstand the
demands of others.

• Dene leader is not a 9-5 job. It is a 24
hour job.
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Expe/1ences:

• Hear stories about great leaders of the
past.
• Legend of Dziliho and Chiagode
• Stories of the prophets



Gr. Students will: Experiences:

• A' a leader your life is not your own.

The Land

Gr. Stlldents will:

• Dene leader is chosen very specifically
and carefully.

• Dene leader has to have wisdom,
patience, knowledge to handle all the
responsibilities. i.e. decisions that affect
lives.

• Dene leader has La be sensitive to needs
of the people.

• Dene leader has to be very well informed
of current issues LO make infonned
decisionS.

• Dene leaders are given leadership by the
people. IL is noL for competitiveness.

• The ability to speak, orate, is essential for
a leader.

• Leadership qualities can be found in men
and women.

• Have students identify leaders
amongst themselves, the school, the
community, ego for on the land eVenL'i,
and why.

• Have students reOect on presentation
made by leaders.

5-6 • Know that traditional leaders were ones
who were the best hunters and providers.
They did not ask for leadership. They
simply became leaders by being
competent and knowing.

The People

Gr.

K-6

Students will:

• Be able La identify characteristics of those
who were leaders traditionally.
• Were very capahle in some area or

skill.
• Listened to people and heard abouL

their needs.
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Experiellces:

• Have students research leaders in the
history of the Dene. (4-6)



Gr.

K-6

Leaders

Students will:

o GO! consensus from people through
negotiation.

o Made decisions which were fair.
o Took on additional responsibilities.
o Got advice from elders.
o Were humble and mannerly.
o Were gcxxJ speakers, communicators

or teachers.
o Were mtional and even-tempered.
o Used foresight and gcxxJ planning,

were organized in their work, and
were gcxxJ at organizing others.

o Be familiar with community leadership.
o Identify community leaders.
o Identify the kinds of work thal

community leaders are responsible for.
o Recognize and suppon community

leaders.

Experiences:

o Have "Leader of the Week" to give
students experience in organizing and
leading people. (] -5)

o Have formal class meetings to decide
on issues. (4-6)

o Have students research great leaders
and prepare biogmphies to leave in
the school libmry. (4-6)

o Allend Band Council meetings, learn
about the issues, meet the members,
watch the proceedings. (6)

o Promote the idea of a Student Council,
if nO! in the school then within the
class, mimicking government election
processes. (6)

4-6 0 Be famHiar with recognized lribal or
nonhern leaders, their accomplishments
and their characteristics.

4-6 0 Know lhat though men were usually lhe
leaders, the women would lake over in
their absence, and some became greal
leaders.

4-6 0 Know how tmditional leaders or chiefs
were chosen and how they lost their
position.

4-6 0 Know that leaders were the ones whom
others tended to foUow. If people did nOt
agree with the leadership they would not
stay with lhem.

4-6 0 Know lhat leaders did nO! have to boast
about themselves. People knew their
record.

5-6 0 Identify ways in which tmditional leaders
were different from the leaders chosen
loday.

o Identify current leaders of today in the
different regions.

IHI



Leaders

The Self

Gr.

K-6

K-6

Students wilL

o Recognize qualities of leadership in
others, and appreciate them.

o Recognize qualities of leadership in self,
and develop them: take opportunities to
take responsibility, spend time learning
from elders, listen to others.

Suggested Teaching Activities and
Resources to Support Key Experiences:
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Experiences:

o Discuss in groups or individually the
leadership experiences studenrs have,
either leading or being led. Students
should try to examine their feelings
about leadership, and what they can
do to make things bener.

o Have student speak in public and
have others support his/her
leadership.

o Recognize that not everyone can be
chosen as a leader.

o Recognize that good leaders can be
even better leaders if dley have good
followers.

o Being a good follower is the best way
to support one's leader.

Spedalhifor1l,ationfortheTeacher:



-Clothing
"Sewing was so valuable a skill, that a young woman ~ worth as a plUS/JeCtive wife was largely

measured by her sewing abilities. "- The Sahtuotine Long Ago, 1991

PrimaI)' Objective:
Traditionally, Dene clothing was made only of materials from nature. The clothing was

designed to enable survival in the most severe winters or the wannest summers. It is
important that this knowledge and skill not be lost. People are beginning to discover that the

materials and design of traditional clothing are better for colder temperatures than clothing
imported from the south. If students can be given this knowledge and the skills to sew the
basic items of clothing in the traditional styles with traditional materials, they wilJ come to

appreciate the beautiful and creative skills of their culture and their people. In the process of
gaining these skills, the students wiJI acquire patience and self-esteem. TIle skiJls can be the

basis for future economic development projects for communities.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-3

2-6

Sllidellls wilr

• Give thanks to the animals which provide
the material for clothing.

• Know that celtain materials were used for
ceremonial dress (e.g. eagle feathers).
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Experiences:

• Hear legends about clothing or the
impoltance of good sewing. (K-6l
• Legend of the women who put hide

in her mouth for tanning.

• Story of the man who travelled to
different places by placing knotted
sinews or strings on the fire.



Gr. Sit/dents lvill:

Clothing

Experiences:

K-6

4-6

• Know that certain material were used to
promote certain characteristics in people.
(Dehcho: if a narrow strip of beaver fur
was placed around a child's wrist, the
child would be a good sewer or wood
worker.)

• Know that men's clothing was protected
from breast milk or children's urine so
that the medicine of the men wouId not
be affeaed. (Del,ne)

The Land

Gr.

K-6

4-6

K-6

4-6

Students will:

• Know the names for different kinds of
clothing (parkas, jackets, coats, dress,
pants, leggings, footwear).

• Girls should be able to help in the
preparation of materials and the sewing
of clothing.
• Straight hand sewing for small b<lgs. (K-3)
• Pleating of moccasins. (5-6)
• Cuning panems. (5-6)

• Boys should be able to demonstrate basic
sewing skUls such as sewing on bunons
and straight stitching for repair work.

• Know the materials used for traditional
clothing and why.
• Mainly moose and caribou but also

rabbit, wolverine, muskrat, beaver.
• ught caribou hides for pants and hats.
• Light caribou skins and furs for shirrs

and mitts.
• Caribou for tipis and boats.
• Young caribou for children', clothing.

• Hide used for children's clothing would
not be smoked because the odour is too
strong.
• Caribou leggings to make women's

moccasin covers.
• Caribou skins for dresses (pleated at

the sleeves) and for skirrs.
• Caribou jackets for summer.
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Experiences:

• Work witll hides safely using sharp
tools (scissors, SC,dpers, awl, needles).
(5-6)

• Sew with sinews. (2-6)

• Use Dene panems. (4-6)

• Cut and bring to parents if students
cannot sew tllemselves.

• Sew by hand as well as with machines.
• Sewing bags (K-2)
• Rosary bags (K-2)
• Uppers (2-4)
• Drums (6)
• Srroud mins (2-4)
• Moccasins (5-6)
• horr hide mins (5-6)
• Mukluks (6)



Clothing

Cr. Students will: Experiences:

4-6

5-6

5-6

5-6

• Moccasins.
• Pleat moccasins. (4-6)
• Cut out pallerns so there is no

waste. (4-6)
• Design pallem for beading or

embroidery. (2-6)
• Learn to tie strings properly. (2-6)

• Braid and make pom poms.
• For millS, mukluks. (3-4)
• Braid dog whip. (5-6)

• Bring mukluks to clean and repair. ()-6)

• Make doll clothing using tFdditional
styles. (4-6)

• Experiment with decorations u ing
quills, beads, embrOidery, contrasting
hides, natural dyes, and caribou/
moose hair tufting, weasel hide
decoration, colour coordination. (5-6)

• Compare and contrast the positive and
negative reasons for using local natuFdl
materials as compared to imponed
and synthetiC materials. (5-6)

• Conduct experiments to test the
comparative qualilies of natural vs.
imponed materia"'. (5-6)

• Explore the possible ways to U6<'

traditional materials and designs in
making clothing for expon to southern
markets. Have a deSign cOntest. (6)

4-6

• Caribou hats fastened under the chin
and pleated in the back for women.
(Del!ne)

• Caribou hide capes tied at the neck
and waist and worn over parka, or
summer jackets.

• Rabbit fur for making children's
clOlhing with built-in sleeves and pants.

• Rabbit fur woven into blankets.
• Loin cloths with flaps for men,
• Undergannent with a hole for women.

• Know important characteristics of
traditional clOlhing.
• Camouflage
• Light
• Strong
• Provided protection from branches and

insects
• All-weather protection from cold, heat,

and water

• Know how materials were prepared for
clothing (rolled wood for tanning, shaving
of hair, softening hides with fat, working
with hair on l softening one side, making
trimmings, lacing).

• Know characteristics of different hides,
their uses, and what parts of hide. to use
for what.

• Be familiar with local designs (for children
and adults, men and women) in
traditional clothing and understand the
reasoning behind the designs.

• Be familiar with local decorative design
concepts if any, Be able to interpret
designs. Be familiar with IOC'JI and natural
materials used in decorations.

4-6 • Be familiar with regional variations in
dOlhing design.

5-6 • Be familiar with kinds of tools used in
making clothing and be cautious in their
use.

6 • Understand the value of using natural
re;ources for making clothing. (For
compal:Jtive "'Jnlllh, lightness, strength.>

lothing made from animal fur is silent when
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Gr. 51udents will:

Clothing

Experiences:

moving through bush. Inexpensive use
of local resources creates local
employment.)

K-3 • Understand that other cultures
appreciate the value and beauty of
traditional styles and materials in
clothing. Become aware of how the
traditional designs and materials are
made marketable.

5-6 • Be familiar with other things made with
natural materials: blankets, tipis,
snowshoes.

K-6 • Be familiar with tricks used by
traditional Dene, such as putting
ptannigan feathers in mitts or footwear
to prevent freezing. TI,e feathers of
ptannigan, which are cold-weather
birds, provide good insulation.

• Be able to care for and clean clothing.

The People

Gr. 51udents will: Experiences:

4-6

K-3 • Know that very young children were
traditionally expected to begin learning
how to make clothing.

• Know that women were given much
respect based on their ability to sew. A
woman's ability to sew was essential for
her survival as well as for the survival of
her tribe. Women were able to find
husbands according to how well they
sewed. Tribes made alliances based on
some of these marriages.

5-6 • Be familiar with the whole process in
making some article of clothing and be
responsible for at least one part of it.

5-6 • Know that clothing for special occasions
was sewn carefully and beautifully. These
were kept some distance from the
community so as not to get them scented.
They were used only on the special
occasions.
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• Observe a resource person cutting and
sewing clothes. Try making an article
of clothing on your own. (K-6)

• Identify different people by the clothes
tiley wear. (4-6)

• Identify people in the community who
are wearing clothing sewn by Dene or
using natural materials. Cut pictures
from magazines and make a display.
(K-4)



Clothing

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

K-5 • Identify and acknowledge people in the
community who are respected for their
sewing skills.

The Self

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

K-4

2-6

K-6

K-6

• Identify someone familiar who they
can continue to learn skills from
outside of school, and work with on a
project. (K-6)

• Display finished sewing projects of
students in a glass case in public areas
so that their work can be recognized
by the community. (2-6)

• Have parents report on changed
behaviour at home regarding how well
the students care for their own
clothing. (K-6)

• Take pride in traditional clothing and be
willing to take good care of it.

• Be willing to care for their own clothes,
hanging them up, cleaning properly,
repairing.

• Be willing to begin and finish a sewing
project.

• Evaluate their own work and set goals
for leaming new skills.

• Take pride in their own work and in the
work of other Dene.

K-6 • Learn from others.

K-6

Suggested Teachillg Activities aud
Resources to Support Key Experiences:

Speciallufonllatiollfor the Teacher:

• Students organize a fashion show of
articles sewed in the community, doing
commentary on each article.

• Have younger children practise sewing
and crahing with small items such as hair
ties, rosalY bags, tiny mitts and mukluks,
key chains and earrings.

• Research traditional tools. Make a
collection for temporary display. Include
needles, awls, scrapers, etc.

• Given an assanment of traditional
clothing, students identify the kind of
hide, purpose, what season it was used.
and by whom it was worn.

• Make a summer and winter wall poster of
traditional clothing.
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..
The Anival ofthe Non-Dene

"Long ago before the while people came, ourpeople used to teach each other.
We taught the children by telling them stories and having them watch the adults work."

- john B. Zoe, Strong Like Two People, Novembel; 1990

Primaly Objective:
Before spending rime with this theme, the students should know that the Dene were the

original occupants of this land, and had learned to live and s\.llvive as a people for thousands
of years prior to the coming of the Non-Dene. TIle study of the changes which occurred in
the Dene culture as a result of the coming of the Non-Dene will enable students to better

understand and control change in the future.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

5-6

SlIIdellts will:

• Know about prophesies made by Dene
leaders in the past regarding the coming
of the Non-Dene and the changes e1lat
would take place.

t88

E,periellces:

• Hear an elder's stories about the
prophets. (5-6)
• Prophesies abow sickness.
• Prophesies about a rock taken from

the land to make life easier.
• Other prophesies.

• Have elders come and tell stories
about their first contact with Non
Dene.



The Anival of the Non-Dene

Cr. 51uden1S will: Experiences:

o Have students listen to tapes of stories
told about first contact with the non
Dene.

1beLand

Cr. 5wdents will: Experiences:

o Listen to stories told by elders about
the coming of the Non-Dene and how
things have changed. (4-6)

• 0 Research Non-Dene names of
geographiC locations and compare
them with the meaning behind the
Dene names. (6)

o Have students listen to tapes of
experiences of elders with the arrival
of new things upon contact, ego the
first kicker, the first gun and the first
airplane.

o Have students identify and research all
the non-disposable materials in their
community brought by contact.

o Research differences in the ways in
which the Dene and the Non-Dene
perceive how the land should be used.
(6)

o Know that the Dene were the original
occupants of the land and had learned to
survive on the land for thousands of
years.

o Know that when the Non-Dene an·ived,
the Dene gave them respect as they
would have any guests. They acted as go
berweens berween the Non-Dene and the
land: food, shelter, clothing, survival
skills.

o Know the reasons that the Non-Dene
were interested in the nOlthem land.
o Fur trade for profit.
o Resources for profit.
o Ownership of North by Canadian

Government (sovereignty).

o Be familiar with the stories of the fur
trade and traders. (see also theme
"Trdpping")
o Biographies of local traders.
o Role of Dene guides and helpers and

Dene wives.
o Location of first posts.
o Kinds of fur that were traded.
o What the furs were traded for.

6 0 Know ways in which the fur trade
changed the way that the Dene used the
land.
o Easier lifestyle.
o Depended on outside markets, good

and bad prices.
o Less travelling, hunting and trapping,

and living around post instead of usual
hunting grounds.

o People began to live in town.

2-6

5-6

5-6

5-6
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Cr. Stude1lfs u1//:

The Anival ofthe ~on-Dene

bperiences:

o People still used the land for hunting
and fishing but turned more to
trapping.

6 0 Know ways in which the Dene view of
the land differed from the on-Dene
view of the land.
o '111e land belongs only to the Creator

vs. land can be owned by individuals.
o The land is the source of spiritual and

physical life vs. the land is the source
of riches but not necessarily life.

o D1e land must be respected vs. there
to be conquered.

o Know that with the arrival of the on
Dene, came materials that were non
disposable.

The People

Cr.

4-5

5-6

5-6

6

Srudel1/S will:

o Be familiar with stories about first
encounters with the on-Dene.

o Know about the sickness and death that
were brought on by contact.

o Know the underlying reasons why the
Non-Dene came.
o Religion.
o Loyalty to Canadian Government.
o To administer health, education, social

services and policing.

o Know the influence and effect of the
m..issionaries on the Dene.
o Introduction to Christianity.
o Written language.
o Schooling.
o Loss of nuclear families.
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Experiences:

o Students research stories from elders
about the fllSt encounter with: (4-6)
o the record-player
• tea
o pickle jar
• gun
o airplane
o kicker

o Students resealLh stories about
experiences in residential schools. (4-6)

o Students in1agine ways that they want
things to be in the onh in the future
and discuss consequences of such
changes. (5-6)

o Students do research on prospectors,
local traders and trading posts, and
prepare biographies of the people
involved. Try to compare the Dene
view of their work to their own
perceptions. (6)



Cr. Sllldents will:

TIle Arrival of the Non-Dene

Experiences:

5-6 • Know in which ways the arrival of the
Non-Dene changed the way that d1e
Dene worked and lived toged1er.
• Began living close to post or in

communities.
• Separated from children who were

taken to residential schools.
• Began working at jobs instead of

hunting and surviving together.

• Do a family tree to see when the use
of Non-Dene names came into the
family and under what circumstances.
(5-6)

• Compare Dene and Non-Dene
accounts of the same occurrence or
time in history. (5-6)

• Research stories telling about the time
in history when responsibility was
gradually taken away from the Dene
with housing and food rations, etc. (6)

The Self

Cr. Stl/dents will:.

• Examine personal feelings about Dene
identity when hearing stories about on
Dene encounters and history.

Specific lIifonllal"i01l From
Fort McPberso1l:

First Encounters: People saw large wood
chips made by an axe. They were puzzled
by what animal could have made such large
chips.

Missionaries: Archdeacon McDonald, an
Anglican, married a Gwich'in woman,
translated the Bible into GWich'in, taught the
Gwich'jn to read and write in their own
language, and taught Christian teachings
,,,hich stopped men from having multiple
wives.

Traders: Trdders took Gwich'in women for
wives to cook and clean for them. and to
give them companionship. The women
learned Engli,h and began translating for
their people. Their children learned both
languages and began being go-betweens
between the Gwich'in peopl<, and the many
newly an'iving Non-Dene.
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E:>.peliellces:

• In a sharing circle, talk about pride in
being Dene.

Suggested Tecu::bi1lg ActiviJies a1ld
Resources 10 Support Key Experie1lces:

• Though the Non-Dene surely saw the
beauty of the land when they first
arrived, most were drawn imo the
northem land for various reasons.
Have students list these reasons. Have
students illustrate the first White
people looking at the land (with word
balloons) showing how they are
thinking about the land. I lave them
contrdst this with a Dene looking at
the land thinking about how he or she
saw the land ('OlIrCe of spiritual and
physiC'dl survival).

• Resources:
.. Look /110m, We 'ue been Discouered" by

the Dene Cultu'dl Institute 1990
",Hackel/zie" National Film Board film
"loe FI/r TrClde"and "DCll/gbters oJtbe

COl/l/lry"



MI\M
Traditional Games

'7be object ofthe competition was to see who was thefastest. Its realpurpose was to identify who
was to pursue game. "- Uzi) Joe Naedzo, The Sahtuotine Long Ago, 1991

Primary Objective:
It was imponam traditionally for the Dene to be mentally and physically fit to survive on the
land. Traditional games were played to test their physical strength, mental capabilities, and to
build character. It is to expose students to the games from the traditional Dene culture, and to

have students value the games for what they provided: fun, entenainmem, enjoyment and
friendship. The competition is with oneself. It is hoped that the games will be revived.

The Spiritual World

Gr.

K-6

Students wilt:

• Understand spiritual meaning of certain
games and play them.

• Know that spirituality is present when
there is balance in the mental and
physical well being of a person.
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Expe,ie/lces:

• Play spiritual games. (4-6)
• Dzehkw'ine.
• Make mask used in Dzehkw'ine.

• Hear legends that accompany spiritual
games. (4-6)
• The competition between the Bear

and the Squirrel.

• Hear stories about spiritual games. (K-6)

• Sing traditional song to support the
athlete of your choice.



Traditional Games

TheLand

Gr. Students will:

• Be familiar with how equipment for
games is made using only things from the
land.

• Be familiar with the laws associated with
the equipment used in the games, ego
handgames sticks never used twice.

• Be familiar with the land areas where
traditionally games were played.

• Be familiar with the appropriate land sites
to play these games.

• Be familiar with the seasons in which
these games are played.

Experiences:

• Make equipment needed for games.
(3-6)

• Find area outdoors to play the games.
(4-6)

• Have srudents research and identify
the locations where these games were
played.

• Have srudents research the sites where
traditional games could be played and
why.

• Have students identify through
discussions, their or other's encounters
with signs/marks of where traditional
games were played. ego Axe left
behind on a tree by Dzehkw'ine. It
should be left there.

• Have srudents categorize the
traditional games intO the different
seasons. Have them explain and
discuss why.

The People

Gr. SlIIdents will: Experiences:

5-6

K-6

5-6

• Be familiar with the kinds of games
played traditionally.
• Informal children's games
• Finger games
• Competitive but friendly games
• Men's games
• Women's games
• Mixed games

• Play and enjoy the games.

• For games requiring prior skill such as
snowshoeing, students will acquire those
skills first.

K-6 • Exercise safety in playing the games.
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• Play games (K-6)

• Have elders recount stories about
traditional games: where they were
played (indicating landmarks), when
and who played, and what kinds of
things happened. (K-6)

• Have srudents research and teach
other students a traditional game. (5-6)

• Include traditional games on play
days. I lave adults demonstrate games
to open the games day. (K-6)



Cr Studellts will:

Traditional GaInes

f~\]Jeriellces

5-6 • Kno" \'alue of the game, played
tmditionally.
• :-Iental and emotional development.
• Phy'ical de\'elopment: physical skill,

for llfvi"al and hunting.
• Entenainment and enjoyment.
• Social development: bringing people

logether.
• Settling disputes.
• Displaying abilities and acknowledging

abilities of others in a friendly way,
with cooperation.

5-6 • Compare, contrast traditional games to
present day recreation.

K-6 • Enjoy watching others panicipale in
games.

The Self

• Research people e1de" \\ ho were
known for their traditional game
accomplishmenlb. e.g. lhe best
swimmer.

• Have the sllldenlb identify the different
body pans uscd in playing the
lraditional games, ego snowsnake:
hand and eye coordinalion.

• Have sllIdents di'iCUSS and debale why
lraditional games were used to settle
dispules. Can lhey be used loday'

Gr.

K-6

4-6

K-6

Stlldellts ,/'ill:

• Be willing to play lhe games bolh at
»eh,xli and out,ide of school and
encourage olhe" to play.

• Be a\\ are of own physical abilitie, and
accepl lhem.

• Recognize superior abilitie.., of other-,.
Accepl gracefully.

• Challenge oneself to greater degree, of
physic", mental. emotional. and social
development while playing games.

t9~

E.\]Je.1ellces:

• Sn,denls use journal or individual lalk
with teacher to express feelings about
the traditional games, and to talk aboul
their perfonnances, and how they
might improve or help other'>. or learn
more.

• PUI on a display of tmdilional games
for the elder'> prior to elders talking
aboul traditional games. This gives
students an opponunily to get prai.",
from lhe elders.

• Sing the lmdilional suppon song.



Traditional Games

Suggested Teachillg Activities alld
Resources to Support Key Experiellces:

• Have studenl~ choo e a traditional game
[0 compare with some contemporary
game or spon. Make a comparison chan
describing rules. and value of the games.
(5-6)

• Have students view videos of past
lraditional games played.
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Traditiollal Games:

Wresding
Mooseskin Ball
Spruce Gum Ball
Packing with Tumpline
Drum Dance
Club Throwing
Snowsnakes
Snowshoe Racing
Handgames
Ptannigan Bag Balloons
Wishbone Game
Toss and Catch Games
String Games
Spear TI1fowing
Bow and Arrow Target
Racing Bare FOOl

SWimming
Tickle
Canoe Racing
Dog Team Racing
Hide and Go Seek
Sliding



ItIlM
Play learning Aids

"It is believed that children grow through play so when they are stopped they become sick. "
- Lucy Tat/i, july 12, 1993

Primary Objective:
Play is a crucial developmental part of the Dene child's development, and is essential to the
acquisition of language. Through play, children find friendship, learn leadership skiJls, and

develop mentally, physically, creatively and spiritually. Play is considered an important
process for a child in need of healing. Learning how to make traditional toys is one way to

learn about the past, and to gain knowledge and skills which can be passed to the next
generation. Students will learn dlat traditional learning aids were often models of dle real
thing, such as smaller versions of lXJws and arrows and odler tools, and they will need to

learn to exercise safe handling of these types of toys.

The Spiritual World

Gr. Students will:

o Know that the Dene believed that play is
a very important spirinlal aspect of a
child·s life.

o Know that play is necessary for the
nanlral development of a child.

o Know that play is a leaming aid as well as
a healing process.

o Know that it is through play that children
learn.
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Experiences:

• Hear stories from elders aboUl
themselves as children and how they
played.

o Hear stories from elders of the
different learning aids used by them at
play.



Play Learning Aids

The Land

Cr.

K-6

3-4

K-5

K-3

Students will:

• Know the kinds of learning aids that
were made by the Dene traditionally.

• Know that many of the learning aids that
were made by the Dene for dleir children
were smaller replicas of the real thing.
They were imitations of true life
experiences. Many of the learning aids
were a form of training for skills and
building strength required later in life.

• Know d,at d,e Dene leaming aids require
skill and care in their use. Children must
not be irresponsible in hanclling or using
the toys because dley have been made
with much care, attention and time by
Dene who still have the knowledge.

• Know that traditional learning aids were
all made with natural materials from the
land.

• Know that there is a cenain language
synonymous with play (language and
play go together).

• Know d,at it is through play, and role
modeling, that a child acquires language.

Experiences:

• Tell or dramatize land stories using the
learning aids as props. (K-5)

• Identify what kinds of skills were
taught with each game or learning aid.
(5-6)

• Have the studems collect the necessary
materials from the environment to
make leaming tools, ego pebbles for
the baby rattle.

• Have the students make some of the
learning aids: baby mttles, mooseskin
ball, strings and bones learning aids.

• Have students make traditional dolls.

• Have the sn,dents place on display d,e
learning aids they made plus one
collected from the conununity.

• Have the srudents identify words
associated with play and role playing,
ego playing house - mits'ede.

The People

Cr.

3-4

3-4

K-6

K-5

Students will:

• Know that traditional leaming aids were
all related to life activities.

• Know that the Dene children observed
adults with real objects. and then tried
using them themselves.

• Be willing to leam by obse,,'ation.

• Be Willing to share the learning aids and
care for the leaming aids.
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E~periel1ces:

• Use the learning aids in play. (K-5)

• Have students research the learning
aids and games used by their parents.

• Have students research the leaming
aiel, and games used by the elders.



Cr. Students will:

Play Learning Aid~

£"<P!?liences:

K-6

K-6

• Be willing to help each other in making
learning aids.

• In competitions, be graceful in loss.

• Have the students research the
learning aids of yesterday, today and
compare the two. Debate the pros and
cons of both situations.

• Have the students predict the learning
aids of tomorrow.

• Have students debate how the
learning aids of today relate to life.

• J lave students be given "free" play and
a structured play. Have them compare
the two.

• Have the parents of the students corne
in and demonstr'dte the making of the
learning tools.

The Self

Cr.

K-5

3-5

K-6

Students will:

• Become aware of the fact that, long ago,
there were children just as there are
today, and that they liked to playas much
as children do today.

• Appreciate the sophistication and skill of
Dene youngsters long ago in being ahle
to handle some of the learning aids.

• Appreciate and be proud of the Dene
learning aids.
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Experiences:

• Have students identify the different
ways in which they acquired
leadership skills, friendship skills, and
craftsmanship skills through their
panicipation in play, and by the use of
learning aids.

• Have sn,dents write personal stories of
how play is used in their own life.

• Have the child play.



Play Learning Aids

Killds ofGames Made alld Played by
the D.me Traditionally:

Dagowo (dance), Egeji (Handgame), Sliding
with Toboggans on big slides, Ek'ego
(strings and bones), Hide Ball Games (for
men and women for strength and nmning
endurance), Jumping (distance in summer
and in snow), Two Base Baseball, Hide and
Seek in snow (not much hiding in summer
because children were afraid of the
Bushman), Jumping on Rocks in the Lake,
Taking rocks and stones oul of the water,
Making sleds with wood, Playing house by
making a fire and cooking a meal, exi
Oumping on one leg), sling hots and
whistles.

Pin and Cup Game, Catch the Ball Game,
Bow and Arrow Competitions, Dogrib
Baseball, Jumping competition over stick un
ground, Snowshoe Race, K'ek'eti - Na?ehi,
Whipping a small stick or ball, Dene javelin
throwing with a sharp pointed stick, Dechi
K'ets'emo, Hit the Can witl1 Slone, Dog
Racing, Leg Racing, Canoe Racing, Gun
Shooting Competition, Dechixa t'a
sonagede, Kwcchoyia t'a sonagede (played
with spruce gum ball), Hide Balls, Ehtledoa
(Rag Dolls and Doll Clothes), birchbark lipi,
baby raule. wooden sleds, birchbark canoe.
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-Eating and Food
"Due 10 the harshness ofthe land, noperson, tribe or culture could deny others access to food.

All accepted and adhered to this 'unstated law'. The WOfst crimefor the Dene was 10

denyfood 10 olhers."- (lzi) Joe Naedzo, tbe Sahluoline Long Ago, 1991

Primary Objective:
Students will understand that the land has provided the Dene with everything they needed to
survive for thousands of years. All kinds of animals, plants and fish were available. The Dene
have developed their own system of food gathering, preparation and preservation. Food is a

source of wealth for the Dene. It must be shared to be replenished. One must never deny
another food.

The Spiritual World

Cr.

K-6

K-j

Students will:

• Be able to give thanks for food by
feeding the fire.

• Know that being a server of food is a
very special role that traditionally was
given only to cel1ain people.
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EXjJe,iel1ces:

• Hear the legend about how the loon
restored the old man's vision.

• Have students hear stories of food that
are not agreeable to cenain people.



Eating and Food

TheLand

Gr. Students will: Experiences:

K-4

K-6

3-6

• Know the rypes of land foods available in
the area.

• Be familiar with the ta te of different
Dene foods.
• Drymeat and fish.
• Smoked meat or fish.
• Fish eggs.
• Bannock.

• Know how to prepare Dene foods.
• Cuning meat or fish for drying and

smoking.
• Identify what rype of wood is used to

smoke meat and fish.
• Techniques of making fat - pounding,

boiling.

6 • Know the nutritional value of traditional
foods as compared to store bought foods.

5-6 • Be aware of the value of the traditional
food preservation techniques (drying and
smoking) compared to chemically treating
food as a way of preserving it.

• Recognize and distinguish edible and
non-edible meat and plants.

• Traditionally there was no set time for
meals. It was upon reaching their
destination that meals were prepared.
Often they ate on the run.

ThePeop1e

• Have the students go out on the land,
or in the tipi and have them participate
in cooking different kinds of Dene
food.

• Have students experience dry fish and
pemmican making.

• Have the students research the
nutritional value of Dene food.

• Have the community nurse come in
and tell them about nutrition.

Gr.

5-6

Students u'iII:

• Know the importance of food in the
Dene culture. The search for food and the
inmlinence of starvation "'ere the focal
point of their lives.
• Food was a source of ,,'ealth.
• Food was at the centre of political,

social, economic events.
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Experiences:

• Have students learn to eat cenain
kinds of food, ego fish.

• Have tudents identify what rypes of
food come from different animals.



Cr. Students will..

Eating and Food

Experiences..

• Scarcity or ahundance dictated
alliances.

• Because of the harshness of the land,
access to food could not be denied.

• Appropriate conduct was defined and
judged in terms of a person's
willingness to share food.

• Aspirations were based on a person's
willingness and ability to share food.
For example, young men would aspire
to become the best hunters so that they
would be able to share their food with
others.

• Over indulgence and overeating were not
allowed. After eating, one was
encouraged to work it off by doing
physical tasks, i.e. food is resting in your
stomach, therefore your body requires
you to work it off.

• Be willing to share food.

• Know how to serve.

• Know thaI food should be offered before
the asking, i.e. to save the person the
humiliation of asking.

• "n,e Dene had to know how to ration
tileir food because the land and food
source was unpredictahle.

• Upon arriving on other people'S territory,
one had 10 watch their food and the
amount of water they drank.

• Dene people oflen canied focxl ti,at was
already prepared and ready for
consumplion because they never knew
when their next meal would be.
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• Have studenLs list all the things that
can and cannot be done around place
settings for food.

• Have class prepare small feast with
several other classes. Planning for the
rreparation of the food: the cooks, the
choosing of the server, the prayer of
thanks, the sharing of ti,e food and the
delivety of the feas!.



Eating and Food

The Self

Gr. Students 1/'il/:

• Be willing to share food.

• Be willing to share food properly.

• Know how to serve.

• Know how the different foods and waters
affect you, ego do nOt eat snow while
working, although thirsty, because you
lose your energy.

• Show appreciation for food prepared and
served to them.

Suggested Teachillg Actiliities alld
Resources to Support Key Experiellces:

• Have the students refer to the "Foods
Unit'· developed by the Department of
Health.
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Expen·ences:

• Identify what food is not agreeable
with them physically or spiritually.

• Identify the different kinds of food and
the way they are cooked.

• Have parents report on changed
behaviours at home regarding how
well the students behave around
people who are eating.

• Have students evaluate how they
conduct themselves around place
settings of food.

Special biformatiollfortbe Teacber:
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